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IntrodutionThis doument aims at giving an overview of the fast and preise Fabry-Perot Comptonpolarimeter whih has been installed in 2003 in the tunnel of HERA [1℄. HERA is aneletron(positron)-proton ollider loated at the DESY laboratory in Hamburg where,sine 2001, leptons are longitudinally polarised around the two experiments H1 [2, 3℄ andZEUS [4℄. The lepton polarisation at HERA ring reahes about 50%. This longitudinalpolarisation allows some quantities of the standard model in the eletroweak setor (as theright harged urrent ross setions, the mass of the W propagator, or the vetorial andaxial ouplings of the quarks u and d to the Z boson) to be measured or onstrained. Toover aurately the physis program [5℄, a projet to upgrade the longitudinal polarimeterwas proposed and aepted in 2000. This new polarimeter is devoted to inrease theauray of the lepton polarisation measurement to reah a stastitial unertainty of 1%per bunh and per minute and a systemati unertainty below the perent. This preisionis neessary to ahieve preise ross setion measurements in H1 and ZEUS.In the �rst hapter, basi priniples of the polarisation build up in storage rings aredesribed and polarisation measurement priniples at HERA are presented. The seondhapter is devoted to desribe the whole Fabry-Perot polarimeter system and to presentthe main results of its funtionment in the HERA tunnel up to the end of the HERAexperiment in summer 2007.One essential point to reah the per mill level on the systemati unertainties on thelepton polarisation is the preise ontrol of the optial system, and more preisely thepreise knowledge of the laser beam polarisation. The haraterisation of our optialsetup is the main subjet of this doument and is desribed in Chapters 3, 4, 5 and 6.In Chapter 3, the ellipsometer, i.e. the optial system used to haraterise the lightpolarisation state, is presented. Some preise and dediated studies performed with thisellipsometer in the laboratory environment at Orsay are desribed in Chapter 4. Theharaterisation of the optial system and the measurement of the laser beam polarisationin the HERA tunnel are presented in Chapter 5. Chapter 6 is devoted to hek the globaloherene of the light polarisation along the optial line.Finally, in the annex, the formalism of a wave propagating in an anisotropi mediumis developped to obtain the expression of the �eld transmitted by suh a medium. Indeed,one of the most ritial omponents of our optial system being a quartz quater wave plate,a model as omplete as possible has been used to simulate our ellipsometer measurementsdesribed in Chapters 4 and 5 and to extrat the main parameters of our optial system.
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Chapter 1Polarisation at HERAHERA is a high energy eletron(positron)-proton ollider of the Deutshes Elektronen-Synhrotron Laboratory (DESY) in Hamburg [1℄. The mahine has provided luminositysine 1992. The eletron(positron) beam is aelerated to an energy of 27.5 GeV and sine1998 the proton beam energy is 920 GeV. HERA has four experimental regions: the dete-tors H1 [2, 3℄ and ZEUS [4℄ (loated at North and South interation points respetively)where the unpolarised lepton and proton beams ollide head-on, the HERMES detetor[6℄ loated at the East straight setion of the ring whih uses sine 1995 the longitudinallypolarised eletron(position) beam in ollision with a polarised gas �xed target, and theHERA B detetor [7℄ whih is loated in the West straight setion whih use the protonbeam halo interating with a wire target (HERA B has taken data from 1998 to 2001).Sine 1992 the transverse polarisation of the lepton beam is measured with the trans-verse polarimeter TPOL loated in the West area. Before the year 2000, HERA operatedwith two spin rotators around the HERMES experiment where the longitudinal polari-sation was measured with the longitudinal polarimeter LPOL. Sine 2001, HERA hasstarted its seond phase: HERA II. During the mahine upgrade [5, 8, 9℄, two pairs ofspin rotators have been installed, one around H1 and one around ZEUS, providing a lon-gitudinally polarised lepton beam at the two interation point (IP) regions. Also, du-ring the mahine upgrade, a seond longitudinal polarimeter using a Fabry-Perot avity(POLCA) has been tested and installed in the HERMES area during the summer 2003.A shemati view of the HERA ollider showing the four experiment areas and the threepolarimeters is presented in Figure 1.1.This hapter is devoted to a desription of the lepton beam polarisation build up instorage rings and to polarisation measurements with the di�erent HERA polarimeters.We will also see why it was deided to build another longitudinal polarimeter (the Fabry-Perot avity) during the upgrade of the year 2000.1.1 Lepton beam polarisation1.1.1 De�nition and desription of polarisationThe spin of a partile is represented by the quantum vetorial operator bS:bS = nbSx; bSy; bSzo :11



Figure 1.1: Drawing of HERA showing the four experiment loations H1, ZEUS, HERMESand HERA B, and the three polarimeter (TPOL, LPOL and POLCA) areas. The spinrotators loated around H1, HERMES and ZEUS to turn the transverse polarisation ofthe eletron beam into a longitudinal polarisation are aslo shown.Considering a quantum system at one single partile haraterised by its quantum statej �k >, the polarisation vetor is the quantum average of the spin operator bS [10℄:P =< �k j bS j �k > ;and, in the semi-lassial desription of the spin dynamis, P is by onvention named thespin vetor S.For a quantum system ontaining a large number k of idential partiles, the proba-bility dP to have a single partile in the state j �k > is de�ned by:dP = P(�k) dk = pk dk ;and the polarisation vetor is the statistial average of individual spin vetors, i.e. thestatistial and quantum average of the spin quantum operator bS. It is written as:P = Xk pk < �k j bS j �k > :The value P of the polarisation (or the degree of polarisation) is the modulus of the vetorP. A beam is unpolarised (P = 0) if the spin vetors point to all diretions isotropially.It is fully polarised (P = �1) if all the partiles are in the same spin state.12



Although spin e�ets are neessarily quantum mehanial, it is possible to derive mostof the equations and results semi-lassially by starting with an e�etive Hamiltonian thatinludes a term desribing the interation between the spin and the eletromagneti �eld.Aording to the general rules of quantum mehanis, polarisation of eletrons (i.e. thequantum average of bS) behaves lassially (Ehrenfest theorem [11℄). Although polarisationan be desribed in terms of spinors, Shr�odinger equation for spinors is equivalent to alassial equation for the polarisation vetor P [12℄. Thus, there is no need for use of suhspinors and a lassial desription of polarisation is exat and allows a onrete motionto be shown.1.1.2 Time evolution of the polarisationThe spin of a partile interats with an eletromagneti �eld through the magneti momentassoiated with the spin. For non-relativisti and non-radiating partiles, the motion ofthe spin of a partile in a stati magneti �eld B is established by applying the kinetimoment theorem of the fundamental law of lassial mehanis:dSdt = ��B ; with � = g2 em0S : (1.1)� is the magneti moment vetor of the partile assoiated to the spining partile andproportional to its spin vetor S. e and m0 are respetively the eletri harge and themass of the partile. g is the gyromagneti ratio. Equation (1.1) an be rewritten as:dSdt = 
L � S ; with 
L = g2 em0B : (1.2)(1.2) is the equation of a rotation (preession) of the spin vetor around the diretionde�ned by the rotation vetor 
L ollinear to B. The modulus of 
L is the Larmorfrequeny.Equation (1.2) desribes the preession for a stationary eletron and we need nowan equation for a relativisti eletron moving in an eletromagneti �eld E and B. Whenpartiles are aelerated and are relativisti, eletromagneti �elds have to be transformedfrom the laboratory to the aelerated rest frame of the partiles. After applying theappropriated Lorentz transformations [13, 14℄, the spin evolution time follows the samelaw than (1.2) but with a di�erent rotation vetor [10℄:dSdt = 
BMT � S (1.3)with 
BMT = � em0 h (1 + a) B� a( � 1)v2 (v�B)v+�a + 1 + 1� 2 E�v i : (1.4)a = (g � 2)=2 is the gyromagneti anomaly,  is the lorentz fator, and v is the partileveloity. Equation (1.3) is known as the Bargmann-Mihel-Telegdi (BMT) equation [15℄.Let us note from the BMT equation that spin rotation in an eletri �eld of 3� 108 V=mor in a magneti �eld of 1 Tesla is of the same order of magnitude. Supplied eletri13



�elds in aelerators are in general smaller and their e�et on the spin negligible [10℄. Wetherefore assume E = 0 in the following.In Figure 1.2, a naive drawing illustrates the spin preession desribed by (1.4). Inase the magneti �eld is a purely transverse �eld perpendiular to the plane of motion(v�B = 0 and B � B?), the diretion of the spin vetor hanges but not its projetionalong the transverse diretion y (Figure 1.2(a)), whilst when the magneti �eld is a purelylongitudinal �eld (v�B = 0 and B � Bk), the projetion of S along the transversediretion varies in time (Figure 1.2(b)).

Figure 1.2: Basi sheme illustrating the preession of the spin vetor. (a): the magneti�eld B is normal to the partile plane of motion. (b): B is in the plane of motion andperpendiular to the partile diretion. S1 and S2 shematize two positions of the spinvetor that preesses around B.Aording to (1.4), in the oordinate system that rotates with the ideal eletronwith z along the eletron veloity, x the horizontal diretion, and the preession axisalong the vertial axis y, the di�erene in frequeny of spin and veloity preessions in atransverse magneti �eld B? is a times larger than the relativisti ylotron frequeny
 = eB?=(m0): as the eletron ompletes one revolution of a ring, the oordinate sys-tem rotates by 2� and the spin has preessed around y by an angle 2�a. The spin tuneis de�ned by: spin tune = a (1.5)For eletrons, a = 1:159652 � 10�3, and thus at HERA for 27 GeV eletrons, the spintune is around 60.1.1.3 Spin dependene synhrotron radiation and spontaneouspolarisation build upBeause of their small mass, eletrons and positrons, subjet in storage rings to the entralaeleration of the guide �eld, radiate energy. The probability for an eletron to emit aphoton depends slightly on the initial spin state of the eletron [16℄. Sokolov and Ternov[17℄ have alulated the rate of photon emission for a given eletron with a given initialand �nal spin states in the diretion of the magneti �eld. By introduing the parameterS speifying the initial spin state of the eletron (S = 1 or S = �1 orresponding to thespin being parallel or anti-parallel respetively to the magneti �eld), the no-spin-ip ratewnsf (i.e. the photon emission rate where the spin state of the initial eletron is idential14



to the spin state of the �nal eletron) and the spin-ip rate wsf (i.e. the photon emissionrate where the initial and �nal eletron spin states are di�erent) are written as [10, 14℄:wnsf = �5p36 ��r0  � � �h1� � 16p345 � � + �2518� �2 � 15 S�1� 20p39 �� �i ;wsf = �5p36 ��r0  � � �h16 �2 �1� S 8p315 �i ; (1.6)where  = E=me is the eletron Lorentz fator, � is the storage ring bending radius, r0 isthe lassial eletron radius:r0 = e24� �0 me 2 = 2:8179� 10�15m ;� is the redued eletron Compton wavelength:� = ~me = 3:8616� 10�13m ;and � is the ritial photon energy divided by the eletron energy:� = ~!me2  = 32 �� 2 :The parameter � is usually very small. For instane, an eletron storage ring of 25 GeVenergy with a bending radius � of 700 m would have � � 2� 10�6. Formula (1.6) showsthat there are quantum emission asymmetries related to the initial and �nal spin statesof the eletron. Seond formula of (1.6) is the spin-ip ontribution leading to the famousSokolov-Ternov e�et. wnsf being of �rst order in � and wsf of seond order in �, themajority of photon emissions does not involve spin ip.By noting w"# (w#") the rate wsf for S = 1 (respetively for S = �1), i.e. theprobability for a spin ip from a parallel (respetively anti-parallel) state to an anti-parallel (respetively parallel) state, wsf of formula (1.6) an be rewritten as:w"# = 5p316 �1 + 85p3�  � r0 5�3 ;w#" = 5p316 �1� 85p3�  � r0 5�3 : (1.7)This implies that starting from an unpolarised beam, after a ertain time, synhrotronradiation indues a transverse polarisation: eletrons are polarised anti-parallel to theguide magneti �eld, whereas positrons are polarised parallel to the guide magneti �eld(Figure 1.3).In a uniform magneti �eld and provided the very small eletron(positron) reoil isnegleted, the dynamis of the polarisation build up may thus be alulated: onsideringfor instane eletrons, if at a given time there are respetively n" and n# eletrons in eahspin state, the polarisation level of the beam and its time derivative are de�ned by:P = n" � n#n ; dPdt = 1n �dn"dt � dn#dt � ;15



Figure 1.3: Sheme of the Sokolov-Ternov e�et responsible for the buildup of eletron polarisation in a sto-rage ring: P"# (respetively P#") is theprobability of the transition of an ele-tron spin down (respetively spin up)in an eletron spin up (respetively spindown).where n = n" + n# is the total number of eletrons. The time derivative of the rates n"and n# an be expressed as funtion of the transition probabilities w"# and w#" as:dn"dt = n# w#" � n" w"# ; dn#dt = n" w"# � n# w#" :These equations lead to: dPdt = (w#" � w"#)� (w#" + w"#) P ; (1.8)where w"# and w#" are given by (1.7). The time integration of (1.8) leads to:P(t) = PST + (P0 � PST)264 1� e�(t� t0)�P 375 ; (1.9)
with 8>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>:

PST = w#" � w"#w"# + w#" = 85p3 ;�P = 1w"# + w#" = �5p38  � r0 5�3��1 ;P0 = P(t = t0) : (1.10)
PST is the asymptoti polarisation of Sokolov-Ternov and is equal to 92.4%. The hara-teristi time �P [s℄ = 2:83 1018 (�3=5) is a onstant harateristi of the polarisation rise.At HERA where E � 27 GeV and � � 700 m, �P is around 40 min. This very long timeompared to the time interval between two photon emissions (� ��=r0 � 10�8 se) isdue to the very small spin-ip probability. This time dereases very rapidly as the energyinreases due to the very fast inrease of radiation rate that ounterats the small spinip probability in photon emission.1.1.4 Depolarisation e�etsThe previous expressions (1.10) of �P and PST are valid for an ideal mahine, i.e. if themagneti �eld is homogeneous and if leptons follow the designed trajetory exatly and16



stay on their perfet irular orbit (named the losed orbit) after some radiation emission.In that ase, as disussed in Setion 1.1.2, eah spin preess around the vertial diretiony and the net beam polarisation diretion n is along y. The rate of spin preession is equalto a (see (1.5)) and orresponds to the number of rotations in a single turn around thering on the losed orbit. The assumption that all eletrons follow the designed trajetoryis of ourse never ful�lled beause the beam distribution has a �nite spatial size and a nonzero energy width, and also beause aelerator error �elds (i.e. magnet misalignments)ause exursions in partile motions. Thus, in reality, there are several depolarising e�etswhih ontribute to the deterioration of the lepton beam polarisation.Integer and sidebands resonanesOne of the depolarising proesses is due to \integer resonanes": if, for instane, aneletron sees a perturbing horizontal magneti �eld, it an easily be shown [18℄ that aosine fator n�y between the vertial axis y and the net beam polarisation axis appears.This fator is proportional to sin(�a) and it follows that the beam polarisation vanishes(n�y = 0) when the spin tune a is equal to an integer. With typial magnet misalignments(few hundred mirometers at HERA), the width of suh a resonane being muh narrowerthan the spaing between the integer resonanes, integer depolarisation resonanes areeasy to avoid.Other depolarising proesses (alled \sidebands resonane depolarisations") arise whena partile undergoes betatron and/or synhrotron osillations [19, 20℄. Betatron osilla-tions are lateral (radial and vertial) motions exeuted by eletrons due to foussing �eldsdriving all eletrons toward the ideal losed orbit. Individual eletrons osillate also inlongitudinal position and in energy (relative to an ideal referene partile at the bunhentre) due to the periodi aelerating �eld. These motions are alled synhrotron os-illations. Beause of these partile osillation motions, the spin preession angle 2�aaquires an additional term proportional to the betatron and/or synhrotron amplitudesand osillating with the betatron and/or synhrotron tune of the mahine [10℄. By alling�x and �y the horizontal and vertial betatron tunes, and �s the synhrotron tune, thespin motion is seriously inuened by the perturbation if a � �x and/or a � �y and/ora � �s are equal to an integer [21℄.One the system deviates from the ideal ase, the situation rapidly beomes ompli-ated and the study of these e�ets ase by ase is impossible [22℄. The knowledge of thestorage ring �elds inluding the error �elds and the assoiated losed-orbit distortions areneeded to obtain a formal desription and alulate the expeted polarisation [23, 24, 26℄.Synhrotron radiation emissionWhereas the synhrotron radiation emission is responsible for the build up of the polarisa-tion, it an also enhane the depolarisation resonane e�et. Indeed, after a synhrotronphoton is emitted, a partile deviates from its orbit and jumps to another. A spin is thensensitive to a magneti �eld omponent in the quadrupole to whih it would not havebeen sensitive in the absene of photon emission, and aording to (1.4) its preession ishanged. Let us give the order of magnitude of the time sales of the proess: we onsideran eletron following the losed orbit with its spin polarised along a unit vetor n, asshematized by the �rst line in Figure 1.4. The seond line in Figure 1.4 represents the17



state just after the photon emission: the phase spae oordinates of the partiles hangedue to the photon emission and the partile starts to exeute betatron and synhrotronosillations (typial periods in the HERA ollider are � 10�6 se and � 10�4 se forbetatron and synhrotron osillations respetively [14, 25℄). Along the new trajetory,the spin motion is slightly di�erent, preessing about a new axis n tilted with respetto the initial spin diretion with a polar angle jdnj. The third line in Figure 1.4 showsthe evolution of the partile motion within a few transverse damping times (� 3�2=r03[14, 19℄, i.e. a few miliseonds at HERA): the exited orbital osillations are damped bythe well-known damping mehanism [19℄. Damping is a slow proess ompared to spinpreession. Therefore the initial spin losed solution is restored but spin ontinues to pre-ess around it with the polar angle jdnj when the orbital oordinates have been restored.The horizontal omponent of the spin preesses in a stohasti way as photon are emittedand its average over all partiles of the beam vanishes. The remaining polarisation isthe projetion of the initial polarisation vetor onto the spin axis tilted by the photonemission of an angle jdnj.
Figure 1.4: Evolution of thephase spae and spin oordi-nates of a referene partilewhih emits a photon. From[10℄. First line: an eletronfollowing the losed orbit. 2ndline: eletron state just aftera photon emission. 3rd line:eletron motion within a fewdamping time.

This simple sheme of depolarisation due to quantum photon emission arises beauseof the very large di�erene between time onstants of the relevant proesses: around10�7 se for one spin preession (� 2��=a), a few milliseonds for the damping ofthe orbital oordinate and the gradual hange of n, and several tens of minutes for theSokolov-Ternov polarising mehanism. All these times have also to be ompared to thetime sale for synhrotron emission � 10�8 s. Photons are thus onstantly emitted ina stohasti way and an eletron bunh is in fat made up of a superposition of a largenumber of orbits. The asymptoti polarisation of a given bunh is thus redued withrespet to the asymptoti value PST of formula (1.10). To guarantee a good polarisation,the depolarisation time must be smaller than the polarisation time. For this one must stayfar away from the sideband resonanes so that synhrotron radiation does not enhanesideband depolarisation resonanes. 18



Beam-beam e�etBeam-beam ollisions are also a ause of partile orbit deviations leading to depolarisa-tion e�et. This is due to the e�et of the proton beam harge whih an be viewed asa quadrupole magnet by the eletron beam. In addition, the eletromagneti �eld of onebeam auses a preession of the spins of the partiles in the seond beam. The Lumi-nosity Upgrade design for HERA II has been optimised for the highest improvement inluminosity but is not optimal for polarisation. Sine the beam-beam fore is highly non-linear, it is very diÆult to make analytial alulations on its e�et for the lepton beams,and even more diÆult to make analytial estimations of the e�et on the polarisation.Calulations on depolarisation due to beam-beam e�ets [27℄ ould not deliver onviningresults for the upgraded optis and there is no lear statement about the importane ofthis depolarisation e�et. They an nevertheless be estimated on the basis of the pre-Upgrade observations to be around 10% [28℄.Polarisation preditions an be made using mahine simulation (PETROS ode [29℄)and spin traking simulation (SITROS ode [26℄). However, sine the polarisation isvery sensitive to the exat distortion of the mahine and sine this distortion annot bemeasured with suÆient auray, theoretial preditions serve rather as a guide whensetting up the mahine and in orreting the orbit to minimise the depolarising e�ets.Let us make �nally an important remark: the polarisation build up harateristi time(� 40 min at HERA) being muh larger than all other depolarising proess time sales,the polarisation is varying very slowly and is the same in absolute value all over the ring.1.1.5 Spin rotatorsSpin rotators are speial ensembles of magnets whih allow the n vetor to be rotated[25, 30℄. As it was desribed previously, the Sokolov-Ternov e�et polarises the beamvertially. Thus to obtain a longitudinal polarisation around the H1 and ZEUS areas,two pairs of spin rotators have been installed on both sides of the two experiments. Thepriniple of a spin rotator is to use a set of magneti �elds to transform a transversepolarisation to a longitudinal polarisation. Beause the requirement of a longitudinalspin is inompatible with the Sokolov-Ternov polarising mehanism, the polarisation mustremain vertial in the ars, where most of the synhrotron radiation is emitted. Therefore,in order not to depolarise the beam, longitudinal polarisation has to be transformed bakto transverse polarisation before reahing the ars of HERA. This is why spin rotators arealways used in pairs. The rotators installed at HERA are the so-alled \Mini-Rotators",whose design was developed by Buon and Ste�en [31℄. A single mini-rotator onsists of asandwih of horizontally and vertially bending magnets, as shematized in Figure 1.5.Spin di�usion an be strong in a ring ontaining spin rotators. The reason is thatbetween a pair of rotators, the average spin diretion n an be onsidered to be maxi-mally tilted with respet to the vertial diretion sine the spin preesses around the axisperpendiular to the vertial natural equilibrium diretion. In this on�guration, the ver-tial quadrupole �elds may ause a large spin di�usion. Also, when spin is longitudinal,synhrotron radiation emitted in the rotators exite vertial orbital osillations whih aresoures of depolarisation. 19



Figure 1.5: Spin rotator installed at HERA. From [25℄. Horizontal and vertial orbitalmotions are shown on the two top drawings and spin diretion on the bottom drawing.\V" and \H" refer to vertial and horizontal bending magnets respetively. The lengthof the devie is approximately 56 m.1.2 Polarisation measurement priniplesSeveral methods exist for measuring eletron beam polarisation [32℄ (the Mott polarimetry[33, 34℄, the M�ller polarimetry [35℄, the Compton polarimetry [36℄). At the HERA energy,the most aurate is Compton polarimetry beause it gives a non destrutive measurementand thus polarisation measurements an be done simultaneously with the experimentaldata taking. In this setion the priniple of Compton polarimetry is presented.1.2.1 Compton sattering ross setionThe priniple of Compton polarimetry is the Compton sattering proess e  ! e [37, 38, 39℄. At HERA, the lepton beam interats with a irularly polarised laser beamand the sattered Compton photons deteted in a alorimeter allow the lepton beampolarisation to be determined. A basi drawing of the Compton proess is presented inFigure 1.6. Figure 1.6: Basi drawingof the Compton satteringproess.We won't enter in the details of the kinematis and angular distribution of the satteredphotons. They are desribed in detail in [40, 41℄. The main point is that with a high energyeletron beam, the photons are sattered within a one of a few hundred of miroradiansin the diretion of the eletron beam. Therefore the energy of an ensemble of satteredphotons oming from interations with a laser beam an be measured ompletely withina small alorimeter.Let us onsider now a polarised eletron beam interating with a irularly polarisedlaser beam under the assumption that the rossing angle is null. In the laboratory rest20



frame, eletrons and photons propagate along the z diretion in opposite diretion asshematized in Figure 1.7. Figure 1.7: Interation between apolarised eletron and a irularpolarised photon shematized inthe laboratory rest frame.In this Figure, ~Pe represents the polarisation vetor of eletrons and is oriented by anangle � with respet to the z axis. S is the irular polarisation of the laser beam. With:� E and m the energy and the mass of the inident eletron,� k the energy of the inident photon (i.e of the laser beam),� � the polar angle of the sattered photon,� � the azimuthal angle of the sattered photon with respet to the (yOz) plane,� E the energy of the sattered photon,the di�erential Compton ross setion an be written as [39℄:d2��d� d� = d2�0d� d� � Pe S �os� d2�Ld� d� + sin� os� d2�Td� d�� (1.11)where the parameter � is de�ned by:� � EEmax = " 1 + 11 + 4kEm2 !��Em �2#�1 ;Emax being the maximal energy of the sattered photon (reahed for � = 0). In (1.11),�0, �L and �T are respetively the non-polarised, the the longitudinal and the transverseCompton ross setions. �0, �L and �T are three funtions of � (i.e. of the energy ofthe sattered photon), of the inident lepton energy and mass E and m respetively, andof the inident laser photon energy k (the omplete expressions of these three funtionsan be found in [41℄). The di�erential Compton ross setion after integration over thevariable � is written as: d��d� = d�0d� � Pek S �d�Ld� � (1.12)where Pek = Pe os� is the longitudinal omponent of the eletron beam polarisation.The transverse ross setion appears in (1.11) through the term (os�). Indeed, thetransverse omponent of the eletron polarisation breaks the azimuthal symmetry in thesattering proess. Therefore, to determine the transverse polarisation, both the energyand the azimuth angle � of sattered photons have to be measured [42, 43℄. The eletronlongitudinal polarisation an be determined from the sattered photon energy only, afterintegrating over the azimuth angle �. An aurate measurement of the longitudinalpolarisation is therefore easier to perform. 21



1.2.2 HERA polarimeter measurement modesAt HERA, three polarimeters are used to measure the polarisation of the 27.5 GeV ele-tron or positron beams [44℄. All instruments are laser sattering Compton devies. The�rst is the transverse polarimeter TPOL loated in the west area of HERA. It measuresthe transverse beam polarisation by deteting the angular asymmetry of the satteredCompton photons with respet to the orbital plane of the lepton beam [36, 45℄. Theseond is the longitudinal polarimeter LPOL whih measures the longitudinal lepton po-larisation between the two spin rotators loated around the HERMES experiment (seeFigure 1.1). The longitudinal polarisation omponent along the beam diretion is mea-sured by deteting an asymmetry in the energy spetra of the Compton photons [46, 47℄.Up to the year 2001, only the TPOL and the LPOL were in operation. During the up-grade of 2001, a third longitudinal polarimeter, the avity polarimeter POLCA, has beenonstruted and installed on the HERA ring between the HERMES spin rotators justbehind the LPOL. Beause they have the same sattered Compton photon beam line,both longitudinal polarimeters LPOL and POLCA were used in turn during the HERAII phase.The number of sattered photonsThe HERA polarimeters do not have the same measurement mode: the average numbersof sattered photons n per laser-eletron bunh rossing may be di�erent by severalorders of magnitude. n �rstly depends on the laser beam-eletron beam rossing ratewhih is determined by the laser hoie (pulsed laser or ontinuous wave laser) and theHERA frequeny (in the HERA ring, 220 bunhes of eletrons/positrons are stored, eahone time spaed by 96 nse). n depends also on the laser beam-eletron beam luminosityLe. Assuming a gaussian shape for the eletron beam and the laser beam intensities, theexpression of Le (alulated in [40℄ for instane) integrated over the spae variables iswritten as: Le = 1p2� Iee P�h 1�2ex + �2 1 + os�sin� ; (1.13)where �ex and � are the transverse eletron and laser beam radius along the x axis (thez dependane of the sigmas has been negleted and the the plane of interation of theeletron and laser beams is assumed to be vertial), P is the light power at the ComptonIP, � is the laser wavelength, Ie is the eletron beam urrent, and � is the eletron-laserbeam rossing angle. Therefore, in a storage ring where lepton bunhes are separated by�t in time, the number of sattered photons per bunh an be written as:n=bunh = �t Le� : (1.14)n for TPOL and LPOLTable 1.1 gives the main parameters of the TPOL and the LPOL devies and in partiu-lar the number of sattered photons resulting from Compton interations. The TPOLemploys an Ar-ion laser delivering a 10 W ontinuous-wave beam at a wavelength of 515.5nm. The frequeny of the eletron beam-laser beam rossing is 10 MHz (orrespondingto the HERA bunh spaing frequeny). The number of sattered photon per bunh issmall (around 0.001). This measurement mode where n � 1 is alled \single photon22



LPOL TPOLLaser 10 W pulsed (100 mJ=pulse; 100 Hz) 10 W CW lasere� rossing 100 Hz 10 MHzn �1000 =pulse �0:001 =bunh [45℄ 1�Pe(stat) 3%=bunh=20min [47℄ 1%�4%=allbunhes=min [48℄Table 1.1: Main parameters of the transverse and longitudinal polarimeters TPOL andLPOL.mode". The LPOL employs a frequeny-doubled pulsed YAG laser whih produes 3 nslong pulses and whih an be operated with variable repetition rate from single shot upto 100 Hz, and with pulse energies from 1 to 250 mJ. To minimise pulse-to-pulse intensityutuations, the LPOL laser is operated at a �xed energy of 100 mJ per pulse. A largenumber of Compton photons (about 1000 photons) is produed eah time a laser pulseinterats with an eletron bunh. This mode is alled the \multi photon mode".For the TPOL, beause of the single photon measurement mode, the average of allthe HERA bunhes is neessary to obtain a statistial unertainty of 1% up to 4% perminute (1% at the beginning of a HERA �ll when eletron urrent is maximum, and 4%at the end of the �ll). An example of TPOL lepton polarisation measurements and theorresponding statistial unertainties is presented in Figure 1.8.For the LPOL running in the multi photon mode, twenty minutes are neessary toobtain a statistial unertainty on the lepton polarisation of 3% per bunh. The LPOLould also run in the single photon mode if the laser pulse intensity is drastially redued.But in this ase a beam polarisation measurement with a statistial auray of 1% shouldtake about 2.5 hours. In multi photon mode, the LPOL laser pulses are very energeti butthe repetition rate of 100 Hz does not allow a better statistial auray to be obtained.To illustrate the muti photon and the single photon modes, experimental distributionstaken by the LPOL are shown in Figures 1.9 and 1.10.In the single photon mode, the energy of eah individual Compton photon is analysed.The advantage of this mode is that one an alibrate absolutely the alorimeter by usingthe shape of the photon distribution. The disadvantage of this mode is the low statistis.In the ase of large bakground levels, the signal may also be too diluted and thereby thepolarisation measurement auray deteriorated.In the multi photon mode one measures the total energy deposited in the detetor.When the bakground level is large, or when the polarisation needs to be known aftera single bunh rossing (as linear olliders for instane), high energy pulsed lasers areused. The longitudinal polarisation is linearly proportional to the di�erene between thetwo distributions (suh as those in Figure 1.9) obtained with a left and right irularlypolarised laser beam. The disadvantage of this mode is the very high energy (a total energyup to 10 TeV [49℄) seen by the alorimeter. Sine the energy alibration of the alorimeteris done using low energy beam eletrons, the polarisation measurement is a�eted by alarge systemati unertainty diÆult to ontrol. Another di�erene between this modeand the single mode is that one annot extrat the polarisation without ombining the1this number 0.001 omes from a resaling of the number in [45℄ taking into aount the upgrade ofthe HERA luminosity 23



Figure 1.8: HERA-TPOL polarisation measurements (left plot) and statistial errors(right plot). From [48℄.

Figure 1.9: HERA-LPOL energyspetra olleted in multi photonmode for S = +1 (spin 3/2 in theplot) and S = �1 (spin 1/2 in theplot). From [47℄. Figure 1.10: HERA-LPOL energyspetra olleted in single photonmode for S = +1 (spin 3/2 in theplot) and S = �1 (spin 1/2 in theplot). The solid line is the result of asimulation. From [47℄.
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two photon energy spetra orresponding to the two laser heliities. Finally, the statistiis also limited by the laser pulse frequeny.For all these reasons, the \few photon mode", i.e. a measurement mode where thenumber of sattered photons n is around the unity, appears to be a good ompromise be-tween the single and the multi photon modes. The avity polarimeter instrument POLCAhas been designed to operate in this mode in order to reah the few per mill level on thestatistial and systemati auraies on the longitudinal lepton polarisation measurement.Before desribing the instrument itself, let us give a more preise desription of the fewphoton mode measurement proedure and an estimation of the expeted statistial au-ray.1.3 Polarisation extration in the few photon mode1.3.1 PrinipleFor a longitudinal polarised eletron beam, the Compton sattering ross setion in thelaboratory rest frame as a funtion of the sattered photon energy is given by (1.12).By replaing the dimensionless variable � by the sattering photon energy E and thelongitudinal lepton polarisation Pek by Pe, (1.12) is written as:d��dE = d�0dE � Pe S �d�LdE� (1.15)In the few photon mode, the signal onsists of about one sattered photon per eletronbunh (220 bunhes turn in HERA, with an eletron beam urrent of 40 mA). Souresof bakground are the following. We just give the list of the bakground soures withouttoo muh details. This subjet has been largely treated in [50℄.� Bremsstrahlung photons: photons are produed by the eletron beam hittingthe residual gas in the vauum pipe. The expression of the di�erential ross setiond�(e + g ! e + g + ) (where g stands for the residual gas) an be found in [51, 52℄.The Bremsstrahlung bakground rate is expeted to be of order of 0.1 photons perbunh.� Blakbody photons: these photons are produed by ollisions between eletronsand photons emitted from the 310 K hot beam pipe walls [53℄. The rate is expetedto be � 0:06 photon per bunh and the maximum energy to amount � 3 GeV.� Synhrotron radiation: the alorimeter is illuminating by synhrotron radiationfrom a bending magnets (BH90 magnet) loated between the Compton IP and thealorimeter. Synhrotron bakground from this magnet is made of a large number oflow energy photons and the total reahes � 2 TeV per bunh [49℄. A lead shielding isloated in front of the alorimeter so that only 100 MeV is expeted in the detetor.The energy spetra of the sattered photons for left and right irular polarised laser pho-tons are shown in Figure 1.11 where the dominant bakground spetra from bremsstrahlungphotons and blakbody photons are also represented.25



Figure 1.11: Compton sattered energyspetra for left and right polarised laserlight. Also shown are the blak bodyradiation spetrum and the dominantbakground spetrum oming from ele-tron beam - gas bremsstrahlung for aneletron beam energy of 27.5 GeV. Re-lative normalisation between Compton,bremsstrahlung and blakbody spetraare arbitrary and no detetor e�et hasbeen taken into aount. From [54℄.Calorimeter signals are measured by setting alternalively S = +1 (right irularly po-larised photons) and S = �1 (left irularly polarised photons). One alorimeter a-quisition is made for eah eletron bunh turning in HERA. To extrat the longitudinalpolarisation of a lepton bunh, an adjustment is performed with the two measured energyspetra (S = �1). Contrary to the multi photon mode measurement, in the single or fewphoton modes the shape of the energy distribution is exploited to determine the numbersof signal and bakground events in the same time with the detetor parameters. Beausephysial proesses whih produe photons are independent, the adjustment is performed tothe sum of bremsstrahlung, blakbody, synhrotron radiation and Compton photon spe-tra: after one period of aquisition with the alorimeter (whih lasts typially 20 seonds,orresponding to � 400.000 entries in eah one of the two energy spetrum histograms),average numbers of events of energy between E and E + �E are omputed aordingto the theoretial energy distributions of synhrotron radiation, Bremsstrahlung, blak-body bakground and Compton proesses. A statistial estimator is then onstruted anda minimisation is performed to extrat the numbers of signal and bakground photonsper bunh and then the lepton bunh polarisation. All mathematial expressions of thisproedure are given in [55, 50℄.1.3.2 Numerial studiesTo get an idea of the statistial unertainty of the lepton polarisation expeted in the fewphoton mode, a set of Monte Carlo studies have been performed by varying the numberof sattered photons n . For this study, the laser is a ontinuous wave laser of wavelength� = 1:064 nm, the lepton beam energy is 27.5 GeV, the lepton beam polarisation is0.5, the rossing angle between the lepton beam and the laser beam is 58 mrad and theaquisition time per histogram is 6 seonds. The absolute statistial auray obtainedfrom this analysis is presented in Figure 1.12 for two bremsstrahlung bakground ratesdesribing the range presently observed in the HERA-LPOL area.For n � 1 one sees that a statistial auray of a few per mill per bunh and perminute is reahed. From the expression (1.13) of the eletron beam-laser beam luminosity,one �nds that for a rossing angle of 58 mrad, one sattered photon orresponds to a laserpower of � 70 KW for an eletron beam urrent of 1 mA (or a laser power of � 1.8 KW26



Figure 1.12: Statistial unertainty ofthe polarisation per bunh and perminute as a funtion of the numberof sattered photon n . Two urvesare shown for di�erent bremsstrahlungbakground levels of 1% and 10%. Alsoshown is the laser power needed to ob-tain a given number of sattered pho-tons, assuming a rossing angle of 58mrad. From [56℄.
for the HERA lepton beam urrent of 40 mA). The tehnial solution to obtain suh apower with a ontinuous wave laser is then to use an optial ampli�er. This is the ideaof the Fabry-Perot avity polarimeter.
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Chapter 2The Fabry-Perot polarimeter setupIn Chapter 1, the lepton beam polarisation build up and the basi priniples of its mea-surement at HERA have been desribed. We have also seen why it has been deidedto build a new polarimeter using a Fabry-Perot avity and why this instrument an im-prove signi�antly the auray of the lepton polarisation measurements. This hapterdesribes the Fabry-Perot avity installed in the HERA tunnel. Firstly, basi priniplesof a Fabry-Perot resonator will be introdued. Then, the avity system itself and the pho-ton detetion system will be desribed. Finally, we will show some results onerning thelaser/avity oupling and some measured photon energy spetra with their orrespondingtheoretial distributions used to extrat the lepton beam polarisation.2.1 Basi priniples2.1.1 Fabry-Perot resonator prinipleIn its simplest version, a Fabry-Perot avity onsists of two mirrors loated opposite toeah other. By applying the energy onservation priniple and by taking into aount thelosses, a mirror (supposed to be at1) is haraterised by:� its reetion oeÆient in �eld amplitude r,� its transmission oeÆient in �eld amplitude t,� its losses P (i.e. absorbed and sattered energy in ppm).The orresponding energy reetion and transmission oeÆients are written as: R = jrj2and T = jtj2 respetively. Only two of the three parameters P, R and T are independentand they are related by: P + R + T = 1 : (2.1)When an inident wave of amplitude Ain arrives at a mirror interfae, the relationsbetween the inident wave amplitude Ain, the reeted wave amplitude Aref and the1If the mirror is not at but has a radius of urvature very large relative to a light beam size, it anbe still onsidered as a plane mirror. 29



transmitted wave amplitude Atr are (by onvention) written as:8<: Aref = r AinAtr = i t Ain (2.2)Let us onsider the avity shematized in Figure 2.1 where L is the distane between twoidential mirrors of reetion and transmission oeÆients r and t respetively.
Figure 2.1: Basi drawing ofan optial Fabry-Perot avitymade of two plane mirrors M1and M2 separated by a dis-tane L.

When an inident wave arrives on the avity, the amplitudes Aref , Air and Atr of the�elds reeted by the avity, irulating inside the avity and transmitted by the avityin stationary regime an be obtained from (2.2):8>>>><>>>>: Aref = r Ain + i t A0irAir = i t Ain + r A0irAtr = i t e�i�� Airwith : A0ir = r e�2i�� Air : (2.3)
�� is the phase shift indued during the passage of the light from one avity mirror tothe other. These amplitudes are then written as:Aref = r �1� t2 e�2i��1� r2 e�2i��� Ain ;Air = i t1� r2 e�2i�� Ain ;Atr = � t2 e�i��1� r2 e�2i�� Ain : (2.4)
2.1.2 Gaussian laser beamIn pratie, laser beams are usually almost Gaussian beams. Their intensity distributionsare onentrated near the axis of propagation, and their wave fronts are urved. Let usonsider a gaussian �eld E of a oherent laser light travelling along the z axis. By alling30



E0 the laser �eld intensity, this �eld, solution of the Maxwell equations, an be writtenin the paraxial approximation2 as:E = E0  (x; y; z) e�ikz ; (2.5)where  satis�es the paraxiale wave equation:�2 �x2 + �2 �y2 � 2ik � �z = 0 : (2.6) is a omplex funtion whih ould represent the di�erene between a laser beam and aplane wave (the non-uniformity of the intensity distribution and the urvature of the wavefronts). The eigensolutions to (2.6) an be given as a omplete set of funtions alled theHermite-Gauss funtions and have the form [57, 58, 59℄: nm(x; y; z) = Hn�p2 xw(z) � Hm�p2 yw(z) � ei�nm(z) e�r2 " 1w2(z) + ik2R(z)# (2.7)where:� Hn is the Hermite polynomial3 of order n,� n and m are the transverse mode numbers,� r2 = x2 + y2,� w(z) is the transverse radius of the �eld and is written as:w2(z) = w20 "1 + � �z�w20�2 # ; (2.8)where w0 � w(0) is the laser beam waist and � the laser wavelength. For thefundamental mode (n = m = 0), at a given position z, w is the distane at whihthe �eld amplitude is 1/e times that on the z axis.� R(z) is the radius of urvature of the wavefront:R(z) = z "1 + ��w20�z �2 # : (2.9)� �nm is the phase shift whih depends on the mode numbers m and n and of theGuoy phase �Guoy(z): 8>><>>: �nm(z) = (n + m + 1) �Guoy(z)�Guoy(z) = artan� �z�w20� : (2.10)Equation (2.10) expresses the fat that the phase veloity of a wave inreases withthe mode number.2The paraxial approximation supposes a small divergene (. 30o) of the beam with respet to itspropagation axis.3Hermite polynomials of low orders are: H0(x) = 1, H1(x) = x, H2(x) = 4x2 � 2, H3(x) = 8x3 � 12x.31



Figure 2.2 shows the expansion of a beam in its fundamental mode aording to (2.8)and (2.9). The beam ontour w(z) is a hyperbola with asymptotes inlined to the axisat an angle � = �=(�w0). The gaussian beam \ontrats" and, in a ertain plane of thepropagation axis, it passes by a minimum size w0 (the waist).
Figure 2.2: Pro�le and mainharateristis of a gaussianbeam. From [57℄.

From the �eld expression (2.7), the intensity pattern in a ross setion of a beam of order(n,m) an be derived. It is desribed by the produt of Hermite and Gaussian funtions.Pitures of intensity patterns of lowest order modes are shown in Figure 2.3.
Figure 2.3: Intensity pro�lesof the lowest order Hermite-Gaussian modes. The num-ber of zeros in one diretionis equal to the orrespondingmode number. From [60℄.

In the fundamental mode (obtained by taking n = m = 0), equation (2.5) has a puregaussian form: the intensity distribution is then gaussian in every beam ross setion andthe width of that gaussian intensity pro�le hanges as the beam propagates along its axis.2.1.3 Laser/avity resonane onditionsA mode resonator is de�ned as a self-onsistent �eld on�guration: if a mode an berepresented by a wave propagating between the mirrors, the beam parameters must bethe same after one omplete round trip of the beam in order to propagate inside theavity. Hene, for a avity of length L and made of two idential spherial mirrors (whose32



sizes are large ompared to the spot size of the beam), the waist of the beam must bein the entre of the avity, and the beam radius of urvature on the mirror M and themirror radius of urvature must be the same in order to onserve the same waist size aftera reetion by this mirror. Taking z = 0 at the avity entre, this boundary onditionleads to: R(z = L2 ) = RM ; (2.11)where RM is the radius of urvature of the avity mirrors. Using formula (2.9) results ina ondition on the waist: w0 has to be mathed to the parameters L and RM of the avityby the relation [57℄: w20 = �2� pL (2RM � L) : (2.12)This resonant ondition is independent of the mode number and thus is the same for allthe laser modes.In addition to the waist ondition, a phase ondition has to be ful�lled to keep the avi-ty at a resonane. Indeed a resonane ours when the amplitude of the �eld irulatinginside the avity is maximal. From (2.4), one sees that Air is maximal when 2�� = 2q�(where q is an integer alled the longitudinal mode number), i.e. when the phase shiftof a wave from one avity mirror to the other is an integer multiple of �. From formula(2.5) and (2.10) of the phase of a Hermite-Gaussian wave, this ondition leads to:� k� L2 � �nm�L2� � � � � k� L2 � �nm��  L2� � = q � : (2.13)From (2.10) and (2.12) and after a small alulation, the resonane frequeny �nm of amode of order (n,m) is given by:�nm = FSR � q + 1� (n + m + 1) aros�1� LRM� � ; (2.14)where FSR = =(2L) is the free spetral range of the avity, i.e. the frequeny distanebetween two longitudinal modes of the avity.So, in order to propagate a Hermite-Gaussian mode of order (n,m) in a avity of lengthL with two mirrors of equal radius of urvature RM, the laser frequeny must satisfy theondition (2.14) and the laser waist w0 must be loated at the entre of the avity andsatisfy the ondition (2.12).2.1.4 Cavity geometryThe priniple of the implementation of a avity around an eletron beam pipe is tointrodue the avity mirrors near the eletron beam pipe and put the laser and all otheroptial omponents on an optial table under the avity, as shematized in Figure 2.4. Toavoid synhrotron radiation whih is foused in the eletron orbit plane, the laser beammust ross the eletron beam in the vertial plane, i.e. along the y axis. Sine the mirrorsare loated inside an ultra high vauum region, it would not have been onvenient touse atuators to adjust the avity length. A monolithi avity design has therefore beenhosen (in this ase the laser frequeny must be adjusted on a resonant avity frequeny).This experimental setup had already been operated suessfully at Je�erson Laboratoryon the CEBAF aelerator [62, 63, 64, 65℄. 33



Figure 2.4: Simpli�ed sheme of the Fabry-Perot avity implemented in an eletron beampipe. From [61℄. \qwp" is a quater wave plate whih turn the polarisation of the laserlight (see Setion 2.2.2).The exat geometry of the avity is determined by the distane of the two mirrors, theradius of urvature of the mirrors and the rossing angle � between the laser beam andthe lepton beam. This angle has to be minimal to maximise the laser beam-lepton beamluminosity (see equation (1.13)). At HERA, the minimum distane dmin between theeletron beam axis and the edge of the mirror is 4.5 m (2 m for mahine requirementsand 2.5 m for mehanial reasons).Hene, in the same way as in Setion 1.3.2, numerial studies has been performed toestimate the Compton event rate as funtion of the avity geometry parameters. Thedistane dmin being �xed, the Compton event rate an be determined as funtion of theavity length (or in an equivalent way of the rossing angle �) and of the light powerinside the avity. This rate is shown in Figure 2.5 for an 1 mA eletron beam urrent.The yellow hathed area indiates the sattered photon rate of 0.025 to 0.05 photons perbunh (i.e. the rate of 1 to 2 photon per bunh for the HERA lepton beam urrents of40 mA). One sees in this �gure that the required sattered photon rate is obtained witha 2 m long avity in whih the light power is of a few kW, or with a 30 m long avity inwhih the light power is around of 500 W. Obviously the �rst solution has been adopted.

Figure 2.5: Sattered photon event rate per bunh for an eletron urrent of 1 mA asa funtion of the avity length L (bottom sale) and equivalently as a funtion of thelaser-eletron rossing angle � (top sale), for a �xed distane dmin = 4:5 m betweenthe eletron beam axis and the avity mirror edges, and for di�erent light power insidethe avity. The arrow indiates the adopted solution.34



Hene, our avity is an almost 2 m long monolithi avity, made of two spherialmirrors with a radius of urvature of 2 m. The hoie of a onfoal avity design (L � RM)has been made beause of its better mehanial stability as shematized in Figure 2.6.Figure 2.6: Two examplesof two-mirror optial av-ities illustrating the stabi-lity of a onfoal avity: aonfoal sheme (up) anda onentri sheme (bot-tom). C1 and C2 are themirror entres. In the onfo-al sheme, a little misalign-ment leads to a small mis-mathing between the a-vity axis and the laser axis,whereas in the onentrisheme it leads to a largemismathing.In fat, the avity length is not exatly equal to the radius of urvature of the mirrorsin order to avoid degeneray in the transverse mode frequenies (see Setion 2.1.5). Hene,the ratio L=RM is a little larger than the unity, and is written as:LRM � 1 � �L with �L = � 0:0075 : (2.15)This value �L = � 0:0075 (whih has been arbitrarly hoosen) orresponds to a avitylenght L = 2:015 m and allows the transverse mode frequenies to be suÆently spaed.The spherial avity mirrors have been oated at the SMA/IN2P3 Laboratory of Lyon.They are dieletri mirrors made of a pure silia substrate (SiO2, of optial indie n = 1:47and absorption oeÆient 1 ppm/m) of a 6 mm tikness and of diameter 2.5 m. Themirror oating is made of dieletri SiO2=Ta2O5 (n = 1:47) quater wave staks. The size ofthe oating on the substrate is 10 mm. The loss is � 40 ppm (absorption plus sattering)and the transmission � 100 ppm, leading to a reetivity larger than 99.98%. The laserinjeted in the avity is a ontinuous wave Nd:YAG laser (� = 1:064 �m) of power 0.7W and tunable frequeny [66℄. We will see in Setion 2.1.5 that these mirror parametersassoiated with the laser power are suÆient to obtain the few kilowatts required insidethe avity.2.1.5 Mode struture and resonane: orders of magnitudeCavity mode patternBeause the phase shift depends on the Hermite-Gaussian mode number, the transversemodes may have di�erent resonant frequenies. The hoie of not using an exat onfoal35



sheme but a nearly onfoal sheme was made to avoid a degeneray of these resonantfrequenies. Indeed, in an exat onfoal sheme, one sees from (2.14) where L = RM thatall the even mode frequenies (i.e. when n+m is even) oinide exatly with a TEM00frequeny �00�qFSR, and all the odd modes (i.e. when n+m is odd) are halfway betweentwo longitudinal modes, i.e. have frequenies whih oinide with a �00 + FSR=2� qFSR(where q is an integer). This degeneray is suppressed using a nearly onfoal avity.Using our design avity desribed above, from formula (2.14) and (2.15) the resonantfrequeny spetra beomes:�nm = FSR � q + (n + m + 1) 1 + Æ2 � ; with Æ = 2�L� ; (2.16)and determines the transverse mode pattern illustrated in Figure 2.7:� The modes TEMnm with n+m = 2 are loated at Æ�FSR � 360 KHz from a TEM00mode and all other even modes are shifted from eah other by Æ � FSR.� The modes TEMnm with n+m = 1 are loated at (1�Æ)�FSR=2 � 37:32 MHz froma TEM00 mode and all other odd modes are shifted from eah other by Æ � FSR.

Figure 2.7: Transverse mode frequenies of a nearly onfoal avity. Numbers 0,1,2 ...orrespond to the n+m mode number. In our design: FSR = 75 MHz and Æ = 0:0048.Frequeny mathingThe beam intensity inside the avity an be written from the expression of the anplitude�eld Air irulating inside the avity as: Pir = A�ir Air where A�ir is the omplexonjugate of Air. Considering a laser beam of frequeny � propagating in a two mirroravity, the power inside the avity in the stationary regime an be alulated from (2.4)and is written as:Pir = T(1� R)2 11 + �2F� �2 sin2 �2�L ��� Pin � Pin �G ; (2.17)36



where F = � pR1� R (2.18)is the �nesse of the avity, �� = � � �nm is the di�erene between the laser frequenyand a avity mode frequeny �nm, Pin is the inident laser power oupled with the avity,R and T are the intensity reetion and transmission avity mirror oeÆients and G isthe gain of the avity. In Figure 2.33, the gain is represented as a funtion of �� for theavity desribed in Setion 2.1.4. At the resonane, the gain value is around 104 and leadsto a power inside the avity of the order of a few kW. The full width at half maximumFWHM of the resonane peak (i.e. the bandwidth of the avity) alulated from (2.17) is� 3 KHz. Thus for a Nd:YAG laser (� = 1:064 �m) entering in suh a avity, one gets:FWHM� � 3 KHz(=1:064 �m) � 10�11 :In onsequene, to keep suh a avity at the resonane ondition, the laser frequeny andthe avity length should be mathed at the 10�11 level. A fast feedbak system is requiredin order to ensure this ondition.
Figure 2.8: Gain of a 2 m longavity made of two mirrors havingreetion and transmission oeÆ-ients of � 0:9998 and 100 ppmrespetively, as a funtion of thedi�erene between the laser fre-queny and a avity resonanefrequeny.

The �nesse (2.18) an be also expressed as the ratio between the free spetral range andthe bandwidth of the avity: F = FSRFWMH : (2.19)2.2 Desription of the system installed in the HERAtunnelThe overall system is shown in Figure 2.9. The lepton beam line rosses the laser beam andsattered Compton photons reah a alorimeter at about 60 m from the avity interationpoint. In this setion we will desribe the system both in its tehnial aspets and in itsexperimental ones one installed in the HERA tunnel.37



Figure 2.9: Overview of the area of the avity polarimeter installed in the HERA tunnel.
2.2.1 Mehanial design for the HERA tunnel environmentThe avity and the beam pipeThe mehanial sheme of the avity is shown in Figure 2.10. All omponents are madeof stainless-steel. The avity onsists of a ylindrial vauum vessel surrounding a beampipe setion. The propagation of the wake-�eld [68, 69℄ inside the avity (i.e. highfrequeny modes from the passing eletron beam) is suppressed by the introdution of a15 mm diameter tube (soldered to the beam pipe) around the laser beam. The design ofthis tube, oneived at the Laboratoire de l'A�el�erateur Lin�eaire (LAL) is shown in thebottom sketh in Figure 2.10. To redue the vibrations oming from the beam pipe, thebeam pipe inside the avity, attahed to the two avity end anges, is isolated from therest of the HERA beam pipe by two standard HERA bellows, and from the avity vesselby two other big bellows. The vessel is mounted on the table via two pairs of passiveabsorbers. Finally, the optial table is isolated from the ground with passive absorbers:the feet are equipped with elastomer isolators utting vibrations from the tunnel ground.Main dimensions of this mehanial design are visible in Figure 2.11. Inside the avity,the vauum is maintained by two 160 ` ion pumps (the two blue ubes in Figure 2.10)isolated from the optial table by passive absorbers. Pressure is measured by a vauumgauge loated on the top of the avity vessel. The residual pressure is of 10�9 Torr and�ts the HERA requirements. Pitures of the avity and of the beam pipe with its solderedtube for wake-�eld redution are shown in Figures 2.12 and 2.13 respetively.38



Figure 2.10: Three dimensional tehnial drawings of the avity (top sketh) and of thebeam pipe inside the avity (bottom sketh where half is shown). From [67℄.

Figure 2.11: Tehnial design of the avity system installed in the HERA tunnel withmain dimensions. From [67℄. 39



Figure 2.12: Piture of the avity taken during the installation in the tunnel. The laserand the optial omponents before the avity entrane are loated on a rail parallel to theavity vessel.

Figure 2.13: Piture of the beam pipe inside the avity (half is shown). Above the elliptieletron beam pipe, a irular tube is soldered to redue wake-�eld exitations. The smallholes visible on the piture have been implemented for vauum ondutane purposesbetween the avity and the beam pipe. 40



The mirror mountsThe mirrors also have to be in the vauum vessel but they annot be mounted rigidly onthe vessel beause of heat e�ets and possible vibrations propagating along the beam pipeduring HERA operation. The solution adopted is to mount the mirrors in a post holder�xed to a plate resting on two big ylindrial legs lipped on the optial table, as shownin Figure 2.14. Eah mirror is attahed to a plate whih is moved via three srews bythe tehnique named `gimbal mount' [70℄: with this tehnique, the axes of rotation of themirror are othogonal and �xed in spae, and the entre of the mirror stays at the sameposition during alignment operations, as shematized in igure 2.15.

Figure 2.14: Three dimensional tehnial drawings of the avity mirror mounts (entraneand exit mirror mounts on the left and right skethes respetively). The ylinder aroundthe mirror is the avity vessel. The bellows used to isolate the mirror mount from theavity vessel are visible on the right sketh (below the vessel). From [67℄.
Figure 2.15: Priniple ofa the gimbal mount teh-nique. The entre of themirror stays at the sameposition during alignmentoperations (only one rota-tion diretion is shown).From [71℄.41



Housing and shieldingThermal expansions of all mehanial elements must be ontrolled. Indeed, one turnedon, the laser an perform a frequeny hange over tens of gigahertz with a relatively slowtime onstant (approximately 1 to 10 seonds). This frequeny range indues a onstrainton the variation of the distane between the two mirrors one the avity is loked. Thisvariation must not exeed 100 �m (�L � 100 �m leads to �� � 15 GHz) to avoid ausingperturbation on the feedbak system operation. The whole system is therefore surroundedby an isotherm house. Inside the house the temperature is ontrolled within 1o via heatinglamps and sensors. This is enough with regard to the range of the laser frequeny hangesine all mehanial omponents are made of stainless-steel of whih thermal dilatation is36 �m per degree.Another purpose of the avity housing is the radiation protetion. Beause the ele-troni elements loated on the optial table are sensitive to radiation, the original designwas to put a 3 mm lead shielding all around the avity house.The piture in Figure 2.16 shows the isotherm and lead shielding houses installedaround the avity.

Figure 2.16: Piture of the avity isotherm and lead shielding house installed in the HERAtunnel in summer 2003.Nevertheless, even with this lead protetion, synhrotron radiation oming from theHERMES area has proved to be muh larger than antiipated [49, 72℄. And, one installedin summer 2003, eletroni devies suh as laser ontroler, motorised mirror ontroler orphotodiodes, have begun to su�er serious damage and/or dysfuntionments [72℄. Figure2.17 shows the LPOL beam line on�guration and the radiation rate oming from theHERMES experiment. Also the alorimeter area loated at 60 m downstream the avityarea has been damaged by radiation synhrotron as shown in pitures of Figure 2.18 takenduring the year 2004. Therefore in addition to the 3 mm lead shielding, the most sensitiveelements have also been proteted as shown in Figure 2.19.42



Figure 2.17: LPOL beam line on�guration and synhrotron radiation with HERMEStransverse target magnet T for an eletron beam of 27.5 GeV and 30 mA [73℄. Eah olororresponds to synhrotron radiation oming from dipoles T, BH39 and BH90.

Figure 2.18: Pitures of radiation damages observed in the year 2004: a hole on lead sheetloated in front of the LPOL alorimeter (left piture), alorimeter rystal NaBi(WO4)2raks or breaks (top right piture), damage of sintillation plates (SCSN-38) of the sam-pling alorimeter (bottom right piture). 43



Figure 2.19: Piture of the shielding of the laser ontroller (top piture), of the ontroller ofthe entrane quater wave plate rotating mount (bottom left piture), and of the ontrollersof the motorised avity alignment mirrors (bottom right piture).All these shieldings in addition to the onstrution and the installation of a beamsraper between HERMES and our avity area have been essential to preserve our materialafter damages and repairs that we have onduted in year 2004. These problems havenevertheless generated many months of delay in the startup of the polarimeter and theyhave ost us nearly two years of data taking.44



2.2.2 Optial shemeA set of optial elements are used to injet adequately the laser beam inside the avity andto ontrol the light polarisation at the exit of the avity. A three dimensional overviewof the avity and of the optial sheme is presented in Figure 2.20 where the entranebeam line, the laser beam alignment system and the exit beam line are learly visible.The main distanes separating the optial omponents are indiated in Figure 2.21.

Figure 2.20: Three dimensional tehnial drawing of the avity and the optial sheme.From [67℄.

Figure 2.21: Shemati view of the optial sheme with main distanes. From [74℄.45



The entrane beam lineOptial elements of the entrane beam line have to reate a irular left/right irularlypolarised laser beam, math the laser/avity modes and extrat the signal reeted bythe avity for the feedbak proedure. A tehnial drawing of the entrane beam line isshown in Figure 2.22.

Figure 2.22: Three dimensional tehnial drawing of the entrane beam line (from [67℄).From the right are visible the laser, two Faraday isolators, a lens, a Glan-Thomson prism,a rotating quater wave plate, two other lenses and an assembly of two 6o wedge glassplates.Starting from the laser box we have the following elements:� The laser is a �nely frequeny tunable Nd:YAG laser delivering a � 700 mW lightbeam with a wavelength of 1064 nm (Lightwave 126-1064-700 [66℄). There are twoways to modify the laser beam frequeny. The �rst is a fast and �ne tuning: thelaser beam frequeny an hange by 3.4 MHz per Volt applied on the atuator of apiezo-eletri transduer. The seond is a slow frequeny variation: the laser beamfrequeny an hange by a temperature variation. The frequeny hange is by 5GHz per Volt applied on a Peltier module.� Two Faraday isolators insure that no reeted beam enters the laser. Indeed thiswould perturb the laser and then the avity feedbak.� A �rst lens (f1 = 400 mm) allows the size of the laser beam to be adjusted.� A Glan-Thomson prism allows the linear polarisation of the laser beam to be rein-fored. It onsists of two right-angled alite prisms glued together. Its priniple isthe same as a Wollaston prism (see Setion 3.3.3) with a di�erent orientation of theoptial axes of the prisms.� An anti-reeted oated quartz quater wave plate is mounted in a motorised rotat-ing stage. It allows the linearly polarised beam to be transformed into a irularlypolarised beam (or, depending on the azimuthal angle of the mount, into a ellipti-ally polarised beam). The priniple of a quater wave plate is explained in Setion3.3.4. 46



� Two other lenses (f2 = �100 mm, f3 = 250 mm) provide the spatial mode mathingof the laser beam to the avity. The size and the position of the laser waist areadjusted by putting these lenses at a proper distane from eah other. The seondlens is mounted on a linear translation stage.� An assembly of two 6o wedge glass plates allows for the pikup of a part of the beamreeted by the avity4. A silion photodiode (model S1233 of bandwidth 20 MHz[75℄) loated in front of the two glass plates reads this reeted avity signal whihis used for the feedbak proedure. A piture of these devies is shown in Figure2.23.
Figure 2.23: Piture ofthe two 6o wedge platessystem (loated in ablak tube), the silionfeedbak photodiode andits readout eletroni box(with a di�user in front),the motorised mirror M1and a CCD amera (inwhite in the right up-per orner), the lattertwo being used for thelaser/avity alignment.A seond silion photodiode [75℄, named entrane photodiode in Figure 2.21, measuresthe reeted avity signal after passing the Glan-Thomson prism and is used for dediatedharaterisation measurements5 (see Setion 6.4).The alignment systemThe alignment of the avity mirrors MC1 and MC2 (see Figure 2.21) onto the geometrialavity axis is done using a red HeNe laser diode. This laser is visible in Figure 2.12(between the entrane optial rail and the avity vessel, mounted on a post holder at ahigher height). It is injeted inside the avity through the exit vauum window by twomirrors rigidly mounted on a movable rail (this two mirrors are visible in Figure 2.25).By moving the avity mirrors, the reetions of the red laser light on the avity mirrorsare mathed to the inident laser beam. We typially ahieved an 1 mrad, 1 mm preisionafter this proedure.4We have used two available wedges but it would have been as simple to use a one fae anti-reetionoated parallel plate.5At the origin, the signal of this photodiode should be used for the avity feedbak, but we �nally usethe two 6o wedges sheme desribed above to extrat the reeted beam independently of its polarisation.47



One the avity mirrors are geometrially aligned, a system of four SiO2=Ta2O5 diele-tri mirrors (named M1 �M4 in Figure 2.21) is used for the geometrial alignment of theinfrared Nd:YAG laser beam on the optial axis of the avity. The two mirrors M1 andM2 are motorised using four Miro-Control stepper motors (CMA-12PP stepper atuator[76℄). The travel range is 12.5 mm, the minimum inrementation motion is 0.3 �m andthe repeatability is 4 �m.In priniple two mirrors would be suÆient for an alignment of the impat point andof the angle of the laser beam at the entrane avity window. But we use four mirrorsto redue a birefringene e�et due to the small hange of the polarisation of the beamafter its reetion in a mirror: indeed, the portion of the light reeted from the surfaeof a dieletri is di�erent for light polarised parralel to the plane of inidene (s-polarisedwave) and for light polarised perpendiular to the plane of inidene (p-polarised wave)[77, 78℄, as shematized in Figure 2.24.

Figure 2.24: Reetion and transmission of the s and p wave omponents by a dieletrimirror. Left: the eletri �led of the wave is inside the inident plane. Right: the eletri�eld is perpendiular to the inident plane. From [79℄.Therefore by assoiating the mirrors by pairs used with the same inident angle butwith perpendiaular inident plane, the s-polarised omponent for the �rst one beomesthe p-polarised omponent for the seond one. This on�guration allows the reetivitydi�erene between the two wave omponents s and p to be anelled and the inidentpolarisation to be onserved.In order to ontrol the e�et of the motorised mirror movements on the beam align-ment, an infrared CCD amera (named CCD1 in Figure 2.21) is loated in front of themirror M1. It allows the mathing of the inident and reeted laser beam spots to bevisualised. The mirror M1 and the amera CCD1 are visible in Figure 2.23. The prinipleof the alignment proedure will be desribed in Setion 2.3.1.The exit beam lineA tehnial drawing of the optial elements loated at the exit of the avity is shown inFigure 2.25. All elements (exepted the mirrors used for injetion of the red HeNe laserdiode into the avity) are also visible in Figure 2.21. We just give here a brief desriptionof these elements and their respetive role sine they are the objet of Chapters 3, 4 and48



Figure 2.25: Three dimen-sional tehnial drawing of theexit beam line. From [67℄. Thetwo mirrors used for injetionof the red HeNe laser diodeinto the avity are also visible.
5. The beam emitted from the avity is guided with two at 45o dieletri mirrors (Mo1and Mo2 in Figure 2.21) to reah an holographi beam sampler (HBS, see Setion 3.3.1)whih separates spatially the beam into three di�erent beams: a main beam emitted at0o and two di�rated �rst order beams emitted at �10o from the main beam. One of thetwo �rst order beams enters an infrared CCD amera (named CCD2 in Figure 2.21) tovisualise the modes of the avity. The seond �rst order beam and the main beam enteran ellipsometer whih onsists of a quater wave plate (qwp) (see Setion 3.3.4 and Chapter4), a Wollaston prism (see Setion 3.3.3) and three InGaAs photodiodes [80℄ loated ina thermalized box (see Setion 3.3.2). The main HBS beam enters the Wollaston prismand two of the photodiodes read the light intensity of the two beams emerging from theWollaston prism. The third photodiode (named the referene diode in the following) readsthe light intensity of the seond �rst order beam di�rated by the HBS. The ellipsometeris devoted to the measurement of the polarisation state of the inident light as desribedin Chapter 5. A piture of this devie is shown in Figure 2.26 6.Sine the ellipsometer quater wave plate (qwp) will be the subjet of Chapter 4, letus give here some details on its mounting system: the qwp is mounted on a mirror mount�xed in the entre of a rotating stage (model PR50 [81℄) whih is used to rotate azimuthallythe ellipsometer quater wave plate. The stage travel range is 360o and the repeatabilityis 0.05o. Two srews allow the parallelism between the plate and the rotating stage tobe adjusted. The rotating stage is then mounted on a two axes horizontal stage, a twoangles tilted stage and a vertial translation stage. Linear and tilted stages are ontrolledmanually with miro-metri srews. A piture of the whole qwp mounting system is shownFigure 2.27. We will see in Chapter 4 and 5 that this omplete ontrol of the horizontal,vertial and angular qwp positions allows a very preise alignment of the plate (at thelevel of hundredths of mirometer) to be performed, as required for its haraterisationand for aurate measurements of the laser beam polarisation.6After some tests, we have deided that it would be more onvenient to have three di�erent photodiodethermal boxes. This explains the di�erent photodiode shemes in Figures 2.25 and 2.26.49



Figure 2.26: Pitureof the avity ellipso-meter loated at theexit of the avity.

Figure 2.27: Piture of the whole qwp mount system.2.2.3 Feedbak systemPrinipleThe feedbak system between the laser and the avity is based on the analysis of thephase of the reeted �eld. The detuning parameter � is de�ned as the di�erene betweenthe laser frequeny and the nearest resonane avity frequeny in FSR units:� = ��FSR ; (2.20)where �� is the di�erene between the laser frequeny and a avity mode frequeny, andFSR is the avity free spetral range (see Setion 2.1.3). One an show [62, 61℄ that, for asmall detuning parameter, the phase of the reeted �eld is proportional to the detuningparameter and varies very rapidly around a resonane. This is illustrated in Figure 2.2850



where the phase of the reeted �eld is shown as a funtion of the detuning parameter 7.
Figure 2.28: Phase of the re-eted avity �eld as a funtionof �� FSR=FWMH. From [62℄.

Near a resonane (or more quantitatively when �� < FWMH), the expression of thereeted �eld phase as a funtion of � an be written as [62℄:tan�R(�) ' 2�� � TP(1� R)� : (2.21)The measurement of this phase may be used to orret for detuning. As there is nodetetor sensitive to the phase of a laser wave, there is no diret way to measure thisphase. Hene, the phase information must be transformed into an intensity information.To do this, the frequeny of the laser beam is modulated at a frequeny 
 (this wavefrequeny modulation is equivalent to a phase modulation of the wave [85℄). In that waythe phase information of the beam reeted by the avity an be found in the reetedintensity signal measured in a photodiode. This is the idea of the `Pound-Drever' tehnique[82, 83, 84℄ that we use for the avity feedbak.The feedbak proedureThe method is illustrated in Figure 2.29. The frequeny of the laser is modulated at afrequeny 
 = 930 KHz by applying a sinusoidal voltage of 20 � 40 mV on the laserpiezoeletri atuator (whih provides the fast ontrol of the laser frequeny). Beside theentral laser beam frequeny �laser, two side bands of frequenies �laser�
 are generated bythis modulation. When suh a modulated wave arrives in the avity, and if the frequeniesof the system satisfy the following onditions:
 � FWMH ; (2.22)�res � FWMH . �laser . �res + FWMH ; (2.23)then the reeted �eld ontains the two side bands simply reeted without phase shift(beause far from the resonane) and the phase shifted entral band. Resulting from theinterferene between the entral and the side bands, the reeted signal measured in aphotodiode ontains an amplitude modulated omponent at the frequeny 
 dependingon the detuning parameter � [61℄. It an be written as:Vdiode � f(�) sin (
t +  ) : (2.24)7The urve in Figure 2.28 is omputed from a symmetri 80 m avity made of two mirrors withreetion and transmission oeÆients of 99.99% and 100 ppm respetively [62℄.51



Figure 2.29: Simpli�ed view of the Pound Driver feedbak tehnique.To extrat the term f(�) ontaining the frequeny shift information ��, the signal Vdiodeis demodulated with a sinusoidal signal sin (
t +  demod) with  demod =  . A band pass�lter is used to remove the harmonis of the frequeny 
 and keeps only a term propor-tional to f(�) independent on 
 and  . The resulting signal Vmix is alled the error signal.An eletroni system (noted `servo' in Figure 2.29) then determines from the error signalthe orretion that must be done on the laser frequeny. This orretion signal is addedto the modulation signal and applied on the laser frequeny ontrol system.Of ourse the orretion signals must be applied only when the laser beam frequenyis lose to a avity resonane frequeny (i.e. if the ondition (2.23) is ful�lled). To reahthis situation, a 20 V peak to peak triangular ramp at a frequeny of a few Hertz (noted`ramp' in Figure 2.29) is supplied to the laser piezo transduer (fast laser ontrol hannel)together with the sinusoidal 930 KHz modulation mentioned above. The ramp signalallows a laser frequeny sanning of about 90 MHz to be performed and thus a avityresonane frequeny to be rossed regularly. Far from a avity resonane frequeny a waveis ompletely reeted, whereas near a resonane a wave enters the avity and the urrentmeasured in the photodiode dereases, as shematized in Figure 2.30.Hene, to deide when the orretions must be applied, the reeted signal is alsosent to an eletroni module (noted `arohage' in Figure 2.29) where, aording to itsamplitude, the system is swithed between the `losed loop' and the `open loop' modes. Inthe `open loop' mode, the orretions of the laser beam frequeny are not applied, whereas52



Figure 2.30: Gain (up)and reeted signal (bot-tom) at the ross of aresonane during a fre-queny sanning.
in the `losed loop' mode, the orretion signals are sent to the laser. Both the searh forresonant frequeny and the losing of the feedbak loop are automati proedures. Theyare shematized in Figure 2.31. The mode loking system is fully self-governing to reatin a few seonds to an untimely unlok of the avity.

Figure 2.31: Shemati illustration of the automati loking proedure: during a sanningfrequeny, when the laser frequeny rosses a resonane frequeny, Vdiode sees a voltagedrop (top drawing). When Vdiode < Vthres (Vthres being a tunable trigger threshold) the`arohage' ard (see Figure 2.29) sends a `losed loop' order to the system (middledrawing). During the `losed loop' mode, if Vdiode > Vde, an `open loop' mode order issent to the system (bottom drawing). Vde � Vthres is around 100 mV.53



2.2.4 The photon detetion systemThe alorimeter used to measure the energy of the Compton sattered photons is loatedat sixty meters upstream the avity area (see Figure 2.9). The photon detetor is asampling alorimeter made of a sandwih of 24 tungsten plates of 3 mm thikness and 24SCSN38 sintillator plates of thikness 2.6 mm. The SCSN38 is a plasti sintillator dopedwith butyl-PBD and BDB. The plate dimension is of 40�40 mm2 and are optially oupledon all sides to wavelength shifter plates that bring light to one photomultiplier plaed atthe bak of the alorimeter after a 27 mm W shielding plate. A tehnial drawing of thealorimeter is presented in Figure 2.32. The alorimeter is used both by the HERMES-LPOL group and the avity polarimeter group. It rests on a movable table to put it in orout the sattered photon beam.

Figure 2.32: Top view of the tungsten/sintillator sampling alorimeter used from thedetetion of the Compton sattered photons. From [86℄.DESY and CERN beam tests has been performed on this alorimeter in the energyrange 1-20 GeV [87℄ to haraterise its resolution and its ADC (Analog to Digital Con-verter) to energy onversion parameter. Results of the alorimeter resolution are shownin Figure 2.33. The resolution is proportional to the inverse of the square root of theenergy as: �(E)E = s� �pE�2 + �2 ; (2.25)where the oeÆients � and � are equal to 25:9% and 1:28% respetively [87℄. ADCto energy onversion results are shown in Figure 2.34 in the energy range 1-20 GeV.Deviations from linearity are smaller than 1%.54



Figure 2.33: Samplingalorimeter energy resolu-tion. From [87℄.

Figure 2.34: Deviation fromlinearity of ADC to energyonversion of the samplingalorimeter. From [87℄.
2.2.5 Control and readoutThe ontrol and the readout of the system is divided into three parts: a slow ontrol ata frequeny of the order of a few Hertz to operate the devies loated in the avity area,the ontrol (at the Hertz level) of the feedbak system, and a fast ontrol at 10 MHzto reord the alorimeter signals at eah bunh rossing (see Figure 2.9). All systemsare onneted to a personal omputer (PC). The slow ontrol system is monitored by aPC onneted to a PXI hassis [88℄ and loated in the trailer about 100 m away fromthe avity area. It ontrols all the eletroni elements of the avity area exepted thefeedbak eletronis. Feedbak operations are ontrolled by a seond PC loated in thetunnel under a onrete slab near the avity area. These two PC's use LabView software[89℄ and are aessed from anywhere thanks to Remote-Anything software [90℄ based ona lient-server arhiteture. The alorimeter DAQ operations are ontrolled and drivenby a third PC loated in the trailer and using the PVSS [91℄ software.Cavity ontrol in the trailerOn the avity optial table, several eletroni elements are ontrolled from the PC-PXIloated in the trailer: the laser ontroller (to swith on/o� the laser beam, to drive55



and ontrol the laser temperature and the laser power), two ESP300 three axes motionontrollers [92℄ (to drive and ontrol the two motorised alignment mirror mounts M1 andM2 and the ellipsometer quater wave plate rotating mount), the MoCo ontroller [93℄ (toontrol and drive the azimuthal rotation of the entrane beam line quater wave plate), theheating lamps and eight AD580 temperature sensors [94℄ (to keep the avity housing ata onstant temperature within 1o), two CCD ameras (to ontrol visually the alignmentand the loking of the avity), �ve photodiodes signals (the three of the ellipsometerto measure transmitted avity signals and the two of the optial entrane beam line tomeasure reeted avity signals) whih are transported from the tunnel to the trailer byindividual 100 m long shielded twisted pair ables to redue the eletromagneti pikupbakground. On the PXI rak the following devies are read out:� A multi-funtion ard (PXI-6025E [95℄) ontaining 16 single analogue inputs digi-tised by a 12 bits 200 KHz ADC, two 12 bits DAC (Digital to Analog Converter),and 24 I/O (Input/Output) lines. Analogue inputs are used to read out the tem-perature sensors. I/O lines are used to swith on/o� the ontroller power suppliesof the ESP300, the MoCo and the laser, to swith on/o� the power supply of theCCD and the PC loated in the tunnel and to turn on/o� the heating lamps.� Two multi-hannel ADC ards (PXI-2010 [96℄), eah one ontaining four indepen-dent 14 bit 2 MHz ADC's used for the di�erential read out of the �ve photodiodesignals.� A serial RS485 onnetion devie (PXI-8421 [97℄) used to drive the ontrollers ofthe laser, the two ESP300 stepper motor ontrollers and the MoCo rotating mountontroller.� A monohrome four hannel video board (PXI-1409 [98℄) to read out the two CCDameras.Examples of ontrol and readout panels using LabView software are shown in Figures2.35, 2.36, and 2.37.
Figure 2.35:LabView panelof the laser on-trol and read-out.
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Figure 2.36: LabViewpanel for the ontrol ofthe heating regulationsystem.

Figure 2.37: LabView panel of one photodiode readout ontrol.
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Feedbak ontrol in the tunnelAll feedbak eletronis are loated in the tunnel under a onrete slab in front of theavity housing8. The system has been designed and built by the Servie d'InstrumentationG�enerale (SIG) of Salay and is a opy of the system used for the CEBAF avity [63, 61℄,itself inspired by the PVLAS (Polarizzazione del Vuoto on LASer) experiment system[99℄. A funtional view of the feedbak system whose priniple has been desribed inSetion 2.2.3 is presented in Figure 2.38. The operation of the system is as follows:

Figure 2.38: View of the feedbak eletronis. From [61℄.8Feedbak eletronis was loated in the trailer until the end of the year 2006 where, for unknownreasons, the loking proedure has started to have some instability problems. Hene we have deided totransport all the feedbak eletronis near the avity.58



Three waveform generators (Agilent 33120A [100℄) provide the ramp, the modulation andthe demodulation signals. The `PREAMP' ard transforms the urrent from the photodiodeinto a voltage signal. The `ACQSIGN' ard onstruts the error signal from the photodiodesignal mixed with the demodulation signal, �ltered and ampli�ed with a gain S0. The`SERVO' ard then determines from this error signal the orretion to be done on thelaser frequeny. The `ACCROCHAGE' ard, whih is onneted to the `SERVO' and the`ACQSIGN' ards, deides to apply the orretion (`losed loop' mode) or not (`open loop'mode). The `Contrôle Commande' allows all the following feedbak parameters to beadjusted automatially: the generator parameters (amplitude, frequeny and phase ofthe ramp, the modulation and the demodulation signals), the mode of the feedbak loop(`open loop' or `losed loop'), the threshold voltage Vthres (see Figure 2.31) and the gainS0 of the `ACQSIGN' ard. The status of the loking an also be visualised. LabViewontrol sreens of the feedbak proedure is shown in Figure 2.39.

Figure 2.39: LabView panels of the feedbak ontrol and driving. Up: three generatorsommand panel. Bottom: driving of the threshold (in hexadeimal unit), the gain (inhexadeimal unit), the loking mode (`Start/Stop loking' button), the demodulationphase  demod, and ontrol of the loking status (by the eight green buttons).59



Calorimeter aquisition system

Figure 2.40: Sheme of the alorimeter DAQ front-end hardware eletronis.The priniple of the aquisition system is shematized in Figure 2.40 and is as follows:the DAQ system is synhronised to the �rst HERA eletron bunh by the module named`Servie Module' and a dediated bus (the `Lumi Bus') is used for the data ow. Startingfrom the alorimeter, a photo-multiplier (PM) signal is �rst ampli�ed in a driver board(see Figure 2.9) with a gain of ten. Signals then reah the trailer through two 100 m long50 
 oaxial ables (one for the alorimeter signal, one without signal to subtrat thebase line made of eletromagneti pikup bakground) and pass in a shaper board whihompensates for the skin e�et [101℄ due to able length and adapts the analogue signallevel to the ADC range. A signal pulse is then digitised in a 12 bit ADC ard (8 hannels,0 � 2 V) at a rate of 40 MHz (i.e. four times the HERA lok frequeny) providingfour samples (every 24 ns) per bunh rossing: the �rst sample s1 is a measurement of thebaseline. To get a signal proportional to the energy deposit on the alorimeter, the seondsample s2 is performed on the analogue signal at its maximum. For this, a tunable delaybetween the HERA lok and the ADC is used for the tuning of the sampling position ofthe ADC with respet to the peak value of the analogue pulse. The third and the fourthsamples s3 and s4 are performed 24 ns and 48 ns after the seond sample. Figure 2.41shows an example of a alorimeter signal where the ADC sampling is indiated.Figure 2.41: CalorimeterPM signal after passingthrough the Shaper. TheADC samplings (s1 to s4)perormed at times t1 to t4are indiated by the rosses.
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The digitised data are written in a bu�er memory of the ADC board and are on-tinuously added to the FiFo of the MFCC2. The baseline is subtrated from the seondsample by the Power-PC. The orreted signal are next transfered to the L2 ahe of thePower-PC of the MFCC whih �lls and stores the energy histograms of the 220 eletronbunhes. Histograms from the L2 ahe are then saved in the Power-PC of the RIO2board and the memory is refreshed. The transfer of these data is done eah 10 se dur-ing the time neessary to hange the laser beam polarisation. A detailed desription ofthese DAQ operations an be found in [102℄. This DAQ system is similar to the one usedfor the the H1-luminosity monitor [103, 104℄. The essential di�erene is for us the highaquisition rate of 10 MHz with no trigger whih involves a real-time system.The synhronisation between the laser polarisation swithing and the histogram �llingand transfer is done thanks the TCP/IP onnetion [105℄ between the DAQ-PC and theavity PC-PXI. TCP/IP transmission funtions are built with LabView software. Every10 seonds, � 400000 entries are stored per histogram and per bunh. The time neessaryto swith the laser beam polarisation is around 0.5 seond (the time to turn the entranequater wave plate rotating mount, to wait the stabilisation of the avity power after thehange of the laser polarisation, to reord the position of the qwp and to send a startsignal to the DAQ) and an be onsidered as our typial `dead time'.2.3 Results of the avity in funtionmentIn September 2001 and during one year, a test avity was suessfully operated at Orsay.The �nal avity was tested and operated at Orsay from Deember 2002 to February2003 and was installed in the HERA tunnel during the spring 2003. In this setion, themain experimental results onerning the performanes of the �nal avity operated in theHERA tunnel and the lepton beam polarisation extration from alorimeter spetra aredesribed.2.3.1 Laser beam/avity ouplingAlignment proedure and loking stabilityOne the avity mirrors are geometrially aligned with typial preision of 1 mrad, 1 mm(see Setion 2.2.2), the two motorised mirrors M1 and M2, the lenses, the photodiode inreetion and the two CCD ameras are used to align the laser beam axis on the optialavity axis. A sheme showing the priniple of the alignment proedure is presented inFigure 2.42. Figure 2.42: Shemeshowing all the ele-ments involved in thelaser beam/avity axisalignment.61



Using matrix algebra for the alulation of the e�ets of lens on a gaussian beam[57, 59℄, the lens positions are �rst adjusted in order to put the laser waist at the entreof the avity. Then the alignment proedure is the following:� A LabView proedure [106℄ has been written in order to transform the four mirrorM1 � M4 displaements into the four degrees of freedom of the laser beam axisdisplaements in a given referene plane along the axis z attahed to the laser beampropagation. These degrees of freedom are the positions x and y of the laser impatpoint on the referene plane and the angular inlinations �x and �y of the beamwith respet to the referene plane. The plane of referene is hosen at the entraneavity mirror MC1 (see Figure 2.42).� For a given laser impat position (x,y), using the entrane CCD1 amera lookingat the light di�usion on the mirror M1, the angles (�x; �y) are varied suh that theinident beam and the reeted beam are spatially mathed. The auray of thismathing is given by the laser beam spot outlines on M1 and by the distane of M1from MC1 (� 1 mm and � 1 m respetively) and is about 0.5 mrad.� The 20 V peak to peak triangular ramp used to ross avity resonane frequenies(see Setion 2.2.3) is supplied on the laser fast hannel. The level and the numberof exited avity modes (see Setion 2.1.2) are ontrolled with the reeted signalmeasured by the feedbak photodiode9 and with the CCD2 amera at the exit ofthe avity. A typial LabView aquisition is presented in Figure 2.43 where boththe ramp and the reeted photodiode signals are shown. A amera measurementexample is presented in Figure 2.44. In Figure 2.43, odd and even avity high ordermodes are present, whereas in Figure 2.44 only a TEM01 mode is visible.� The x and y positions are then hanged (and also the angles �x and �y to reoverthe normal inidene) in order to minimise the number of resonant modes, i.e. thenumber of high intensity peaks in Figure 2.43.� One the alignment is suh that the main resonant modes are the TEM00 and TEM01modes, the positions x, y, �x and �y are �nely adjusted to maximise the reetedpeak intensity of the fundamental TEM00 mode and minimise the TEM01 modeintensity. The avity is then loked automatially on the fundamental mode usingthe `Pound-Drever-Hall' tehnique desribed in Setion 2.2.3.When the avity is strongly missaligned, this alignment proedure takes about onehour. Thanks to the thermalized avity housing, one the avity is aligned, the stabilityof the system is very good. The only times where we had to realign the laser beam weredue to hardware problems during whih the motorised mirror positions had been lost.An example of the stability of the loking is shown in Figure 2.45. During twelvehours, only a few deloking periods have happened after whih the feedbak system hasreovered the resonane onditions automatially.9The ontrol of the level and the number of modes should have been done also using the signaltransmitted by the avity measured by one of the ellipsometer photodiode.62



Figure 2.43: 20 V peakto peak triangular ramp si-gnal (up) together with thereeted signal measuredby the feedbak photodio-de (bottom). Odd andeven exited avity modesare indiated.
Figure 2.44: Exited TEM01 modevisualised after the avity by theCCD2 amera.

Figure 2.45: Transmitted avity power measured in the referene ellipsometer photodiodeduring 12 hours of data taking.
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Cavity gain and powerTo estimate the gain of the avity, a simple method is to measure the deay time of theavity [107, 108℄: the power Pir inside a avity loked in stationary regime is given byequation (2.17). If the laser is suddenly swithed o�, the irulating power then dereasesfrom the stationary level Pir to the zero level. The measurement of this dereasing timeallows the avity harateristis to be determined.Indeed, taking the time t = 0 when the laser is swithed o�, after a number n of bakand forth trips in the avity, the dereasing power Pde irulating in the avity in thistransient regime an be written as:Pde [t = 2n(L=)℄ = Pir �R e2i���n ��R e2i���n�� ; (2.26)where R is the reetion mirror oeÆient, �� is the phase shift indued during a lighttrip from one mirror to another, and \�" stands for the omplex onjugate operation.After some alulation, equation (2.26) an be written as a funtion of the deay time Tdof the avity as: Pde(t) = Pir e�t=Td with Td = �(L=)lnR : (2.27)By expending lnR to the �rst order in R for R � 1, the �nesse F de�ned in equation(2.18) and the maximal gain Gmax = G(��=0) de�ned in equation (2.17) an be expressedas a funtion of this deay time as: F � � Td(L=) ; (2.28)Gmax � �1 � P Td(L=) � Td(L=) ; (2.29)where P � 40 ppm are the mirror losses. Of ourse we annot measure Pde diretly sinewe do not have aess to the inside of the avity, but a measurement of the avity transmit-ted power whih has obviously the same deay time than Pde allows Td to be determined.Figure 2.46 shows a transmitted power measurement performed on our avity wherethe laser power has been swithed o� during a avity loking period. In the Figure 2.46(a),two urves are shown: the derease of the avity transmitted intensity and the dereaseof the laser intensity after the laser power swith o�. Indeed, one the laser is stopped,its power does not fall to zero instantaneously and the deay time of the laser has to betaken into aount in the determination of the avity deay time. The derease of thelaser intensity is then onvoluted with the exponential avity deay time. Figure 2.46(b)shows the results of this onvolution whih leads from an exponential �t to:Td � 62 �s ) 8>>>><>>>>: F � 29000Gmax � 5800FWMH � 2:6 kHz64



Figure 2.46: (a): trans-mitted avity power andlaser power extintionmeasured just after alaser swith o� as a fun-tion of time. (b): trans-mitted avity power on-voluted with laser powerextintion. The redurves are exponential �tresults.
With this estimation of Gmax, the power P inside the avity at the resonane an nowbe estimated: P = Pin �Gmax ; (2.30)where Pin is the inident power whih is oupled into the avity. Beause of the laserbeam linewidth of the order of 5 KHz [66℄, Pin of formula (2.30) may be smaller thanthe inident laser power Plas. Indeed in this high �nesse avity, FWMH is narrower thanthe laser linewidth and thus a part of the laser beam annot be oupled to the avityif the feedbak gain is not high enough [109℄. This oupling loss has been estimated bymeasuring the power reeted by the avity as desribed now.The �eld of the beam reeted by the loked (respetively unloked) avity is alledA(lk)ref (respetively A(ulk)ref ) and the part of the laser beam oupled in the avity is alledApl and is de�ned by: Apl = plAlas ;where pl is a oeÆient to be determined and Alas is the laser inident �eld. The reetedand irulating �elds of equation (2.3) an be rewritten as funtion of Alas and Apl as:A(lk)ref = r Alas + i t A0ir with : 8<: Air = i t Apl + r A0irA0ir = r e�2i�� AirHene, using the expression of the �eld reeted by the unloked avity:A(ulk)ref = r Alas ;65



the ratio rref of the loked avity reeted power to the unloked avity reeted poweris written as: rref = jA(lk)ref j2jA(ulk)ref j2 � � 1 � pl�1� FP� � �2 :Our di�erent power measurements in the feedbak photodiode have provided values of rrefaround 0.47 whih leads to 2pl � 0:25. With our laser power funtionment Plas = 0:66 W,the power P inside the avity an then be estimated:P � Plas � 2pl �Gmax � 0:96 KW : (2.31)As it has been shown in Figure 1.12, this value is enough to reah the statistial unertaintyon the lepton polarisation of order of 1% per bunh and per minute.2.3.2 Compton photon detetion spetraBunh struture in the HERA ringAt HERA, 220 bunhes irulate in the ring eah one spaed by 96 ns. Among these 220bunhes, 40 are empty bunhes, 172 are bunhes in ollision with proton bunhes, and 8are not olliding bunhes. A \lean" bunh is de�ned as a bunh preeeded by at least anempty bunh and therefore leading to a alorimeter signal free of any leakage oming fromthe previous bunh signal: indeed, after the Shaper, a alorimeter signal remains a littlelonger than the bunh spaing time10. In addition, when the alorimeter data aquisitionsystem starts to operate, a mismath sometimes ours between the DAQ time and theHERA lok time. In onsequene, the signal baseline is no longer the sample measuredat the time t1 (see Figure 2.41) but the one measured at the time t4. Signals from twoonseutive bunhes are shematized in Figure 2.47. If a DAQ time mismath ours,the signal of the bunh n + 1 after baseline substration is no longer s2n+1 � s1n+1 but iss2n+1� s4n and is thus underestimated sine bunh signals are a little longer than 96 ns.Figure 2.47: Two onseu-tive bunh signals after passingthrough the Shaper. The ADCsamplings are indiated by therosses and the little red arrowindiates the magnitude of theleakage.Polarisation extrationFrom the bakground and Compton di�erential ross setions, statistial alulations areperformed and adjustments using alorimeter energy spetra are done to extrat the lepton10This longer time is due to the fat that during a large part of the POLCA data taking, alorimetersignals passed through HERMES eletronis [47℄ before reahing the Shaper leading to signals a littlemore strethed in time than the one in Figure 2.41.66



beam polarisation (see Setion 1.3). For eah bunh, an adjustment is performed usingthe data of two onseutive alorimeter spetra, one taken with a right irularly polarisedlaser beam, the other with a left irularly polarised laser beam. The aquisition time ofsuh a doublet is 2�10 se (see Setion 2.2.5). For a given doublet, the average number ofphotons per bunh and the lepton polarisation per bunh are determined from the energydistribution probabilities of bakground and signal proesses smeared by the alorimeterresponse.One experimental energy spetrum and the orresponding theoretial spetrum resul-ting from the adjustment are shown in Figure 2.48 for one given bunh. The whole photonenergy spetra is presented (a) and also zooms on the synhrotron radiation peak (b), onthe Compton photon peak () and on the Bremsstrahlung photon edge (d). Figure 2.49shows the Compton edge spetra for one doublet of histograms. The di�erent amount ofCompton photons aording to S � 1 is learly visible.
Figure 2.48: Measured(blak) and �tted (red)alorimeter energy spe-trum of one aquisition his-togram: whole distribution(a), synhrotron radiationpeak (b), Compton peak() and Bremsstrahlungedge (d).

Figure 2.49: Compton edges of twoalorimeter energy spetra, eah oneorresponding to an aquisition of 10seonds where the laser heliity wasleft and right respetively. Calorime-ter data measurements are in blak andblue, the two orresponding �tted dis-tributions are in green and red.67



For eah spetrum doublet, theoretial distributions shown in Figures 2.48 and 2.49 havebeen obtained as follows:� The synhrotron radiation energy (Erad) is extrated �rstly at the beginning from aparaboli �t around the position of the radiation synhrotron peak. The synhrotronradiation peak energy is visible in Figure 2.48(b) where Erad is determined with apreision of around 50 MeV. In one histogram, this synhrotron peak ontains thelargest amount of events and the knowledge of its energy position with a goodpreision is very important in order not to indue an energy shift whih shouldbias in turn the lepton polarisation determination. Then, one Erad is determined,a grouping of hannels around the Erad hannel is done to avoid to desribe theradiation peak with too muh preision. Most of the events of a histogram belongsto the radiation peak hannels and inluding all these hannels in the minimisationwould give too muh weight to these events to the detriment to the Compton events.To perform the grouping of hannels, the energy hannels losest to the hannel Eradare then merged to form a `big hannel'. The number of hannels entering in this`big hannel' is hosen as follows: alling Nrad the number of events in the hannelErad, all the hannels ontaining more than mrg �Nrad events are regrouped in theunique `big hannel'. mrg (< 1) is a parameter to hoose before starting the wholeadjustment.� The adjustment of all the following free parameters is then performed, always foreah histogram doublet :1. The average number nblak of blak body photons.2. The average numbers nbrem and �brem�nbrem of Bremsstrahlung photons in thehistograms reorded respetively with the right and the left irularly polarisedlaser beam. The ux parameter �brem takes into aount the possible hangesof the lepton beam ondition between the two aqusition times of the doublet.3. The average numbers n0 and �omp� n0 of Compton photons oming from theunpolarised Compton ross setion �0 (see formula (1.15)) in the histogramsreorded respetively with the right and the left irularly polarised laser beam.The ux parameter �omp has been introdued to reet the small di�ereneobserved between the avity power for the right and the left irularly polarisedbeams. This e�et is due to a small misalignment of the entrane beam linequater wave plate (see Setion 2.2.2) leading to laser power hange of fewperent when the plate is rotated.4. The average numbers Pe � nL and ��omp � Pe � nL of Compton photonsoming from the polarised Compton ross setion �L in the histograms reordedrespetively with the right and the left irularly polarised laser beam.All the above variables (nblak, nbrem, �brem, n0, nL, �omp and Pe) are determinedat the same time by the adjustment. To show the importane of the two owparameters �brem and �omp, an example of adjustment is presented in Figure 2.50:the blue urve is the result of an adjustment where the two ow parameters havebeen �xed to the unity and the red one where �brem and �omp were free parametersand have been adjusted. The better agreement between the experimental data andthe theory is learly visible on the red urve.68



Figure 2.50: Compton edges of onealorimeter energy spetrum: experi-mental data in blak, theory for�brem = �omp = 1 in blue and theoryafter adjusting �brem and �omp in red.
From the two spetra on Figure 2.49, the quality of the adjustment has been estimatedby alulating the value of the �2 in the Compton areas. �2 is de�ned as:�2 = 1nE2 � nE1 Xi=nE�1;nE2 �Hi � TipHi �2 ;where nE1 and nE2 are the �rst and the last energy bin numbers of the onsidered region(E1 = 2 GeV and E2 = 16:5 GeV), and Hi (respetively Ti) is the number of data (respe-tively theoretial) entries in the ith bin. The alulation gives �2 = 1:06 and �2 = 0:99 forthe spetra reorded during a right and a left irularly polarised laser state respetively.These �2 values are satisfatory sine the lepton polarisation is determined essentiallyfrom these Compton edges.The spetrum of Figure 2.48 omes from a `lean' bunh. For bunhes whih are notpreeeded by an empty bunh, an additionnal orretion is applied to take into aountthe leakage signal oming from previous bunhes (Figure 2.47). The e�et of this orre-tion is illustrated in Figure 2.51 where the energy distribution of a bunh preeeded by anon-empty bunh is shown. As shown in Figure 2.51(b), the agreement between the data

Figure 2.51: Calorimeter energy spetrum of a bunh preeeded by a non-empty bunh:(a) whole distribution, (b) zoom at low energy. Experimental spetra are in blak, theo-retial ones with and without leakage orretion are respetively in red and green.69



and the theory at low energy is learly improved by the leakage orretion. The leakageparameter is not a free parameter of the �t but is optimized and �xed at the beginningof the adjustment.The detetor response is also determined, every six or seven minutes, from real datathemselves. Indeed, sine the aquisition mode is the `few photon' mode, alorimeter gainand resolution an be extrated from the shape of the photon energy distributions. Thealorimeter resolution is parametrised as:�2(E) = 20 + �2 E + �2 E2 ; (2.32)where 0 represents the width of the eletroni noise. The ADC-energy onversion isparametrised as: E = E`1 + s1E` + s2 E` ; with E` = g` � ead � Nad ; (2.33)where E` is the ADC-energy onversion in ase there is no non-linearity response e�et inthe alorimeter, s1 and s2 are two oeÆients taking into aount a possible non-linearity inthe alorimeter response respetively at low and high energy, ead is the energy range of oneADC hannel (ead � 70 MeV) and Nad is the ADC hannel number. The parametrisation(2.33) leads to asymptoti shapes of the ADC-energy urve at low and high energy and alinear behaviour in the middle energy range.For one doublet of histograms, the parameter 0 is �rst determined from the widthof the empty bunh energy distributions. An example of the energy spetra of suh anempty bunh is shown in Figure 2.52 and leads to 0 � 120 MeV. This value an vary alittle in time. Figure 2.52: Energy spetra ofan HERA empty bunh. TheRMS of the distribution deter-mines the parameter 0.One 0 is determined, only `lean' bunhes are seleted to determine the alorimeterresponse. An adjustment is then performed where the free parameters are the alorimeterparameters g`, s1, s2, � and � and the parameters desribed before (i.e. nblak, nbrem, �brem,Erad, n0, nL, �omp and Pe for eah one of the `lean' bunhes). Calorimeter resolution,gain and non-linearity parameters obtained from an adjustment are the following:8>>>><>>>>: 0 = 119 MeV� = 23:4%� = 0:75%
8>>>><>>>>: g` = 1:07s1 = 83 MeVs2 = 3:4 MeV�170



Let us make some omments on these detetor parameters. Parameters � and � areomparable to those determined by the test beam results (see Setion 2.2.4). Conerningthe ADC to energy onversion, the order of magnitude of the gain non-linearity omingfrom the parameters s1 and s2 are � 1% and � 4% at 2 GeV and 10 GeV respetively.Depending of the size and the alignment of the alorimeter, eletron beam movementsould indue a variation of the alorimeter response. Also, the alorimeter an be deterio-rated over time beause of hard radiation. This is why detetor parameters have beendetermined regularly from the data themselves during the data taking. The polarisationof eah doublet as desribed above is determined using the set of alorimeter parameterslosest to this doublet.ResultsAn example of polarisation measurements with the avity polarimeter during ten hours isshown in Figure 2.53. The TPOL polarimeter have been taken data at the same time andthe measurements are also visible in the Figure. In Figure 2.53(a) and Figure 2.53(b),eah measurement is the average polarisation of the 172 olliding bunhes and the 8 nonolliding bunhes respetively. Eah avity measurement is the average of six doublets(i.e. 6 � 10 se). The TPOL measurements are performed every minute. For the avitypolarimeter, the statistial preision of the polarisation measurements averaged over allthe olliding bunhes is of the order of 0.2 perent per minute (error bars are invisible inthe �gure) and, as expeted, is muh better than the TPOL unertainties.
Figure 2.53: HERA-Cavity(blue points) and HERA-TPOL (red points) polari-sation measurements of the172 olliding bunhes (a)and of the 8 not ollidingbunhes (b), as a funtionof time during about tenhours.
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Several data sets have also been reorded with the avity polarimeter during polarisa-tion build up time. Figure 2.54 shows an example of suh polarisation rise time urve. The�t of these data with the polarisation build up formula (1.9) leads to an asymptoti polari-sation PST = 60:63% and a harateristi time �P = 24:42 min. The di�erenes betweenthese values and the ones of formula (1.10) in the ase of an ideal mahine (PST = 92:4%and �P � 40 min) are due to depolarisation e�ets desribed in Setion 1.1.4.
Figure 2.54: Polarisation mea-surements during a polarisa-tion build up (blak points)and rise time urve resultingfrom a �t with formula (1.9).

These depolarisation e�ets are visible in Figure 2.55 where the polarisation of theolliding bunhes is shown as a funtion of the proton beam urrent: as desribed inSetion 1.1.4, more the proton beam urrent is important, more the leptons are submittedto depolarisation beam-beam e�ets.
Figure 2.55: Colliding bunhespolarisation measurements asa funtion of the proton beamurrent.

Average number of Compton photons and unertaintiesLet us now make some omments on experimental average numbers of Compton andbakgrounds photons and the omparison with the order of magnitude obtained in thesimulations desribed in Setion 1.3.2. Figure 2.56 shows the lepton beam urrent (a)72



and the statistial unertainty per bunh and per 20 se (b) as a funtion of the averagenumber of Compton photons per bunh obtained from the �ts. This �gure has been doneusing around 2 hours of data taking where the eletron beam urrent was 32 mA at thebeginning and 17 mA after the 2 hours. Histogram () in Figure 2.56 shows the averagenumber of Bremsstrahlung photons per bunh during this data taking period. For a typiale-beam urrent value Ie � 25 mA, the average number of Compton photons per bunh isn � 0:17 and the statistial unertainty is 2% per doublet and per bunh. By averagingover a minute (i.e. over 3 doublets), the unertainty is �Pstate = bunh = min � 1:15%.Let us remark that the order of magnitude of this unertainty is in good agreementwith the simulated predition (see Figure 1.12), and that the simulated Bremsstrahlungbakground level nbrem � 0:1 used to obtain this predition and the experimental onenbrem � 0:3 are also of the same order of magnitude.

Figure 2.56: Lepton beam urrent (a) and statistial unertainty per doublet and perbunh (b) as a funtion of the average number of sattered Compton photons per bunhresulting from adjustments. (): histogram of the average number of Bremsstrahlungphotons per bunh. All plots orrespond to about 2 hours of alorimeter data takingwhere the eletron beam urrent was 32 mA at the beginning and 17 mA after the 2hours.With our estimated avity power P � 0:96 KW of formula (2.31) and for a leptonbeam urrent Ie � 25 mA, one expets from Figure 1.12 a number of sattered photonsn � 0:5 per bunh. The smaller present rate n � 0:17 ould be explained by thefat that the simulation in Figure 1.12 has been done in an ideal ase, i.e. for an idealhorizontal laser beam / lepton beam alignment. A hange in position of the eletron beam73



has been intentionally generated during a polarimeter data taking. Figure 2.57 shows theaverage number of Compton photons for several horizontal positions of the lepton beamand illustrates the dependane of the Compton luminosity with respet to the mathingof the laser and lepton beams. Figure 2.57: Average number ofsattered Compton photons as afuntion of the doublet number,for several lepton beam horizontalpositions.1 : arbitrary referene x0.2 : x0 + 0:21 mm.3 : x0 + 0:40 mm.4 : x0 � 0:20 mm.5 : x0 � 0:40 mm.Anyway, the statistial unertainty on the lepton beam polarisation measurementper bunh and per minute is of the order of the perent and thus reahes the designrequirements.2.4 ConlusionIn this hapter, after having introdued basi priniples of a gaussian beam oupled to aFabry-Perot resonator, we have desribed the whole avity system installed in the HERAtunnel. The main mehanial onstraints and the diÆulties enountered in suh environ-ment have been reported. Then the optial omponents, the avity feedbak proedureand the photon detetion system have been desribed and the performanes and the mainresults obtained during its operation in the aelerator have been reported. The avityrunning was very robust and one aligned, the loking remained very stable. The gainand the power have allowed an average number of sattered Compton photon per bunhof the order of the unity to be reahed. The aquisition system at 10 MHz worked verywell: one histogram of 400.000 entries was reorded eah 10 seonds and a measurementof the polarisation of eah of the 180 HERA lepton bunhes is performed eah 20 seon-des. Exploiting the shape of the energy distributions, the sandwih alorimeter has beenalibrated on the data themselves and the lepton beam polarisation has been extratedwith a statistial unertainty of order of the perent per bunh and per minute.Most of the systemati unertainties an be estimated from the data themselves. Thesesystematis errors ome from the hoie of ertain parameters used in the adjustments orfrom their unertainty. These parameters are as follows:� the gain parametrisation of the photon detetor,� the frequeny of the alorimeter alibration,74



� the blakbody temperature,� the merging bin parameter mrg,� the leakage orretion,� the lepton beam urrent,� the lepton beam position,� the laser power.All these soures of systematis have been the subjet of preliminary studies that will notbe desribed here. The main point is that the addition of all these e�ets leads to a totalsystemati of the order of the perent [110℄.A last soure of systemati error and perhaps the most diÆult to ontrol is theknowledge of the Degree Of Cirular Polarisation (DOCP) of the light. This quantity,noted S in equation 1.15, is diretly involved in the Compton ross setion and the level ofignorane of S is transmitted unhanged to the lepton beam polarisation. This quantityS and its unertainty annot be determined from the data themselves and dediatedmeasurements have to be performed in order to derease the total systemati unertaintyof the lepton polarisation. This is the objet of the next hapters whih desribe theproedure to measure preisely the Degree Of Cirular Polarisation of the laser light insidethe avity and to estimate the related unertainty.
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Chapter 3The ellipsometer
3.1 IntrodutionA preise knowledge of the polarisation value of the photon beam inside the avity isneessary to obtain a good measurement of the HERA lepton polarisation Pe. Indeed theCompton sattering ross setion:d�=dE = d�0=dE � Pe S d�L=dE (3.1)ontains a term diretly proportional to the light irular polarisation S. To onserve anunertainty below the perent per bunh per minute level for the measurement of Pe, weintend to measure S with an unertainty of a few per mill.To haraterise a polarisation state of light, we use a dieletri anisotropi rystal.Indeed, beause of their rystalline struture, these materials interat in di�erent wayaording to the eletri �eld: either they may absorb or rejet ertain omponents of theeletri �eld (these materials are alled polarisers), or they may delay one �eld omponentwith respet to the other one, introduing a phase shift between the omponents (thesematerials are alled delay plates). The anisotropi harater of the dieletri leads to theexistene in the medium of refration indies depending on the propagation diretion ofthe wave: two waves, alled ordinary and extraordinary, then propagate in the mediumwith linear orthogonal polarisations. In the general situation, these two waves have twodi�erent propagation diretions: it is possible in this ase to separate the two di�erentorthogonal polarisations. In the partiular situation where the two waves propagate inthe same diretion, a phase veloity leads to a phase shift of a linear polarisation inrelation to the other whih is orthogonal. The onsequene is a hange of the inidentwave polarisation at the exit of the material. In partiular, when this phase shift is equalto �=2 the dieletri is alled a half-wave plate, when it is equal to �=4 the dieletri isalled a quater wave plate.In order to haraterise the polarisation of a light beam, a system alled an ellipsometeris used. It allows the transversality of the wave to be haraterised. The priniple of anellipsometer is to send a light beam, of any unknown polarisation, through a quaterwave plate followed by a Wollaston prism whih separates spatially the beam into twoorthogonal linear polarised states. By varying the azimuthal angle of the quater waveplate and by analysing the intensities obtained in photodiodes for these di�erent angles,one an infer the polarisation of the inident beam.77



This hapter is devoted to desribe the ellipsometer loated at the exit beam line ofour Fabry-Perot avity. After a brief desription of the mathemati desription of thelight polarisation states, the optial omponents of the ellipsometer will be desribed andtheir preision haraterised.3.2 Jones and Stokes formalismBefore going through the details of the ellipsometer, a mathemati representation of thepolarisation states and of the optial omponents must be de�ned. From Maxwell's equa-tions and boundary onditions, the expression of an eletri �eld vetor assoiated toan eletromagneti wave an be obtained. In an isotropi medium of optial indie n, amonohromati plane wave with frequeny ! and wave vetor k propagating along theaxis oz, is desribed by its assoiated �eld vetor:E(z; t) = E exp [ i(!t� k � z) ℄ ;where k = jkj = n!= and where E is a omplex vetor normal to the vetor k whihharaterises the polarisation state of the �eld E . The eletri �eld is given by the realpart of the omplex expression of E . The polarisation vetor E an be written as:E = Ax ei�xx + Ay ei�yy ;where Ax and Ay are real quantities. The projetions of E along the two transversediretions ox and oy are then written as:Ex = Ax os(!t� kz + �x) ;Ey = Ay os(!t� kz + �y) :The time evolution of the extremity of E desribes a trajetory in the transverse planeoxy and is alled the wave polarisation state.The most general polarisation state is an ellipti polarisation: the polarisation vetordesribes an ellipse in the transverse plane as a funtion of time. When the two projetionsEx and Ey evolve in phase (�x = �y), the wave �eld trajetory osillates along a straightline. The wave is then linearly polarised in a diretion whih depends on the quantity �xand on the two amplitudes Ax and Ay. When the two projetions have the same amplitude(Ax = Ay) and when their phase shift �x � �y is equal to ��=2, the wave is irularlypolarised and the vetor E desribes a irle in the transverse plane as a funtion of time.3.2.1 The Jones representationThe vetorial nature of the polarisation state suggests using a matrix representation todesribe it. The Jones representation is a simple way to haraterise the polarisationstates of a wave [77℄. The state is desribed by a two dimensional omplex unitary vetor,alled the Jones vetor J. The eletri �eld an be written as a funtion of J as:E = E J = � Ax ei�xAy ei�y � : (3.2)78



� If the polarisation is linear, then J = � os�Psin�P �.� If the polarisation is irular, then J = 1p2 � 1� i �.Note that any irularly polarised wave is the superposition of two linearly polarisedwaves aording to two orthogonal diretions and dephased by ��=2. In the sameway, any linearly polarised wave is the superposition of two irular right and leftwaves.� If the polarisation is ellipti and by alling �P = �y � �x, thenJ = � os�Psin�P ei�P � : (3.3)The light intensity is written as a funtion of the Jones vetor as: I = J� � J, where J� isthe omplex onjugate of J.The e�et of an optial element on the state of polarisation of the light passing throughan be desribed in the Jones representation by a omplex two-by-two Jones matrix MJ[111℄. The eletri �eld E0 after passing through the optial element an be written as:E0 = MJ E ;where E is the eletri �elds before the optial element whih is desribed by MJ and anbe a delay plates, a polariser or a rotator.3.2.2 The Stokes representationThe light polarisation an be desribed in another way, alled the Stokes representation[77℄. In this representation, a polarisation state is haraterised by four parameters:the Stokes parameters. In a light wave, the fration of the light horizontally, vertially,right and left irularly polarised an be quanti�ed. The parameters allowing for suh adesription are alled S0, S1, S2 and S :� S0 = Ix+Iy (the total intensity) is the sum of the intensities of the linear polarisationomponents along ox (Ix) and oy (Iy),� S1 = Ix� Iy is the di�erene of the intensities of the linear polarisation omponentsalong ox and oy,� S2 = I+45o � I�45o is the di�erene of the intensities of the linear polarisationomponents along the ox and oy axes rotated by �45o,� S = IG � ID is the di�erene of the intensities of the left irular polarisationomponent (IG) and the right one (ID).79



Mathematially the Stokes parameter expressions are written as:8>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>:
S0 = A2x + A2yS1 = A2x � A2yS2 = 2 Ax Ay os�PS = 2 Ax Ay sin�P (3.4)

where �P = �y��x, and where Ax, Ay, �x and �y are the parameters introdued in (3.2).The Stokes parameters are therefore expressed simply and only as funtion of intensities.For a fully polarised light, these four oeÆients are onneted by the following relation:S20 = S21 + S22 + S2 :S is alled the Degree Of Cirular Polarisation of the light (noted also DOCP in the fol-lowing). If S = +1 (S = �1), the light is 100% right (left) polarised. This quantity Sis the variable of equation (3.1) and has to be determined very preisely. In the same wayas the Jones desription, the e�et of an optial omponent on the polarisation state anbe desribed by a four-by-four matrix.The Jones and the Stokes formalisms are equivalent but are more or less appropriatedepending to the alulation to be done. For instane in a model where the multiplereetions inside a medium together with the gaussian nature of the wave behaviour aretaken into aount, the Stokes formalism is more appropriate [50℄. For other more simpleases, the Jones formalism an be used as well.3.3 Experimental setup and preision requirementsA drawing of the ellipsometer devie used to haraterise the laser light polarisation (aswell as some optial omponents as we shall see in the following) is shown in Figure 3.1.The beam to be analysed passes �rst through a holographi beam sampler (HBS) in orderto extrat a small part of the entrane power (about 1%, exat replia of the inidentbeam). This part of the beam is used as a referene intensity to ompensate the e�etsdue to possible laser power variations. Next, the beam passes through a quater waveplate, then through a Wollaston prism whih separates spatially the beam in two linearand orthogonal polarisation omponents. Finally the transmitted beams are deteted intwo photodiodes. Di�users are loated in front of eah photodiode, in order not to besensitive to the beam pointing instabilities and to be able to derease or inrease thepower entering the photodiodes.The measurement of the Degree Of Cirular Polarisation of the light beam with anunertainty of a few per mill requires a preise ontrol of the harateristis of the el-lipsometer optial omponents (HBS, Wollaston prism and quater wave plate) as well asthe response of the photodiodes. In the following, we review these di�erent devies andharaterise their degree of preision. 80



Figure 3.1: Shemati drawing of the ellipsometer used for the photon polarisation mea-surement: the entrane light to be analysed passes through an holographi beam sampler(HBS), then through a quater wave plate (qwp) and through a Wollaston prism, beforebeing reorded in photodiodes (pd).3.3.1 The holographi beam sampler (HBS)The holographi sampler is a hologram in relief engraved on a transparent substrate(silia) induing forward di�ration. Some preise spatial samplers, from one perent to10�8 perent of the inident power are obtained after passing in a HBS. These samplershave the same polarisation as the inident beam. The shemati of an HBS is shown inFigure 3.2. The �rst sampler A ontains 1% of the inident power and is deviated by tendegrees to the transmitted prinipal beam.
Figure 3.2: Prinipleof a holographi beamsampler (HBS).

3.3.2 The photodiodesThe detetion system onsists in three photodiodes alled pd0, pd1 and pd2 in Figure 3.1and a fourth one pdsp for spare. The photodiodes (Hamamatsu, model G8370-02) areonstituted by a gallium arseniure and indium alloy (InGaAs). They are low noise photo-diodes and are partiularly appropriated for the near infrared detetion. The assoiatedreadout eletronis are standard, omposed of pre-ampli�ers and resistanes [112℄. These81



elements have been hosen to be as stable as possible with respet to temperature va-riations. In addition, eah photodiode and their eletronis are thermalized with a Peltiermodule. Indeed, the temperature variations in the HERA experiment environment mightbe of a few degrees and ould indue a variation of the photodiode readout larger thanthe required preision. With a Peltier module, a stability level of tenth of a degree isahieved. As shown in Figure 3.3, the photodiodes work in a linear regime if the inidentpower is below 6 mW [80℄. We have to operate them in this regime. The readout of thephotodiodes is done with 12 bit analogue digital onverters at a maximum sample rate of2 MHz.
Figure 3.3: Linearity area of theInGaAs photodiodes as a funtionof the inident power. Our pho-todiodes are the G8370-02 model(Hamamatsu produt) of band-width 4 MHz.

The photodiode test devie with whih the photodiodes has been haraterised at theOrsay laboratory is drawn in Figure 3.4. Photodiodes are tested two by two: a 100 mWpower infrared beam delivered by a high quality ND:YAG laser (� = 1064 nm)[113℄ issent through a beam shutter followed by the HBS. In order to stay in the linear workingregime, the two tested photodiodes are loated so as to reeive only one perent of thelaser inident power. Figure 3.4: Shematidrawing of the optial de-vie used to haraterisethe photodiodes (laser,beam shutter, beam sam-pler, two InGaAs photo-diodes).For eah measurement, the value of the mean of ten thousand events is reorded. Thepedestal of eah photodiode is �rst measured, then the signal with the laser on is measuredand the two are subtrated. For this, a beam shutter is loated in the beam line, andis opened (\laser on" state) or losed (\laser o�" state). An example of pedestal andintensity measurements is shown in Figure 3.5. The total duration of the data taking isa few hours. The plots (a) and (b) show the pedestals of the two photodiodes pd0 and82



pd1 (alled respetively br0 and br1). The at part orresponds to the data taken duringthe night, the irregular parts reet the variations of light during the day time. The plots() and (d) show the \laser on" signals reorded respetively by the photodiodes 0 (sig0)and 1 (sig1). Figures (e) and (f) show the di�erenes (sig0 � br0) and (sig1 � br1). Theresidual dispersion observed on the two plots (e) and (f) is due to laser power variationand is of one to two perents.

Figure 3.5: Pedestals br0 (a) and br1 (b), signals sig0 () and sig1 (d), and di�erenes(sig0�br0) (e) and (sig1�br1) (f) for the photodiodes pd0 and pd1 as a funtion of time.To obtain a measurement of the light polarisation in the avity with a preision atthe per mill level, it is neessary to ompensate for these laser power variations. Forthis, one of the diodes is used as a referene and eah diode signal is divided by thereferene diode. Figure 3.6(a) shows the ratio (sig0 � br0)=(sig1 � br1) as a funtion oftime, and Figure 3.6(b) the histogram of this ratio. The histogram in Figure 3.6(b) hasa gaussian behaviour and its width at half height leads to �=M � 0:06% where M is itsmean value. The use of the referene diode to orret the laser power variation then leadsto a good stability of the measurements in time. Signals after pedestal subtrations and83



intensity ratio onstrutions are shown for the other two photodiodes in Figure 3.7 where�=M � 0:07% for the histogram (d).

Figure 3.6: Ratio (sig1 � br1)=(sig0� br0) as a funtion of time (a) and histogram of thisratio (b).

Figure 3.7: Intensities of the two photodiodes pd2 (a) and pdsp (b) and ratio of these twointensities (), as a funtion of time. Histogram of the ratio (d).It is interesting to see the e�et of a room temperature variation on a photodiodeintensity. Figure 3.8 shows the orrelation between the intensity and the temperaturevariation whih has been intentionally generated by varying the room air temperature.The gain in temperature variation obtained by the regulation with the Peltier module isillustrated in Figure 3.9. The temperature inside the photodiode boxes (Figure 3.9(a))and the orresponding room temperature (Figure 3.9(b)) are shown. The Peltier gain isof the order of 1/10. 84



Figure 3.8: E�et of a temperature variation on the photodiode measurements: intensity(a) and room temperature (b), as a funtion of time.

Figure 3.9: Temperature inside a photodiode box ooled by a Peltier module (a) and roomtemperature (b), as a funtion of time.The study of the photodiodes shows that after temperature regulation, pedestal sub-trations and intensity ratio onstrutions, the obtained measurements are ontrolled atthe per mill level.3.3.3 The Wollaston prismA Wollaston prism spatially separates the inident laser beam into two orthogonal linearpolarised beams. It onsists of two prisms ut in the same birefringent alite rystal.The two prisms are ut and joined so that the optial axes are perpendiular to eahother. At the interfae between the two prisms, taking into aount the orientations ofthe optial axes, the ordinary and extraordinary rays of a wave are refrated with di�erentangles, making it possible to separate them spatially at the exit interfae. The angularseparation an reah 30o if the half-prism angles are optimised in order to inrease theseparation due to the double refration. A priniple shemati of a Wollaston prism is85



presented in Figure 3.10 showing the spatial separation of the beam into two orthogonallinear polarised beams.
Figure 3.10: Prinipleshemati of a Wollastonprism.

The main harateristi of the Wollaston is its extintion rate. This rate is given bythe manufaturer as less than a few 10�5 and has been heked with our photodiodesby rotating a prism in order to anel one of the two emergent beams for an inidentlinearly polarised beam. Taking into aount a small Wollaston elliptiity (and assumingan extintion rate equal to zero), the Jones matries assoiated to the two transmittedstates are written in a frame of referene where the ube axes are those of the laboratory[114℄ as: MWx = � 1 �i�xi�x 0 � ; MWy = � 0 �i�yi�y 1 � ; (3.5)where �x and �y are two Wollaston elliptiity parameters supposed to be very small(�x; �y � 1).3.3.4 The quater wave plateQuater wave plates most often used are parallel sided quartz plates of thikness e. Thequartz is an anisotropi uniaxial medium. When an inident plane wave enters suha medium under normal inidene, two waves then travel inside, linearly polarised andorthogonal to eah other. These waves have di�erent phase veloities or in an equivalentway see two di�erent optial indies. These indies are alled the ordinary index no andthe extraordinary index ne. The di�erene no� ne is the plate birefringene. For uniaxialmedium, the eigenvetor orresponding to the eigenvalue n2e of the dieletri tensor de�nesthe optial axis of the plate. A more omplete formalism of the propagation of a wavethrough an uniaxial medium is detailed in Appendix A. For a standard quartz quaterwave plate, the optial axis is usually loated in the plane of the interfae.When a plane wave passes through a quartz plate, a phase shift �sh is indued betweenthe projetion of E on the optial axis and the projetion of E on the perpendiular tothe optial axis. For a plate of thikness e, the plane wave expression E exp [ i(!t� k:z)℄leads to the phase shift: �sh = 2 �� (no � ne) e ;where � is the wave length of the inident wave. The plate is supposed to be suÆientlythin and the beam suÆiently wide to neglet the spatial transverse shift of the emergentbeams. Figure 3.11 shows the passage of a wave through an anisotropi uniaxial medium.86



Figure 3.11: Passage of a plane wave through an uniaxial medium: the two omponentsEk and E? of E aquire a phase shift the one with respet to the other of an angle �sh.The two linear and orthogonal polarisation states are simply dephased. Therefore theJones matrix assoiated to this dephaser an be written in a frame of referene where oneaxis oinides with the (ox) axis as:MJ = � 1 00 e�i�sh � : (3.6)It is easy to verify that when �sh = �=2 + 2k� (k = 0; 1=2; 1; 3=2:::), an inident wavelinearly polarised will emerge from the plate with a irular polarisation. The plate isalled in that ase a quater wave plate and its thikness is given by:e = � 4k + 14(ne � no) : (3.7)Equation (3.6) represents the Jones matrix of a perfet plate [115℄ and does not take intoaount the following e�ets:� the gaussian harater of the light beam [116℄,� the internal multiple reetions inside the plate [116℄,� the geometri imperfetions of the plate (thikness, misalignments),� the tilt of the plate in ase the inidene is not normal.� the rystal optial ativity [117℄.Some of these e�ets may have non negligible onsequenes on the polarisation measure-ments with the ellipsometer. A preise haraterisation of the quater wave plate witha more omplete model is therefore neessary if we want to keep a good measurementpreision of the light polarisation in the avity. This haraterisation will be overed inSetion 4.
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Chapter 4The quater wave plateharaterisationTo reah the per mill level in the measurement preision of the light polarisation, we haveto alulate the transmission of a wave through a quater wave quartz plate. The hara-teristis of a multi-layers anti-reetive oating is diÆult to model and the unertaintyin the auray of the modelisation is larger than those obtained with an unoated plate.We have therefore deided to use an unoated plate. The aim is to determine the plateharateristis suh as the thikness (whih is not neessarily equal at a few mirometerslose to the thikness given by the manufaturer), the refration indies (to be omparedto the textbook values), as well as some possible plate misalignment parameters. We willsee for instane that an error of a few mirometers on the plate thikness leads to an errorof a few per mill on the light polarisation measurement.4.1 The simulation modelThe model used for the simulation has to take into aount the multiple reetions ofthe wave inside a plate of a given thikness, as well as some possible plate misalignmentsrelatively to the other optial omponents. The simulation also has to model the passageof the wave at a non zero inident angle sine data will be reorded in suh a on�gurationto haraterise our plate. The light beam will be treated as a plane wave sine at smallinident angle (i.e. less than 0.1 rad as it will be the ase for us), the omparison betweena plane wave treatment and a gaussian wave treatment shows that the gaussian haraterof the wave an be negleted [116℄. Also, the e�et of the optial ativity of the rystal[117℄ has been studied and found to be negligible (less than 10�6). Intensities measuredby the photodiodes after the Wollaston prism will be simulated in this model and theomparison of the theoretial intensities with the experimental ones will allow e�ets dueto optial misalignments to be separated from e�ets due to thikness plate defets ore�ets due to the value of the light polarisation state.By using the Jones matries of the di�erent ellipsometer omponents, the expressionof the transmitted �eld an be determined as a funtion of one of the initial �eld. Thealulation of the �eld transmitted by a quartz quater wave plate of a given thiknessis detailed in Appendix A, where a non zero inident angle and the presene of multiplereetions inside the anisotropi uniaxial rystal are taken into aount.89



4.1.1 Ellipsometer transmission matrixThe framework of our alulations is the basis Blab = (xlab;ylab; zlab) assoiated to theWollaston prism axes: the x and y axes are the optial axes of the Wollaston ube andthe basis is orthonormal. In this basis, the two rotating axes of the ellipsometer quaterwave plate are the zlab axis (orresponding to an azimuthal rotation of the plate by anangle �) and the xlab axis (orresponding to a non zero inident angle of the light in thequater wave plate, this rotation around xlab rather than around ylab has been arbitrarilyhosen). As shematized in Figure 4.1, a wave of wave vetor kin an enter the rystalsurfae of normal n with a small inident angle �in de�ned as:os�in = (kin � n)=jkinj :

Figure 4.1: Laboratory referene axes (xlab; ylab; zlab). n is the normal to the plate, kin isthe wave vetor and �in is the angle of inidene of the wave on the plate.In Appendix A, the alulation of the transmitted wave amplitude passing through aquartz plate is performed. The expression of the transmission matrix of the quater waveplate, alled Mqwp, is given by the expression (A.33) of Appendix A and is expressed inan orthonormal basis (s;p;kin) attahed to the rystal plate and to the inident wavesuh as: s = �kin � nj�kin � nj and p = kin � sjkinj : (4.1)In Figure 4.1, the plate is perfetly aligned and the two bases (xlab;ylab; zlab) and (s;p;kin)are merged.A realisti desription of the optial system must take into aount some experimentalmisalignments. Two types of misalignment are onsidered: a misalignment of the quaterwave plate plane with respet to the Wollaston prism axes, and a misalignment due tothe fat that the laser beam may not enter the quartz exatly at the entre of the rotatingmount of the plate.� Quater wave plate plane misalignment :When the plate is perfetly aligned, the normal n to the plate for a small ini-dent angle �in is written in the basis Blab as:90



n = 1p1 + �2in 0� 0�in�1 1ABlab : (4.2)A small misalignment of the plane plate an be modeled by a small rotation of naround the y axis of an angle Æx, as shematized in Figure 4.2. The normal to theplate ndesal then aquires a small omponent along x and is written in the basis Blabas:
ndesal = 1p1 + �2in 0BBBB� Æxp1 + Æ2x�in� 1p1 + Æ2x

1CCCCABlab : (4.3)
Figure 4.2: Projetion of the nor-mal to the quater wave platein the (xlab; zlab) plane: perfetalignment of the plane of theplate with respet to Wollastonaxes (a), and misalignment of theplane plate oming from a smalltilt Æx of the plate plane aroundthe ylab axis (b).

The transfer matrix Mlab!desal between the base Blab and the new (s;p;kin) basisattahed to the misaligned rystal plate an be determined from the relations (4.1)and, assuming Æ2x � 1, is written as:
Mlab!desal = 0BBBBBBBB�

�inp�2in + Æ2x �Æxp�2in + Æ2x 0Æxp�2in + Æ2x �inp�2in + Æ2x 00 0 1
1CCCCCCCCA : (4.4)
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� Misalignment of the quater wave plate mehanial entreIf the laser beam does not enter at the entre of the plate mount, beause thetwo sides of the plate may not be perfetly parallel, the thikness rossed by thelight an vary during the azimuthal rotation of the plate. To take into aount thise�et, this misalignment is modeled with two parameters dm and �m and the platethikness is written as: e = e0 � 1 + dme0 os(�� �m)� : (4.5)e0 is the plate thikness at the level of the azimuthal rotation axis and � is theplate azimuthal angle in the laboratory framework. �m is an arbitrary angle tobe determined and translating the fat that the azimuthal position � = 0 is nota priori the position whih maximizes the plate thikness. Suh a misalignment isshematized in Figure 4.3. Figure 4.3: Shemati view of amisalignment between the quaterwave plate mehanial entre andthe impat point of the laserbeam.We now want to �nd the expression of the �eld transmitted by the ellipsometer. In the(xlab;ylab; zlab) basis of the laboratory, whih is our referene, the most general elliptialinitial polarisation state Ein is written as funtion of two angles (see (3.3)) as:Ein = � os�Psin�P ei�P � : (4.6)By using the transfer matrix Mlab!desal de�ned in expression (4.4), the thikness plateformula (4.5) and the two transmitted Wollaston matries MWx and MWy de�ned in(3.5), the two transmitted �elds E1 and E2 emerging from the Wollaston prism an bewritten as: E1 = Mlab!desal MWx M�1lab!desal Mqwp Mlab!desal Ein ;E2 = Mlab!desal MWy M�1lab!desal Mqwp Mlab!desal Ein ; (4.7)and the intensities I1 and I2 reeived in the photodiodes pd1 and pd2 are written as afuntion of the �elds as1. :I1 = jE1j2 ; I2 = jE2j2 : (4.8)Formula (4.8) will be used in the following to simulate signals emerging from the Wollastonprism and deteted in the photodiodes.1I1 and I2 refer in fat to ratios I1=I0 and I2=I0 (see Setion 3.3.2 and Figure 3.1) but for more larity,the writting of referene signal I0 will be omitted. 92



4.1.2 Some omparisons between the omplete and the simplemodelsTo estimate quantitatively the e�ets of the model desribed above, some examples havebeen hosen and the intensities have been simulated and ompared using the ompletemodel and a model whih does not inlude internal multiple reetions or possible mis-alignments of the plate.Internal multiple reetions inside the plateTo illustrate the e�et of the multiple reetions alulated in Appendix A, Figures 4.4, 4.5and 4.6 show some simulated intensities I1 and I2 of a wave transmitted by the ellipsometeras a funtion of the azimuthal angle of the quater wave plate. In Figure 4.4, the inidentwave has been simulated with a linear polarisation, in Figures 4.5 and 4.6 with a irularand elliptial polarisation respetively. For eah plot, two simulations have been used:one using a simple model without taking into aount internal multiple reetions andone using the omplete model of Appendix A. In these simulations, the Wollaston prismis onsidered as perfet, the quater wave plate is perfetly aligned and the inideneis normal. These simulations show that there are di�erenes of more than 15% in thetransmitted intensities aording to the model used for the simulation and that it istherefore very important to use a realisti model.

Figure 4.4: (a) and (b): signals I1 and I2 normalised to the unity and generated with alinear inident polarisation, versus the azimuthal quater wave plate angle. Blak (respe-tively red) urves: simulation without (respetively with) taking into aount internalmultiple reetions. (d) and (e): di�erenes of the two models for I1 and I2 versus �.
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Figure 4.5: (a) and (b): signals I1 and I2 normalised to the unity and generated with airular inident polarisation, versus the azimuthal quater wave plate angle. Blak (res-petively red) urves: simulation without (respetively with) taking into aount internalmultiple reetions. (d) and (e): di�erenes of the two models for I1 and I2 versus �.

Figure 4.6: (a) and (b): signals I1 and I2 normalised to the unity and generated witha elliptial inident polarisation (with �P = 45o and �P = 30o, see formula (4.6)), ver-sus the azimuthal quater wave plate angle. Blak (respetively red) urves: simulationwithout (respetively with) taking into aount internal multiple reetions. (d) and (e):di�erenes of the two models for I1 and I2 versus �.Misalignment of the quater wave plate planeTo estimate the e�et of a misalignment of the quater wave plate with respet to theWollaston axis, some intensities have been simulated with the omplete model and at thefour following di�erent alignment parameters:94



�in 2:246o 2:246o 4:211o 4:211oÆx 0 5�10�4 0 5�10�4where �in is the angle of inidene of the plate and Æx is the misalignment parametershematized in Figure 4.2 and de�ned in equation (4.3). Figure 4.7 shows the quantity�I2 = [ I2(Æx=0)� I2(Æx=5�10�4) ℄ = I2(Æx=0) for the two di�erent angles of inidene. A planetilt Æx of 0.5 mrad leads to a bias �I2 of 1% to 2%2.

Figure 4.7: �I2 = [ I2(Æx=0)� I2(Æx=5�10�4) ℄ = I2(Æx=0) as a funtion of the quater wave plateazimuthal angle � (in degrees), for �in = 4:211o in blak and �in = 2:245o in red.Misalignment of the quater wave plate mehanial entreThe e�et of suh a misalignment is illustrated in Figure 4.8. This �gure shows thedi�erene between the generated intensity I2 in the ase of a perfet alignment of theplate mehanial entre with respet to the laser beam impat, and the intensity I2 inthe ase of a small misalignment as de�ned in equation (4.5). A misalignment parameterdm =0.05 �m has been hosen for these simulations, whih for instane orresponds to anon parallelism of the plate sides of 1 mrad and a misalignment of the entre of the plateof 0.5 mm. The angle �m has been simulated at 20o for the blak urve and at 340o forthe red urve. Figure 4.8 shows that the e�et of suh a misalignment may be of severalper mill on the intensities reeived by the photodiodes.

Figure 4.8: �I2 = [ I2(dm=0)� I2(dm=0:05 �m ; �m) ℄ = I2(dm=0) for �m = 20o in blak and�m = 340o in red, as a funtion of the quater wave plate azimuthal angle � (in degrees).2The quantity �I2 is a funtion of Æ2x=�2in that explains its larger value for smaller �in as shown inFigure 4.7. 95



These examples of simulation show that taking into aount all the harateristisof the system suh as the quater wave plate harateristis or the optial omponentmisalignments is neessary to model the intensities transmitted by the ellipsometer witha preision of a few per mill. With this model it is now possible to determine preiselythe experimental parameters involved in the light polarisation measurement.4.2 Priniple of parameter determination4.2.1 Experimental setup and data taking proedureThe ellipsometer used for the determination of the quater wave plate parameters is the onein Figure 3.1. For this purpose, what is alled \beam to be analysed" is a 100 mW powerinfrared beam delivered by a high quality ND:YAG laser [113℄ passing �rst through a beamshutter and then through a high quality Glan-Thomson prism to provide a purely linearpolarisation (the extintion ratio of the Glan-Thomson prism given by the manufatureris around 10�5 [118℄). The beam then passes into the ellipsometer to be analysed. Beforemounting the HBS and the quater wave plate in the ellipsometer, the Glan-Thomsonprism and the Wollaston prism have been azimuthally aligned by minimising one of theintensities measured after the Wollaston and maximising the other. In that way, one ofthe Wollaston axes is along the beam polarisation diretion. This pre-alignment is usefulto know that the value of the polarisation angle �P of the inident wave (de�ned in (4.6))is near 0o or 90o.As shown in Figure 4.9, data are then taken in the following way: for various azimuthorientations of the quater wave plate optial axis (i.e. for various rotations around itsnormal axis of an angle �) and for various angles of inidene (i.e. for various rotationsof the plate around the x axis of an angle �in), signals sig0, sig1 and sig2 are measured inthe photodiodes pd0, pd1 and pd2 and the ratios sig1=sig0 and sig2=sig0 (alled I1 and I2respetively) are omputed as desribed in Setion 3.3.2. In order to adjust the variousangles of inidene �in and azimuthal angles �, the quater wave plate is mounted on amirror mount �xed at the entre of a motorised rotating stage. The rotating stage is itselfmounted on two linear stages (vertial and horizontal) and on a two angle tilting stage.The linear and tilting stages are manually ontrolled with miro-metri srews (see Figure2.27).We will see in the following that to avoid degeneray in the determination of the quaterwave plate parameters, we must use two di�erent quartz plates of di�erent thiknesses.These plates, manufatured by FICHOU Company, have the following harateristis:� pl1 is a plate of order 1/2 (k=1/2 in expression (3.7)), of thikness enom1 = 91:2 �mwith a delay tolerane of 1/300. Aording to the manufaturer, the parallelismbetween the two faes of the plate is of the order of 10 seonds of ar. Onealibrated, this plate is the one whih is used for the measurement of the lightpolarisation during the lepton-laser interations at HERA.� pl2 is a plate of order 5 and of thikness enom2 = 639:9 �m, whih is used only forthe alibration proedure of the plate pl1.96



Eah plate is mounted one after the other in the ellipsometer and, for eah one, thenumber of �in tilts per plate is alled Nk (N1 tilts for the plate pl1 and N2 tilts for theplate pl2). For one given �in, eah plate is azimuthally rotated through one full turn(360o) in steps of 1o.

Figure 4.9: Shemati drawing of the ellipsometer used to alibrate the quater wave plate.The plate is rotated azumuthally of an angle �, and the laser beam enters the plate withan angle of inidene �in.4.2.2 The �2Using all sets of data, the minimisation of a �2 is performed to determine the harateristiparameters of the quater wave plate as well as the initial state polarisation. Expliitly,the expression of the �2 is: �2 = �2pl1 + �2pl2 ; (4.9)where �pl1 and �pl2 are the �2 of eah plate, i.e.:�2plk = Xj=1;Nk Xi=1;36024 Rj1;k Tij1;k � Iij1;k�ij1;k !2 +  Rj2;k Tij2;k � Iij2;k�ij2;k !235 : (4.10)
� Tij1;k and Tij2;k are the theoretial intensities I1 and I2 alulated at the ith value of �and the jth value of �in for the plate plk.� Iij1;k and Iij1;k are the intensities I1 and I2 measured in the photodiodes at the ith valueof � and the jth value of �in for the plate plk.97



� �ij1;k and �ij2;k are the unertainties assoiated to the measured intensities I1 and I2respetively.� Rj1;k and Rj2;k are two normalisation fators whih are easily determined sine thesolve of ��2=�R = 0 leads to analyti expressions for R.The two theoretial intensities Tij1;k and Tij2;k are some funtions of parameters to bedetermined with the minimisation, and are written as:Tij(1;2)1(�no; �turn; �P; �P; �x;�e1; �01; Æx1 ; �m1; dmj) ;Til(1;2)2(�no; �turn; �P; �P; �x;�e2; �02; Æx2 ; �m2; dml) ;where j = 1;N1 and l = N1 + 1;N1 + N2. The meaning of these parameters is as follows:� �no measures the di�erene between the �tted ordinary index no and the textbookone No and is de�ned by: no = No(1 + �no) :Beause the onstraints are not suÆient to �t the two quartz indies no and ne atthe same time, the extraordinary index ne stays �xed (the quantity whih is in fatdetermined by the �t is the birefringene ne�no). The quartz indies being alreadydetermined at a few 10�5 level by previous studies [119, 120, 121℄, the �t of no willprovide a good test of the validity of our model. The values of No and Ne whihwill be used in the �t are extrapolated from the measurements of [119℄ and [120℄at room temperature (18o). Figure 4.10 shows these measurements in the infra-redregion and the straight line �t whih leads to Ne = 1:542866 and No = 1:534129 atour wavelength � = 1064 nm.

Figure 4.10: Quartz ordinary and extraordinary indies at room temperature as a funtionof the wavelength from the referenes [119℄ and [120℄. The dashed line is a simple �t witha straight line. The index values extrapolated at � = 1:064 �m are Ne = 1:54286 andNo = 1:53412. 98



� �turn is the angle orresponding to one turn of the rotating stage srew around the xaxis (this rotation allows the plate to be rotated to have a non zero inident angle).One turn ontains 50 divisions and the orresponding angle value given by themanufaturer [122℄ is around 20 arse per division with an unknown unertainty.This parameter has therefore to be �tted. �in being the angle of inidene whenthe plane of the plate is well aligned with respet to the Wollaston prism axes, wehave: �in = �turn � Nturn ; (4.11)where Nturn is the number of srew turns done to generate the inidene angle �in.Taking into aount some misalignement of the plate plane, the expression of thereal inident angle �, de�ned as funtion of the normal to the plate ndesal and theinitial wave vetor kin, is determined from equations (4.3) and (4.11) and is writtenas: os� = �kin � ndesaljkinj = 1p1 + (�turn � Nturn)2p1 + Æ2x :� �P and �P are the two angles de�ned in equation (4.6) haraterising the initialpolarisation state of the wave.� �x is the Wollaston prism elliptiity parameter de�ned in equation (3.5). Beausewe have hosen to rotate the plate around the x axis to generate a non zero inidentangle, the �2 is only sensitive to the parameter �x and not to the parameter �y.� �e1 and �e2 are the thikness variations of the quater wave plates with respet tothe manufaturer values enom1 = 91:2 �m and enom2 = 639:9 �m.� �01 and �02 are two azimuthal referene angles translating the fat that the azy-muthal orientations of the optial axes in the planes of the plates are not a prioriat the position � = 0.� Æx1 and Æx2 are the misalignment parameters of the �rst and seond quater waveplate respetively whih have been de�ned in equation (4.3).� �m1 and �m2 are the angles de�ned in equation (4.5) for the �rst and the seondquater wave plate respetively.� dmj and dml (where j = 1;N1 and l = N1 + 1;N1 + N2 are the misalignmentparameters de�ned in equation (4.5). Eah dmj (respetively dml) orresponds toa misalignment in a given inident angle on�guration of the plate pl1 (respetivelypl2).4.2.3 Data samplesTo haraterise our optial system and partiulary the quater wave plate used to measurethe polarisation of the light, the following sets of data have been reorded:� four data sets alled D1, D2, D3, D4 where the thiner plate was used and the inidentangle �in was equal to 0:55o, 2:20o, 3:30o and 4:125o respetively. These angles ofinidene orresponded to Nturn = 2, 8, 12, 15 respetively.99



� two data sets alled D5, D6 where the thiker plate was used and �in = 0:55o; 3:30orespetively (orresponding to Nturn = 2, 12 respetively).A 360o azimuthal turn is done for eah one of the six Di �les. Twenty measurements arereorded at eah of these 360 azimuthal positions in order to have higher preision oneah measurement and a better estimation of experimental errors. Figure 4.11 shows theexperimental measured intensities I1 and I2 as a funtion of the azimuthal angle �, forthe six data samples Di.To be able to hek the minimisation proedure, a set of six Monte Carlo samples havebeen simulated with formula (4.8) and with parameter values of Table 4.1.�e1 (�m) 0:6700 �turn (rad) 4:90�10�3�e2 (�m) 0:5700 dm1 (nm) 30:00�01 (deg) 115:00 dm2 (nm) 15:00�02 (deg) 158:00 dm3 (nm) �15:00Æx1 5:0�10�4 dm4 (nm) 65:00Æx2 �3:0�10�4 dm5 (nm) 20:00�no �3:0�10�6 dm6 (nm) �40:00�P (deg) 89:50 �m1 (deg) �98:00�P (deg) 10:00 �m2 (deg) �4:00�x �6:0�10�4Table 4.1: Parameters used in the simulation of the six Di data sets.Generated unertainties have to be simulated as near as possible to experimental onesand for this, we have �rst to estimate the unertainties of the data measurements and,one determined, use them to generate our Monte Carlo samples. Let us estimate theexperimental errors of our measurements: to take into aount some long term e�et (ofabout one minute) due to possible temperature drift or any other unknown ause, theerror assoiated to the jth measurement has been taken as the dispersion of the set of thetwenty measurements. These dispersions, alled �Ij1;2 have then been parametrised by astraight line �t as: �Ij1;2 = A1;2 Ij1;2 + B1;2 ; (4.12)where subsripts 1 and 2 refer to intensities I1 and I2 respetively, and the supersript j tothe jth measurement. The straight line �ts of the six data samples lead to the parametersA1;2 and B1;2 of Table 4.2.D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 D6A1 0:00965 0:00769 0:00793 0:00719 0:0268 0:0291B1 0:00037 0:00208 0:00195 0:0010 �0:0218 0:0184A2 0:00662 0:00666 0:00701 0:00633 0:0198 0:0252B2 0:00197 �0:00267 �0:01131 0:00083 0:0670 �0:0226Table 4.2: Parameters A1;2 and B1;2 oming from the adjustments (4.12).100



Figure 4.11: Experimental intensities I1 and I2 measured in the photodiodes pd1 and pd2as a funtion of the plate azimuthal angle � and at di�erent angles of inidene and withthe two plates pl1 and pl2 (alled here thik1 and thik2).101



Then, for the six Monte Carlo �les simulated with the parameters of Table 4.1, theerrors of measurement are simulated using these simple parametrisations with the same(A1;2;B1;2) values as for the real data. Experimental and simulated errors on I1 and I2intensities as funtion of intensities I1 and I2 are shown in Figures 4.12, 4.13, 4.14, 4.15,4.16 and 4.17 for the six data samples D1 to D6. Experimental measurements are shownin plots (a) and (b) of these �gures, simulated data in plots () and (d). Straight line�ts oming from the parametrisation (4.12) are also visible on the six experimental dataplots.

Figure 4.12: Errors �I1 (a) (respetively ()) and �I2 (b) (respetively (d)) as a funtionof I1 and I2 for the data (respetively MC) sample D1. The red straight line in the dataplots is the result of the adjustment (4.12).

Figure 4.13: Errors �I1 (a) (respetively ()) and �I2 (b) (respetively (d)) as a funtionof I1 and I2 for the data (respetively MC) sample D2. The red straight line in the dataplots is the result of the adjustment (4.12).102



Figure 4.14: Errors �I1 (a) (respetively ()) and �I2 (b) (respetively (d)) as a funtionof I1 and I2 for the data (respetively MC) sample D3. The red straight line in the dataplots is the result of the adjustment (4.12).

Figure 4.15: Errors �I1 (a) (respetively ()) and �I2 (b) (respetively (d)) as a funtionof I1 and I2 for the data (respetively MC) sample D4. The red straight line in the dataplots is the result of the adjustment (4.12).
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Figure 4.16: Errors �I1 (a) (respetively ()) and �I2 (b) (respetively (d)) as a funtionof I1 and I2 for the data (respetively MC) sample D5. The red straight line in the dataplots is the result of the adjustment (4.12).

Figure 4.17: Errors �I1 (a) (respetively ()) and �I2 (b) (respetively (d)) as a funtionof I1 and I2 for the data (respetively MC) sample D6. The red straight line in the dataplots is the result of the adjustment (4.12).It is visible in these �gures that measurements and errors of the six experimental datasamples are similar to measurements and errors of the six Monte Carlo samples.104



4.3 Preliminary Monte Carlo studies4.3.1 Neessity of a seond quater wave plateAs it is mentioned in Setion 4.2 an additional quater wave plate is neessary to resolvethe degeneray in the determination of some parameters. To illustrate this point, Figure4.18 shows the value of the �2 as funtion of the thikness variation �e1 and the indexvariation �n0, in two situations: plot a) shows the �2 alulated using the six simulateddata samples D1 to D6 of Table 4.13 and plot b) shows the �2 alulated using only thefour simulated data samples D1 to D4 of the plate pl1. For this study, the simulatedunertainties were suh that �=I = 0:5% and were generated with a gaussian shape. Todraw the �2(�e1;�n0) funtion, all other parameters (�turn, �x, �e2, �01 , �02, Æx1 , Æx2 ,�m1, �m2 and dmi) have been �xed to their generated value. Figure 4.18(b) shows thatthe determination of the true values of �e1 and �n0 is not possible when only the dataof one plate are used. Indeed, several di�erent pairs (�e1,�n0) minimise the �2 (on theplot, only 2 pairs are shown for larity). In plot a) the degeneray is resolved by theaddition of the data samples of the seond quater wave plate. We have heked thateven by simulating more data sets (at other angles of inidene for instane) with typialunertainties of 0:5%, the degeneray annot be resolved by using data set oming fromonly one plate.

Figure 4.18: �2 as a funtion of the thikness variation �e1 of the plate pl1 and as afuntion of the ordinary index variation �n0 � 104. a): the �2 ontains the generateddata samples of the two plates pl1 and pl2. b): the �2 ontains only the generated datasamples of the plate pl1.3The generated value of the parameter �no is 0:1� 10�4 in this study, and not the value of Table 4.1.105



This degeneray is illustrated more quantitatively in Figure 4.19 where the �2 is plottedas a funtion of �e1 (a) and as a funtion of �n0�104 (b) separately (all other parametersremaining �xed at their generated value). Here, only points orresponding to loal minimahave been drawn (between these minima, the �2 values are very large). Even by stayingin physial ranges for �e1 (a few �m) and for �n0 � 104 (a few 10�1), the degeneraiesare learly visible.
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only one plate
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Figure 4.19: �2 per degree of freedom (pdf) as a funtion of the thikness variation �e1of the plate pl1 (a) and as a funtion of the ordinary index variation �n0 � 104 (b). Redirle: the �2 ontains the generated data samples of the two plates. Blue triangle: the�2 ontains only the generated data samples of the plate pl1.4.3.2 Correlation between the thikness plate and the DOCPdeterminationLet us ome bak to the only important quantity involved in the lepton polarisationmeasurement: the Degree Of Cirular Polarisation of the light (DOCP or S) whih appearsdiretly in the Compton ross setion formula (3.1). To estimate the e�et of the quaterwave plate thikness value on the determination of the DOCP, a data sample has been si-mulated with only one quater wave plate and using the omplete model taking into aountmultiple reetions inside the quartz. The sample ontains 360 points orrespondingto one turn of the quater wave plate and has been generated with an arbitrary initialpolarisation, an inident angle of 4o and a plate thikness egen. By using this sample andthe �2 previously de�ned, the DOCP has been adjusted by several �ts by �xing for eah �tthe plate thikness to a value e slightly di�erent from the simulated one and by �xing allthe others parameters of the �2 to their generated value. The urve in Figure 4.20 showsthe relative error on the DOCP determination as a funtion of the quantity e � egen. In106



this �gure, we an see that an ignorane of one miometer on the plate thikness leads toa systemati error of about 0.5% on the DOCP determination.Figure 4.20: Relative error onthe DOCP determination as afuntion of e� egen, egen beingthe generated plate thiknessvalue.Therefore it is neessary to determine the plate thikness very preisely to keep a sys-temati error at the per mill level on the measurement of the photon irular degree ofpolarisation. It is only possible to reah this per mill level by using the model desribedpreviously, inluding a orret treatment of the quartz medium properties and taking intoaount small misalignments in our optial system.4.3.3 �2 sensitivity to the the di�erent parametersBefore going into details of the whole �t using the data samples, let see how the �2 issensitive to the parameters to be determined. For this, the six simulated data samplesD1 to D6 desribed in Setion 4.2.3 are used4 and the �2 de�ned in (4.9) and (4.10) isonstruted. Figures 4.21, 4.22 and 4.23 show the value of the �2 as a funtion of eahone of the simulated parameters. All these minimisations are done with only one freeparameter, all the others being �xed to their generated value.

Figure 4.21: Value of the �2 per degree of freedom (pdf) as a funtion of �P, �P, �turn, �xand �no (see Setion 4.2.2 for the meaning of these parameters).4With two di�erenes: the generated value of the parameter �no is 10�5 instead of �3 � 10�6 andthe simulated data have been generated with an error of 0.5% on eah signal.107



Figure 4.22: Value of the �2 per degree of freedom (pdf) as a funtion of �e1 , �e2 , �01 ,�02 , Æx1 , Æx2 , �m1, �m2 (see Setion 4.2.2 for the meaning of these parameters).

Figure 4.23: Value of the �2 per degree of freedom (pdf) as a funtion of dmi (i = 1; 6)(see Setion 4.2.2 for the meaning of these parameters).
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These funtions show that the �2 is sensitive to eah one of the parameters whih hasto be determined in the whole �t. Beause these minimisations are performed with onlyone free parameter, these plots are just a way to have an idea of the shapes of the �2funtions.4.4 Results4.4.1 Minimisation of the �2Using �rst the six simulated data sample �les, the minimisation proedure is tested inorder to be sure that the minimum of the �2 leads to the generated parameter values andthis, when all the parameters are now �tted at the same time. As shown by the shapes ofthe �2(�e1) and �2(�e2) funtions of Figure 4.22, several �ts have to be made to �nd theminimum of the �2 with di�erent starting values for �e1 and �e2 spaed by about 0.3 �m.The result of the best �t is summarised in Table 4.3 where the �tted parametersleading to the smaller �2 are ompared to the generated ones. Table 4.3 gives also theerrors on the �tted parameters oming from the minimisation.generated �tted error�e1 (�m) 0:67 0:67100 0:00023�e2 (�m) 0:57 0:56913 0:00073�no�106 �3:0 �1:810 0:304�01 (deg) 115:0 114:990 0:004�02 (deg) 158:0 157:990 0:004�P (deg) 89:50 89:514 0:00676�P (deg) 10:0 10:892 0:49893�turn�103 (rad) 4:90 4:9017 0:0062�x�104 �6:0 �6:936 0:585Æx1�104 5:0 4:9988 0:0084Æx2�104 �3:0 �3:0029 0:0057dm1 (nm) �30:0 �30:325 0:34620dm2 (nm) 15:0 14:916 0:30257dm3 (nm) �15:0 �14:954 0:31568dm4 (nm) 65:0 65:093 0:45259dm5 (nm) 20:0 20:593 1:0827dm6 (nm) �40:0 �41:142 0:95668�m1 (deg) �98:0 �98:33 0:24269�m2 (deg) �4:0 �3:972 1:1663Table 4.3: Parameters resulting from the �t using the generated data �les Di (i=1,6)de�ned in Setion 4.2.3 and errors on these �tted parameters.Figure 4.24 (respetively 4.25) shows the good agreement between the simulated intensitiesI1 (respetively I2) and the theoretial ones resulting from the �t, as a funtion of theazimuthal quater wave plate angle �, for the six independent Monte Carlo samples.109
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D1  ( 02 turn thick1 ) D2  ( 08 turn thick1 )

D3  ( 12 turn thick1 ) D4  ( 15 turn thick1 )

D5  ( 02 turn thick2 ) D6  ( 12 turn thick2 )

Figure 4.24: Simulatedand theoretial intensi-ties I1 as a funtion of thequater wave plate angle �for the six Monte Carlosamples.
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D1  ( 02 turn thick1 ) D2  ( 08 turn thick1 )

D3  ( 12 turn thick1 ) D4  ( 15 turn thick1 )

D5  ( 02 turn thick2 ) D6  ( 12 turn thick2 )

Figure 4.25: Simulatedand theoretial intensi-ties I2 as a funtion of thequater wave plate angle �for the six Monte Carlosamples.
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The pull distribution: pull = P (I�R T)� is presented for the whole simulated sample inFigures 4.26 and for the six simulated samples D1 to D6 independently in Figure 4.27.The sum in the pull de�nition is over eah datum entering the �2 �t, and the quantitiesI, R and T are the ones de�ned in (4.10) where subsipts and supersripts have beenomitted. With these tests using simulated �les generated with errors omparable to theexperimental data ones, we have heked that all the parameters an be determined atthe same time and at a few per mill level. Note that the hoie to use four di�erentangles of inidene for the plates pl1 and two for the plate pl2 results from a simulationstudy in whih it has been shown that this number of �les is suÆient to determine allthe parameters of the problem.
Figure 4.26: Distri-bution of the pull (I�R T)=� for the wholesimulated sample.

Figure 4.27: Distribution of the pull (I�R T)=� for the six independent simulated samplesD1 to D6. 111



Experimental data have been treated in the same way as generated ones, i.e. withexatly the same �t proedure. Numerial results oming from the minimisation arepresented in Table 4.4. �tted error�e1 (�m) 0:35084 0:00029�e2 (�m) 0:67159 0:00134�no�106 5:1299 0:3491�01 (deg) 99:004 0:0085�02 (deg) 155:32 0:0141�P (deg) 90:365 0:0167�P (deg) �6:4002 1:0921�turn�103 (rad) 5:4764 0:0073�x�104 �7:903 1:019Æx1�104 0:03325 0:00588Æx2�104 0:00379 0:02165dm1 (nm) �0:652 0:351dm2 (nm) 1:381 0:304dm3 (nm) �1:677 0:303dm4 (nm) 6:980 0:363dm5 (nm) 6:489 0:521dm6 (nm) �0:412 1:085�m1 (deg) �83:402 2:615�m2 (deg) �22:598 4:785Table 4.4: Parameters resulting from the �t using the real data �les Di (i=1,6) de�ned inSetion 4.2.3.In Figure 4.28 (respetively 4.29) are presented experimental intensities I1 (respetivelyI2) ompared with theoretial ones oming from the �t, as a funtion of the angle �, forthe six independent data samples Di (i=1,6). These �gures show a very good agreementbetween measurements and theoretial intensities.The �t quality is better visualised in Figures 4.30 and 4.31 whih show the pull distri-butions for the whole data sample and for the six data �les independently. A gaussian �ton the whole data pull histogram leads to a standard deviation of the order of 0.7. Thisis no doubt due to the fat that we have slightly overestimated our measurement errorsby using in the �t the dispersion of the twenty points of measurements (see Setion 4.2.3)instead of taking their standard deviation in order to be more onservative for the longterm photodiode measurement variations. Compared to Monte Carlo pull distributionsin Figure 4.27, some slightly non-gaussian omponents are present on experimental datadistributions (see for instane the pull of �les D1, D3 and D4 in Figure 4.31), but thesee�ets are very \light". 112



● data
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D1  ( 02 turn thick1 ) D2  ( 08 turn thick1 )

D3  ( 12 turn thick1 ) D4  ( 15 turn thick1 )

D5  ( 02 turn thick2 ) D6  ( 12 turn thick2 )

Figure 4.28: Experimen-tal data and theoretialintensities I1 as a fun-tion of � for the six datasamples.
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D1  ( 02 turn thick1 ) D2  ( 08 turn thick1 )

D3  ( 12 turn thick1 ) D4  ( 15 turn thick1 )

D5  ( 02 turn thick2 ) D6  ( 12 turn thick2 )

Figure 4.29: Experimen-tal data and theoretialintensities I2 as a fun-tion of � for the six datasamples.
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Figure 4.30: Distri-bution of the pull (I�R T)=� for the wholedata sample.

Figure 4.31: Distribution of the pull (I � R T)=� for the six independent data samplesD1 to D6.4.4.2 Coherene of �tted parametersIn this setion, some omments are made on the parameters of Table 4.4 oming from the�t of the experimental data samples.BirefringeneThe value of �no of Table 4.4 obtained from the data �t orresponds to a quartz bire-fringene of 8:729 � 10�3. This value an be ompared to birefringene measurements114



previously determined in [120℄ and [121℄. In [121℄, the measurements have been done ata temperature of 22o, in [120℄ at a temperature of 18o. For our measurements, the tem-perature of the room was 25o. The variations of optial indies with temperature havebeen measured as a funtion of the wavelength in [123℄ and the values extrated from thisreferene at � =1064 nm are:dno=dT = �7:7� 10�6 K�1 ;dne=dT = �9:3� 10�6 K�1 : (4.13)Taking these formula, birefringenes ne�no of [120℄ and [121℄ resaled at T = 25o, togetherwith the value of the birefringene oming from our quater wave plate alibration, areshown in Figure 4.32. Our value is thoroughly onsistent with the ones tabulated inreferenes.

Figure 4.32: Quartz birefringene values at T = 25o as a funtion of the wavelength. Thetwo blak irles ome from [120℄ resaled from T = 18o to T = 25o with formula (4.13),the two blak squares ome from [121℄ resaled from T = 22o to T = 25o. The dashedline is a straight line �t using these four points. Our birefringene value oming from theplate alibration is indiated by the open irle.ThiknessesIn Table 4.4, thikness di�erenes �e1 and �e2 are small with respet to values andtoleranes given by the manufaturer (i.e. 91:4 �m thikness for plate pl1, 639:9 �m forplate pl2, with a tolerane for a non-parallelism of the sides of 10 arse and a toleraneof delay of 1/300). They are well determined and ompatible with the spei�ations ofthe plates.Misalignment of the entres of the platesWith a non-parallelism of the plate sides of the order of 10 arse given by the manu-faturer, misalignment parameters dmi of Table 4.4 orrespond to misalignments of theentre of the plate mounts (related to the impat laser point) of the order of few tensmirometers. These values are realisti sine the plate has been very preisely alignedbefore taking the data. To do this alignment, eah plate had been displaed transversally115



in all diretions with the miro-metri srews, and for eah position, one azimuthal plateturn had been done and orresponding data reorded in ellipsometer photodiodes. Then,the best alignment was the one whih best equalised the height of all maxima separatedby 180o. This is illustrated in Figure 4.33 whih shows the intensity I2 of two sets of datasimulated with dm = 65 nm (in blak) and with dm = 0 nm (in red).Figure 4.33: Simulated I2intensities as a funtionof the azimuthal plateangle � (in degrees), formisalignment parametersdm = 65 nm (blak line)and dm = 0 nm (redline).The height of two peaks separated by 180o are equal for the perfet aligned data sample,while for dm = 65 nm it is not the ase. In this latter ase, taking a mis-parallelism platesides of 10 arse, the di�erene between the entre of the plate mount and the impatpoint of the laser is around one millimeter.Wollaston elliptiityThe Wollaston prism elliptiity �x is found to be less than one per mill.Degree Of Cirular PolarisationConerning the DOCP, its expression and its standard deviation are derived from the twoangles �P and �P desribing the light polarisation state. Aording to (3.2), (3.3) and(3.4), they are written as:DOCP = 2 os�P sin�P sin�P ;�DOCP = 2 q(sin�P ��P)2 + (os�P sin�P os�P ��P)2 : (4.14)Fit results for �P, �P, ��P and ��P in the simulated sample (whih we reall have beengenerated as near as possible to the data, and in partiular with simulated unertaintiessimilar to the experimental ones) and in the data sample lead to:DOCPMC�t = 3:031� 10�3 � 1:6� 10�4 ;DOCPDATA�t = 1:420� 10�3 � 2:50� 10�4 :For the simulated sample, the di�erene between the generated DOCP and the �tted DOCPis equal to 1:75� 10�4. Note that for the data sample, the DOCP value of 1:420� 10�3 isa reasonable value as the inidene wave is supposed to be linearly polarised. This is ofourse also the ase of the simulated sample sine the initial state polarisation has beengenerated in an almost ompletely linearly polarised state.116



4.5 ConlusionAs a onlusion, we an say that with a 100 mW stable infra-red laser, we were ableto determine at the per mill level all the parameters of our ellipsometer system in theenvironment of a laboratory. This an only be performed by using a model as ompleteas possible for the desription of the propagation of the light inside our quartz quaterwave plate, and by taking into aount the possible experimental misalignments of theellipsometer optial omponents. By simulating data samples as lose as possible toexperimental ones, we have heked that we an really rely on our simulation model andour �tting proedure.
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Chapter 5Degree Of Cirular Polarisationmeasurement in the HERA tunnelThe alibration of the ellipsometer in a laboratory environment has provided the mainharateristis of the quater wave plates pl1 and pl2: their real thikness, in additionto some non negligible misalignment parameters of the plates with respet to the otheroptial devies of the system, and has also provided the harateristis of the Wollastonprism. This alibration has made it possible to prove the validity of the �tting model. Theellipsometer, where from now only the plate pl1 is used, is now loated in the aeleratorto measure the degree of polarisation of the light.5.1 Experimental setupThe ellipsometer loated in the HERA tunnel is the one shown in Figure 3.1 where so-alled \beam to be analysed" is now the light oming from the avity (and no longer thelight oming diretly from a laser as it was the ase in the alibration proedure desribedin Setion 4.2). A simple overview of the optial shemati is presented in Figure 5.1.

Figure 5.1: Basi optial shemati of the avity system installed in the HERA tunnel.The box alled \ellipso" is the ellipsometer in Figure 3.1.The laser beam passes �rst through a Glan-Thomson prism (aligned along the diretionof the laser beam polarisation) to provide a purely linear polarisation and also to letpass the beam whih goes bak after its reetion by the avity entrane mirror whenthe avity is unloked. This return beam is analysed in the photodiode pdent behind theGlan to determine the azimuthal angles of the entrane quater wave plate for whih the119



light is irularly polarised (Setion 5.5). This entrane plate is alled \moo qwp"1inthe following and in Figure 5.1. The return beam is also used to determine the transfermatrix of the entrane optis (Setion 6.4). After the Glan, the beam passes through the\moo qwp" where it aquires an elliptial polarisation depending on the azimuthal angleof the plate, and then enters the optial entrane beam line. The entrane beam line isomposed of lenses (to put the waist of the beam at the entre of the avity) and of a glassplate to pik up a part of the beam used for the loking proedure. After that, the beamis preisely aligned with four motorised mirrors before entering the avity. At the exitof the avity, the beam is aligned with two mirrors to enter the ellipsometer. Of ourseif the avity is not loked, almost no light enters the avity. Therefore all the followingstudies using ellipsometer data are done when the avity is loked and stable.5.2 Photodiode behaviour on the aelerator envi-ronmentBeause the environment has hanged between the Orsay Hall and the HERA aelerator(di�erent temperatures, presene of quadrupole and dipole �elds, of synhrotron radiation,of aelerating avities, of long ables and pikup), some additional noise ould a�etthe preision level of the photodiode measurements obtained in the Orsay laboratoryenvironment (see Setion 3.3.2). Therefore, a new study of the errors of measurementswas performed when the ellipsometer system is put in the HERA tunnel.Figure 5.2 shows the signal from one photodiode divided by the referene photodiodesignal. 200.000 points enter the histogram and the measurement lasted 0.1 se. This shorttime measurement distribution looks gaussian and the statistial unertainty of the signal� = 1:24� 10�3=p200:000 is largely suÆient for the required per mill level.
Figure 5.2: Histogram of a ratioof ellipsometer intensities, on-taining 200.000 entries. The datahas been taken in the HERA tun-nel (when avity was loked) andhas lasted 0.1 se. Arti�ial peaksare due to the ADC resolution.It is important to estimate some long term unertainties, i.e. some systemati e�etsor random drift of photodiode signals during the time needed to take an ellipsometer dataset. This time orresponds to one turn of the ellipsometer quater wave plate during whih200.000 data are reorded at various azimuthal angles of the plate. To give an order ofmagnitude, this time is about twenty minutes if data are reorded every one degree andten minutes if data are reorded every two degrees.1The name \moo" refers to the MoCo ontroller [93℄ whih ontrols and drives the azymuthal rotationsof this plate (Setion 2.2.5). 120



Therefore, to estimate these long term measurement errors, a set of data has beenreorded in the ellipsometer for approximately �fteen minutes eah. Eah data set or-responds to one partiular azimuthal angle of the ellipsometer quater wave plate. Thehoie of these angles was made in order to sweep all the intensity range of the twophotodiodes pd1 and pd2. A harateristi example of suh measurements is shown inFigure 5.3 where two data samples (eah one lasting �fteen minutes) are presented: lefthistograms (a), (b) and () show a \good" situation measurement, while right histograms(d), (e) and (f) show a \bad" one. In the �gure, (a) and (d) are the distributions of thereferene intensity I0, (b) and (e) the distributions of the intensity I2 and () and (f) arethe ratios r2 = I2=I0. On the left side, one sees that the variations of I0 and I2 are wellompensated by the ratio during the �fteen minutes of the data taking. The right sideplots show measurements reorded with the same quater wave plate azimuthal positionbut at a di�erent moment. One an see two populations in the ratio histogram (f).

σ ~ 0.007 σ = FWHM/2.354 ~ 0.0096

Figure 5.3: Histograms of I0 (a) and (d), I2 (b) and (e), r2 = I2=I0 () and (f) for two setsof data taking during �fteen minutes eah. Left histograms orrespond to the �rst dataset, right ones orrespond to the seond data set. The red urve on () is the result of agaussian �t.To take into aount this kind of drift, the error �r1;2 assoiated to a given intensityratio r1;2, will be equal to the standard deviation of the histogram whether it has a gaus-sian shape or not. In that way, the unknown long term e�ets suh as those illustratedin Figure 5.3(f) are inluded as measurement errors. From now, as in Chapter 4, thewritting of the referene signal I0 is omitted and the notations r1 and r2 are replaed byI1 and I2. 121



As in the ase of the data taken in the Orsay laboratory (see Setion (4.12)), thestandard deviations � have been parametrised as �I1;2 = A1;2 I1;2 + B1;2. Figure 5.4 showsthe errors �I1 and �I2 as a funtion of I1 and I2 respetively and the orresponding �ttedstraight line.
Figure 5.4: (a): Errors �I1 of the measurements I1 as a funtion of I1 for data sets reordedat various azimuthal angles of the ellipsometer quater wave plate. (b): same for I2. The�ts �1;2 = A1;2 I1;2 + B1;2 are indiated by a red line.Let us make a few remarks: �rstly, Figure 5.4 is rather similar to Figures 4.12 to4.15 onerning data errors estimated in the Orsay environment. Seondly, onerningthe time of measurement, i.e. the hoie of the values of the plate azimuthal angle usedin one ellipsometer data aquisition, we ould wonder whether this time ould not bedereased (by taking data not all the degrees or all the two degrees, but with largerintervals) in order to redue the systemati e�ets illustrated in Figure 5.3(f). This hasbeen investigated and this e�et of data time measurement variations will be dealt within Setion 5.5.5.3 Optial system parameters in the HERA tunnelHaving now some realisti error funtions, we are able to measure regularly the degreeof polarisation of the laser beam with the ellipsometer. But before this, as it has beendone in Setion 4, the system should �rst be haraterised again sine all the optialomponents have been dismounted to be installed in the tunnel. The ompatibility of theparameters we will obtain in the tunnel with those determined in Setion 4 should alsobe heked. In a similar way to what has been done in Setion 4, eah proedure, beforebeing applied on real data, will be tested on a simulated sample �rst.5.3.1 Data and Monte Carlo �lesIn order to have enough onstraints, three sets of data have been reorded, eah onewith a di�erent position of the azimuthal angle of the quater wave plate loated in theentrane beam line (alled \moo qwp" on Figure 5.1). In that way, the light entering inthe ellipsometer has various polarisation states. For eah one of these three polarisationstates, the ellipsometer quater wave plate has been turned azimuthally by steps of 1ofrom 0o to 360o. For these data taking the inidene was normal, whih means that theparameter Nturn of equation (4.11) is null.To be able to hek the proedure and its results, three �les (D1, D2, D3) have beensimulated with the parameters of Table 5.1 where the polarisation states de�ned by �P122



and �P are denoted by the supersripts (1), (2) and (3) for D1, D2 and D3 respetively. Asfor the real data taking, eah Di �le ontains 360 di�erent values of the azimuthal angle �separated by step of 1o. In addition, in order to have generated samples as lose as possibleto the real data samples, the Monte Carlo data have been simulated with the same errorsfuntions as the ones oming from the data study desribed in Setion 5.2. Experimentalphotodiode signals I1 and I2 reorded with the three di�erent initial polarisation statesand simulated signals I1 and I2 generated at the three polarisation states of Table 5.1 arepresented in Figure 5.5 as a funtion of the ellipsometer plate azimuthal angle.�e 0:67 �m �(1)P �25o�no 7:4 10�6 �(2)P �30o�0 �13:0o �(3)P 9o�x �6:0 10�4 �(1)P 102oÆx �3:0 10�5 �(2)P �42odm 12:0 nm �(3)P 165o�m �21:0oTable 5.1: Parameters used for the simulation of the samples D1, D2 and D3.The meaning of the parameters2 of Table 5.1 has already been explained in Setion4.2.2. Aording to the generated values of Table 4.1, the Wollaston elliptiity parameter�x must have the same value, the thikness plate �e may only be slightly di�erent beauseof the positioning of the plate in its mount, while all the other parameters may hangebeause of their dependene on the alignment of the system, or beause of a di�erentenvironment, or beause of light polarisation states. Indeed:� �no depends on the temperature,� �e, �0, Æx, dm and �m depend on the way the ellipsometer quater wave plate hasbeen positioned aording to the optial system,� �(i)P and �(i)P (i=1,3) desribe the di�erent light polarisation states.5.3.2 FitsIn the same way as in Setion 4.2.2, a �2 is onstruted and minimised to determine allthe ellipsometer parameters. The expliit expression of the �2 is:�2 = Xj=1;Nd Xi=1;36024 Rj1 Tij1 � Iij1�ij1 !2 +  Rj2 Tij2 � Iij2�ij2 !235 ; (5.1)where the subsript Nd orresponds to the number of data �les (Nd = 3), subsripts 1 and2 refer to intensities I1 and I2, the supersript j refers to the jth data �le and the subsripti to the ith value of the azimuthal qwp angle �. The theoretial intensities Tij1 and Tij2 arefuntions of all the parameters of Table 5.1 whih are the free parameters of the �2. Iij12Subsripts 1 to 6 whih refered to the di�erent plates and the several inident angles in Table 4.1 areremoved from now sine only the plate pl1 at normal inidene is used in the ellipsometer.123



Figure 5.5: Intensities I1 and I2 measured (left plots) and simulated (right plots) in theellipsometer as a funtion of the azimuthal angle � of the ellipsometer quater wave plate.\ QWP position 1, 2, 3 " denote three di�erent azimuthal angles of the entrane quaterwave plate (\moo qwp" in Figure 5.1), i.e. three di�erent light polarisation states.
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and Iij2 are the measured intensities, �ij1 and �ij2 are the assoiated unertainties desribedin Setion 5.2. The quantities Rj1 and Rj2 are determined analytially.Let us remark that the problem of the degeneray of the doublet (�e;�no) enoun-tered in Setion 4 does not arise here sine the thikness of the ellipsometer quater waveplate has already been determined. Compared to the Orsay alibration of Setion 4, thethikness plate may be slightly di�erent only beause of the quater wave plate positioningwhih ould be slightly di�erent at Orsay and in the tunnel. But beause of our veryarefully alignment, the impat point of the laser on the plate ould have moved at mostof a few millimeters between the Orsay alignment and the HERA tunnel one. Therefore,aording to the plate side tolerane (a non-parallelism of the two sides smaller than 10arse), the thikness range an be restrited here to the �e1 value of Table 4.4 (of Table4.3 for the simulated plate) plus or minus some tenth of mirometers.Parameters resulting from the minimisation of the �2 are listed in Table 5.2 for theMonte Carlo �les, where they are ompared to the generated ones. All parameters arewell reovered by the minimisation.generated �tted error�e (�m) 0:67 0:6656 0:0004�no�106 7:4 7:237 0:984�0 (deg) �13:0 �13:033 0:043�(1)P (deg) �25:00 �24:991 0:007�(1)P (deg) 102:0 102:03 0:022�(2)P (deg) �30:00 �29:982 0:012�(2)P (deg) �42:0 �42:030 0:019�(3)P (deg) 9:00 8:9794 0:011�(3)P (deg) 165:0 164:919 0:043�x�104 �6:0 �5:875 1:340Æx�105 �3:0 �2:166 3:509dm (nm) 12:0 11:449 0:150�m (deg) �21:0 �20:195 0:713Table 5.2: Parameters resulting from the �t using the three generated data samples de�nedin Setion 5.3.1, and errors on these �tted parameters.Again here, the Monte Carlo study allows �rst to be sure that the minimum found bythe minimisation is the right one, and seondly, beause the Monte Carlo data have beengenerated as near as possible to the real data, we have also heked that the misalignmentparameters, the quater wave plate thikness and the polarisation states of the laser beaman be determined at the per mill level in the tunnel environment with these three datasets simulated with di�erent polarisation states.The �t using the experimental data has been performed in the same way as the MonteCarlo �t and the results are summarised in Table 5.3. These results will be disussed inSetion 5.4. 125



�tted error�e (�m) 0:31335 0:0002�no�104 0:12136 0:0031�0 (deg) �12:911 0:005�(1)P (deg) 25:286 0:007�(1)P (deg) 77:601 0:020�(2)P (deg) �30:604 0:011�(2)P (deg) 42:334 0:019�(3)P (deg) �9:515 0:010�(3)P (deg) 15:033 0:043�x�103 �1:180 0:128Æx�105 �1:518 1:675dm (nm) �15:294 0:149�m (deg) �29:184 0:511Table 5.3: Parameters resulting from the �t using the three experimental DESY datasamples desribed in Setion 5.3.1, and errors on these �tted parameters.Figure 5.6 (respetively 5.7) shows the good agreement between simulated (respetivelyexperimental) data samples and theoretial intensities, for the three Di �les.
● data

theory
QWP position 1 (MC) QWP position 1 (MC)

QWP position 2 (MC) QWP position 2 (MC)

QWP position 3 (MC) QWP position 3 (MC)

Figure 5.6: Simulatedand theoretial intensi-ties I1 and I2 as a fun-tion of � for the threeMonte Carlo samples.
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● data
theory

QWP position 1 QWP position 1

QWP position 2 QWP position 2

QWP position 3 QWP position 3

Figure 5.7: Experimen-tal and theoretial inten-sities I1 and I2 as a fun-tion of � for the threeexperimental DESY datasamples.

In Figure 5.8 the inlusive pull distributions de�ned by pull = P (I�R T)� are presentedfor the data (a) and the Monte Carlo (b) samples. The sum in the pull de�nition isover eah datum entering the �2 �t, and the quantities R, T, I are de�ned in (5.1). Pulldistributions are shown for the three data and Monte Carlo samples independently inFigure 5.9.
Figure 5.8: Inlusivedistribution of thepull P [(I� R T)=�℄for the whole DESYdata sample (a) andfor the whole simu-lated sample (b).
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Figure 5.9: Distribution of the pull P [(I� R T)=�℄ for the three independent DESYexperimental data (left side plots) and simulated (right side plots) samples D1, D2 andD3.The main points of these results are �rstly that the agreement between the experimen-tal data and the theoretial intensities of Figure 5.7 is extremely good, and seondly thatthe shapes of the experimental data pull distributions shown in left plots of Figure 5.9and in Figure 5.8(a) look gaussian enough (the standard deviations oming from gaussian�ts are between 1.05 and 1.56). This shows that our data are well understood and thatthe �t providing the optial parameters of the ellipsometer in the HERA tunnel stays ofgood quality.5.4 Coherene and ompatibility of the parametersIn this setion, �t results of Table 5.3 are ommented and omparisons are made withthe parameters of Table 4.4 resulting from the �t using experimental data taken at Orsayand desribed in Setion 4.5.4.1 ThiknessThe thikness values of Table 4.4 (�e1 = 0:35084 �m) and Table 5.3 (�e = 0:31335 �m)are in good agreement aording to the fat that the plate an have a small non-parallelismof less than 10 seonds of ar and that the plate ould be positioned slightly di�erentlyat Orsay and in the tunnel: when the plate is inserted in the optial system, the impat128



points of the laser on the plate at Orsay and in the tunnel may be di�erent of abouta millimeter. As an indiation, these two thikness values and the 10 seonds of artolerane value lead to a plate position shift between the Orsay and the tunnel alignmentof 0.7 mm with respet to the laser beam.Let us make two remarks about the temperature and the stress of the plate: thepossible quartz thermal dilatation [124, 118℄ beause of the hange of temperature betweenthe Orsay and the tunnel environments is negligible (< 0:5 nm). Also, the manufaturerprovided us with a plate mounting whih does not inlude stress. We have thereforenegleted these two e�ets in the interpretation of our results.5.4.2 Wollaston elliptiityWhereas we have used the same Wollaston prism, the Wollaston elliptiity parameter ofTable 5.3 is notieably di�erent from the one of Table 4.4. Figure 5.10 shows the valueof the �2 as a funtion of �x, using our three Di Monte Carlo samples (a) or our three Diexperimental samples (b). The small sensitivity of the �2 to the parameter �x is learlyvisible and is due to the fat that the inidene angles are null in the data taking of thethree Di in the HERA tunnel. This funtion �2(�x) an be ompared to the one of Figure4.21 in whih the minimum is muh more pronouned beause of the non-null laser-plateinidenes. Nevertheless, the value of �x oming from the �t using the Orsay data samplesand the one oming from the present �t remain ompatible. They are indiated in Figure5.10(b).
Figure 5.10: �2 values per degree of freedom as a funtion of the parameter �x using thethree Monte Carlo (a) and the three experimental (b) samples desribed in Setion 5.3.1.In the right plot are also indiated the value of �x of Table 4.4 (open irle) and the valueof �x of Table 5.3 (blak irle) oming from the present �t.5.4.3 BirefringeneAs was done in Setion 4.4, the value of the birefringene obtained from the �tted value�no of Table 5.3 an be ompared with the textbook values. Figure 5.11 shows ourbirefringene value and the quartz birefringene textbook values oming from [120℄ and[121℄ as a funtion of the wavelength. In this �gure, textbook points have been resaledat the tunnel temperature of 35o by using equations (4.13). The good agreement of ourbirefringene value with the textbook ones gives again a good on�dene of the modelused. 129



Figure 5.11: Quartz birefringene values at 35o as a funtion of the wavelength. The twoblak irles ome from [120℄ resaled from 18o to 35o with formula (4.13), the two blaksquares ome from [121℄ resaled from 22o to 35o. The dashed line is a simple straight line�t using these four points. Our birefringene value oming from the �t using the threedata samples Di is indiated by the open irle.5.4.4 Misalignment of the plane of the plateThe shape of the funtion �2(Æx) is drawn in Figure 5.12 for the Monte Carlo sample (a)and for the data sample (b). This latter an be ompared to the funtion �2(Æx) of Figure4.22: as for the Wollaston elliptiity, the �2 here is not very sensitive to the misalignmentparameter Æx. This is still due to the null inidene of the laser on the plate and thereforeto the anellation of ertain terms in the �2. This parameter is therefore ompatiblewith zero.
Figure 5.12: �2 values per degree of freedom as a funtion of the parameter Æx using thethree Monte Carlo samples (a) or the three experimental data samples (b) desribed inSetion 5.3.1.We have then heked that the ellipsometer parameters obtained in Chapter 4 in theOrsay Laboratory are onsistent with those determined later in the more noisy HERAtunnel environment. These latter will be used in the measurements of the Degree OfCirular Polarisation of the light performed regularly during the data taking at HERA.5.5 Regular DOCP measurements and systematisDuring the polarisation data taking, measurements of the light Degree Of Cirular Polari-sation have been performed, either as a simple hek, or when the azimuthal position ofthe entrane quater wave plate (\moo qwp" in Figure 5.1) has been optimised, or when130



a hardware problem has ourred. Suh hardware problems an be a bloking of theontroller driving the rotating mount in whih is plaed the \moo qwp" whih irularlypolarises the laser light. In that ase, the referene \moo qwp" azimuthal position is lostand the left and right irular azimuthal positions have to be determined again.The Degree Of Cirular Polarisation are measured by reording data with the ellip-someter when the avity system is in its running ondition, i.e. when the avity is lokedand when the azimuthal angle of the entrane quater wave plate is suh as the light isright or left irularly polarised.5.5.1 Azimuthal irular positions of the \moo qwp"A right (respetively a left) irularly polarised light orresponds to an azimuthal angleof the \moo qwp" entrane quater wave plate whih maximises the intensity reordedafter a round trip (avity unloked) in the photodiode pdent loated behind the Glan (seeFigure 5.1). Indeed, as shematized in Figure 5.13, the Glan prism loated just behindthe laser is aligned in order to let pass the omponent of the inident laser wave parallelto the optial table. Passing through the quater wave plate, the wave beomes right (left)irularly polarised if the quater wave plate axes are orientated at 45o (�45o) with respetto the Glan axes. After the avity mirror reetion, the phase of the wave is shifted of� and the beam beomes then left (right) irularly polarised. After passing through thequater wave plate in the return diretion, the wave beomes vertially polarised and isreeted by the Glan at 90o and deteted in the photodiode pdent.

Figure 5.13: Priniple of extration of the wave reeted by the entrane avity mirrorwhen the avity is unloked. Red vetors represent the polarisation vetor of the beam.A typial example of experimental intensities reorded in the photodiode pdent as a fun-tion of the azimuthal angle �moo of the plate \moo qwp" is shown in Figure 5.14. Inthis �gure the four maxima of intensity around �1:7 a.u. give the four \moo qwp"131



azimuthal positions for whih the laser beam is irularly polarised (�moo � �160o;��70o;� 20o;� 110o in the �gure). Figure 5.14: Experimental intensitiesreorded in the photodiode pdent whenthe avity is unloked, as a funtionof the azimuthal angle of the entranequater wave plate \moo qwp".5.5.2 DOCP measurementsSome examples of pull distributions (pull = P [(I� R T)= �℄) are presented in Figure5.15. The fourteen distributions are the results of fourteen independant �t using four-

Figure 5.15: 14 pull distributions P [(I� R T)= �℄ oming from the �2 minimisation of14 independant data samples reorded in the ellipsometer from June 2006 to June 2007.132



teen independent data samples. These data have been taken when the \moo qwp" isazimuthally positionned at a right or a left irular position, these positions being de-termined from urves as the one in Figure 5.14. Eah of these samples ontains 180measurements of the photodiode signals orresponding to one azimuthal turn of the ellip-someter quater wave plate where one measurement is done every two degrees. The totaltime of data taking is about eleven minutes for eah sample. Eah pull distribution ofFigure 5.15 ome from the minimisation of the �2 of expression (5.1) in whih the freeparameters are the initial polarisation state parameters �P and �P.From formula (4.14) and from the values of �P and �P returned by the minimisation,the DOCP values and their errors have been determined. They are listed in Table 5.4.moo position # date DOCP value1L 6 June 2006 �0:98159 � 0:000261R 0:99713 � 0:000111L 13 Otober 2006 �0:98098 � 0:000371R 0:99771 � 0:000142L 13 Otober 2006 �0:99621 � 0:000122R 0:99480 � 0:000283L 9 Marh 2007 �0:97731 � 0:000333R 0:99276 � 0:000193L 4 May 2007 �0:97433 � 0:000383R 0:99242 � 0:000214L 4 May 2007 �0:99474 � 0:000164R 0:99765 � 0:000084L 14 June 2007 �0:99388 � 0:000184R 0:99690 � 0:00013Table 5.4: Values of Degree Of Cirular Polarisation (DOCP) oming from 14 independant�ts using 14 data samples taken from June 2006 to June 2007.Let us make a few omments on the results of Table 5.4. Firstly, during one year(from June 2006 to June 2007), the \moo qwp" left and right irular positions havebeen hanged only three times. Eah time, a new urve of pdent signal as a funtion of�moo was done to re-determine these irular positions. This was done after an hardwareproblem on the \moo qwp" rotating mount ontroller or after a dediated hek workinvolving the \moo qwp" or the photodiode pdent. Seondly, as shown in Table 5.4, DOCPmeasurements are very stable in the ourse of time: indeed ellipsometer measurementsperformed at a given \moo qwp" position and at several months of interval are stableat a few per mill level (see measurements # 1, 3, and 4 in Table 5.4). Over a one yearperiod, the value of the DOCP showed an unertainty of around two perent for two daysonly, due to a hardware problem deteted too late.5.5.3 Ellipsometer systematisWe have shown at the end of Setion 5.2 that the data taking time of one set of ellipsome-ter measurements an have an e�et on the photodiode intensity distributions, beause of133



long term random e�ets. This data taking time depends on the hosen interval betweentwo onseutive azimuthal angles of the ellipsometer quater wave plate. We reall thatfor all the results of Table 5.4, data have been taken every two degrees whih orrespondsto an aquisition time of about eleven minutes.To study the e�et of this time of measurement on the DOCP values, we have �xed the\moo qwp" to a given position and several sets of measurements have been performedby the ellipsometer with di�erent times of measurement (i.e. with di�erent intervalsbetween two onseutive azimuthal positions of the ellipsometer quater wave plate). Pulldistributions resulting from the �ts using these sets of measurements are shown in Figures5.16 and 5.17 for a left and a right \moo qwp" position respetively.

Figure 5.16: Pull distributionsoming from three sets of ellip-someter measurements reordedwith a di�erent data taking time(3, 12 and 20 minutes) for agiven right irular position of the\moo qwp". The orrespondingvalues of the DOCP are also indi-ated.
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Figure 5.17: Pull distributionsoming from three sets of ellip-someter measurements reordedwith a di�erent data taking time(6, 12 and 20 minutes) for a givenleft irular position of the \mooqwp". The orresponding valuesof the DOCP are also indiated.

In Figures 5.16, the pull distributions ome from �2 minimisations using three datasets of whih the time of aquisition was respetively three, twelve and twenty minutes.The \moo qwp" was in a right irular position. The three pull distributions look orretand the three values of the DOCP are ompatible inside one and half per mill. In Figure5.17, this systemati study is shown for a left irular \moo qwp" position and threedata samples. The aquisitions of the three data sets lasted respetively six, twelve andtwenty minutes. One sees that the di�erenes of the three DOCP values are smaller thantwo per mill.This study shows that the hoie of the time of measurement may hange of a few permill the value of the DOCP. Having a large number of measurements and thus a largerprobability of being disturbed by some long term e�ets, or on the ontrary having less135



measurements and less systemati e�ets, leads to a maximal shift of the DOCP valuesaround two per mill. To remain onservative, an error of three per mill assoiated to theellipsometer time of measurement will be onsidered as a systemati error for the �nalunertainty on the DOCP.
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Chapter 6DOCP oherene and its total error
6.1 IntrodutionThe previous studies have provided preise values of the DOCP measured in the ellip-someter. These Degrees Of Cirular Polarisation are measured at the entrane of theellipsometer whereas the quantity involved for the determination of the HERA leptonbeam polarisation is the laser DOCP at the interation point, i.e. at the entre of theavity. Therefore the main question is to dedue the DOCP at the entre of the avityfrom the DOCP measured at the entrane of the ellipsometer. A priori these two valuesare the same, but beause of the presene of optial omponents between the two points,it is possible that a small shift light be indued. The transport of the DOCP between theentre of the avity and the entrane of the ellipsometer as well as the determination ofthe systemati errors assoiated to this transport are the objets of Setions 6.2 and 6.3.This hapter is also devoted to hek the oherene of the values of the Degree Of CirularPolarisation at di�erent points of our optial system. As this idea to measure the DOCPat various points was not envisaged at the beginning when the system was oneived, wewill use all the information available in our setup to try to determine the transport ofS along the optial line and to hek the oherene between several measurements atdi�erent points of the system. This will be studied in Setion 6.5.A global view of the whole avity system omposed of the entrane optial line, theavity itself, the exit optial line and the ellipsometer is realled in Figure 6.1.

Figure 6.1: Basioptial shematiof the whole avitysystem.
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The four di�erent points used in the following to hek the DOCP oherene are indiatedin Figure 6.1, as well as the entrane and the exit beam lines haraterised by the transfermatries ME and MT to be determined.6.2 Parasiti elliptiity in the optial systemThe set of DOCP of Table 5.4 haraterises the light whih enters the ellipsometer. Thepolarisation state of this light is not neessarily the same as the polarisation state of thelight inside the avity. Indeed between the entre of the avity and the entrane of theellipsometer, several optial elements an be a soure of birefringene and may indueparasiti elliptiity modifying the laser beam polarisation. This small birefringene ouldintrodue a systemati bias suh that the DOCP measured by the ellipsometer would notbe the DOCP at the avity entre. Between the entre of the avity and the ellipsometeritself, the following optial elements ould indue some birefringene:� the Fabry-Perot avity mirror (substrate and its multi-layer oating) where pos-sible birefringene e�ets an our through thermoelasti deformation or duringthe manufature of the multi-layers, and the mirror mounting system whih ouldgenerate birefringene inside the substrate beause of mehanial stress,� the Fabry-Perot avity exit vauum window onstituted of fused silia, where bire-fringene ould be indued beause of mehanial strains (during the manufatureof the window or beause of air/vauum pressure),� the system onstituted of the two 45o mirrors used to guide the light into the el-lipsometer, and of the holographi beam sampler loated at the entrane of theellipsometer.A simpli�ed shemati view of the exit avity mirror and vauum window is presented inFigure 6.2.
Figure 6.2: Basi drawingof the Fabry-Perot vauumwindow and the exit mirror.
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6.2.1 Birefringene in isotropi materialsBefore estimating the possible parasiti birefringene aused by these optial elements, letus give some basi priniples of the behavior of isotropi materials. In isotropi materials,birefringene ours when the medium is deformed suh that the isotropy is lost in onediretion. At normal inidene, the small birefringene of suh a non-absorbing elementan simply be desribed by the Jones matrix of a delay plate:M�bir = � 1 00 ei�bir � ;where �bir is the birefringene. Assuming a light perfetly irular, the assoiated eletri�eld is then written as: Eir = p22 � 1i � ;and the DOCP is equal to 1. The eletri �eld E of the beam after passing though thebirefringent deformed element an then be written as a funtion of the birefringene �birand as a funtion of an angle � de�ning the orientation of the neutral axes of the matrixM�bir with respet to the laboratory frame:E = R�1� M�bir R� Eir ;where R� is a 2� 2 rotation matrix. From this expression of E, a small alulation allowsthe expression of the DOCP after passing through an optial element of birefringene�bir � 1 to be obtained: DOCP = 1� �2bir=2 : (6.1)In the following, the order of magnitude of the birefringenes of the optial elementsloated between the avity entre and the ellipsometer is estimated in order to evaluatethe biases indued on the DOCP values.6.2.2 Fabry-Perot exit mirror, its oating and its mountA birefringene an our in the avity mirror silia substrate through thermoelastideformation due to the high irulating power [125℄ in the avity. This e�et is numeriallyestimated in [50℄ (page 152) by onsidering a onfoal avity of 2 meter length, a laserwavelength � = 1064 �m, a beam spot diameter of � 1.5 mm on the avity mirrors, airulating power of 10 kW and a oating transmission oeÆient of � 10�6. The resultis a birefringene below 1 mrad that leads aording to (6.1) to a negligible DOCP bias ofthe order of 10�6.A birefringene an also our in the multi-layers oating of the avity mirror and thenleads to parasiti elliptiity during the transmission of the beam through the exit mirror.This birefringene has been measured for instane in [126℄, [127℄ and [128℄ for avity�nesses of 6600, 86500 and 100000 respetively. In all these measurements the order ofmagnitude of the mirror birefringene is �bir � 10�6 rad. Our multi-layer oating mirrorsleading to a �ness of about 30000, we an use this birefringene order of magnitude andwe onservatively take �bir = 2:2 � 10�6 rad [127℄. Of ourse, with suh a birefringenevalue, the di�erene �2bir=2 of the Degree Of Cirular Polarisation values in the avity andat the exit of the avity is totally negligible.139



The last soure of birefringene for the avity mirror is the mounting system shema-tized in Figure 6.3. It onsists of a spring pushing a ring in ontat with the avity mirror.Figure 6.3: Tehnial drawing of the a-vity mirror mount system. From [129℄.1 : mirror holder,2 : mirror,3 : spaer,4 : spaer,5 : spring,6 : stop srew.The fore supplied by the spring on the mirror has been measured [130℄ and estimatedto be at most 2 N that leads to a birefringene of the order of 10�11 rad for our 6 mmthikness mirror (see [50℄ page 122). This e�et is negligible.6.2.3 Fabry-Perot exit vauum windowThe two vauum windows of the Fabry-Perot avity are onstituted of glass-metal solde-ring from VERMETAL. The birefringene indued by the mehanial onstraints due tothe air/vauum pressure have been estimated in [50℄ (page 150) and found to be less than1 mrad whih leads to a negligible DOCP bias.Although the glass is fused silia, mehanial onstraints ould appear during themanufaturing proess [131℄. A speial dediated study was performed to measure theindued birefringene. A robust method to determine the birefringene of an optialelement onsists in turning it between two rossed polarisers and measuring the variationsof the transmitted intensities oming from a laser. These variations as a funtion ofthe azimuthal rotation angle lead to the parameter �bir of the element. This study onthe vauum window has been done by M. Linz at the ENS laboratory in Paris [132℄.The birefringene has been measured for the main part of the window by making a twodimension spatial san. Results are presented in Figure 6.4: the three urves orrespond
Figure 6.4: Results of thevauum window birefrin-gene measurements �bir=2as a funtion of the windowposition.
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to three di�erent positions of the window (entre and �5 mm apart) with respet to thelaser beam, along an arbitrary diretion. For eah one of these positions, a san has beendone in the other diretion from 0 to 22 mm (the entre of the window orresponds to 11mm). Within a few millimeters from the window entre, the birefringene remains inferiorto 5 mrad. This means that the parasiti elliptiity due to the small birefringene of thewindow is, at the utmost, of the order of 25 � 10�6 whih is negligible ompared to ourrequired preision.6.2.4 The system of the two mirrors and the HBSThe dominant soure of parasiti elliptiity is the 45o dieletri mirrors sine the mirrorshave di�erent reetion oeÆients for the eletri �eld omponent in the plane of ini-dene and for the eletri �eld omponent perpendiular to the plane of inidene (seeFigure 2.24). To determine this parasiti elliptiity, several dediated sets of data havebeen taken with the ellipsometer in order to determine the transfer matrix of this exit op-tial system. The proedure allowing the determination of the harateristi parametersof this exit transfer matrix is the objet of the next setion.6.3 Exit transfer matrix6.3.1 Experimental setup and data takingBefore dismounting the whole setup at the end of the HERA experiment in July 2007, wehave performed a dediated experiment to haraterise the optial system omposed ofthe two mirrors and the HBS, loated at the exit of the avity. The matrix of this systemis alled MT. To determine MT elements, the on�guration of the avity system is theone shematized in Figure 6.5: a linear Glan polariser has been added between the exitwindow of the avity and the �rst mirror used to guide the light in the ellipsometer. Thisallows us to make sure that the beam, before going through the optial elements we wantto study, is ompletely linearly polarised. The DOCP at the entrane of the ellipsometeris alled DOCPe.
Figure 6.5: Basi op-tial shemati of theavity system used todetermine the transfermatrix MT betweenthe exit of the avityand the ellipsometer.
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The data taking proedure is the following: for one given azimuthal position �G of theGlan, the ellipsometer quater wave plate has been rotated every 6o from 0o to 360o. Thiswas done for the several azimuthal Glan positions �G = 0o, �20o, �40o, �60o, �80o, 80o,60o, 40o. All these data have been used together in a �t to determine the polarisationstates of the beam after the HBS, i.e. the (�e; �e) doublets at eah �G position. The �2used for this minimisation proedure is the one of formula (5.1).Figure 6.6 (respetively Figure 6.7) shows the good agreement between the experimen-tal data and the theoretial intensities I1 (respetively I2) for the eight data samples. Theinlusive pull distribution (I�R T)=� inluding all the data samples is presented in Figure6.8 and shows a good �t quality. Results of the Degrees Of Cirular Polarisation DOCPeand their assoiated errors �DOCPe oming from the �tted (�e; �e) doublets are listed inTable 6.1 for the eight �G positions. One sees from Table 6.1 that the DOCPe values arenot ompatible with zero. This means that the polarisation states are not ompletelylinear as it would be the ase if the system of the two mirrors and the HBS did not haveany parasiti birefringene. To be able to orret for the bias between the values of theDOCP at the exit of the avity and at the entrane of the ellipsometer, the system has tobe modeled with a transfer matrix MT.

Figure 6.6: Experimental and theoretial intensities I1 as a funtion of the azimuthal angle� of the ellipsometer quater wave plate, for the eight di�erent azimuthal Glan positions�G: �G = �20o (a), �G = �40o (b), �G = �60o (), �G = �80o (d), �G = 80o (e),�G = 60o (f), �G = 40o (g), �G = 0o (h). 142



Figure 6.7: Experimental and theoretial intensities I2 as a funtion of the azimuthal angle� of the ellipsometer quater wave plate, for the eight di�erent azimuthal Glan positions�G: �G = �20o (a), �G = �40o (b), �G = �60o (), �G = �80o (d), �G = 80o (e),�G = 60o (f), �G = 40o (g), �G = 0o (h). Figure 6.8: Inlusive pulldistribution (I � R T)=�of the eight data samplesreorded in the ellipsometerat the eight azimuthal Glanpositions.
�G (in o) 0 �20 �40 �60 �80 80 60 40DOCPe�102 1:032 �0:362 �1:987 �2:880 �2:447 �0:962 0:894 2:109�DOCPe�102 0:153 0:153 0:165 0:172 0:182 0:192 0:176 0:162Table 6.1: DOCPe values and their errors oming from �ts using the experimental datareorded at eight azimuthal angles �G of the Glan polariser.143



6.3.2 The matrix MTAn optial theorem demonstrated by R. Clark Jones [133℄ states that any optial systemomposed of any non-absorbing omponents may always be replaed by an optial systemomposed of four elements: the four element system onsists of a partial polariser plaedbetween two delay plates, with the addition of a rotator inserted at any position in thesystem. The Jones matrix of a partial polariser is alled Pp, that of a delay plate Gand that of a rotator R�. Under the assumption that no power is absorbed in optialmaterials, they are written as [134℄:Pp = � p1 00 p2 � ; G = � ei 00 e�i � ; R� = � os� �sin�sin� os� � : (6.2)Following the Jones theorem [133℄ and starting with a ompletely linear polarisationstate E at the exit of the avity, the theoretial �nal state Eth at the entrane of theellipsometer an be modeled as follows:Eth = MT E ; with MT = R�1 G1 R�2 Pp R�3 G2 ; (6.3)where the two polarisation states Eth and E are written as:Eth = � os�th ei�thxsin�th ei�thy � ; E = � os�Gsin�G � : (6.4)Expressions (6.2), (6.3) and (6.4) allow the expressions of �th, �thx and �thy to be obtainedas funtion of the parameters �1, �2, �3, 1, 2, p1 and p2 of the matrix MT and as afuntion of the angle �G of the polarisation initial state. Then the minimisation of the �2de�ned by: �2 = Xj=1;Nd 24 �thj � �ej��ej !2 +  �thj � �ej��ej !235 (6.5)leads to the parameters of the transfer matrix MT. In expression (6.5), �th = �thy ��thx , Ndrefers to the number of data �les (Nd = 8 orresponding to our eight sets of measurementdesribed in the previous setion), and �ej and �ej are the polarisation state parametersorresponding to the DOCPe values of Table 6.1.A Monte Carlo study of this system has shown that some parameters of the matrixMT are ompletely orrelated and that the system an be desribed only with one delayplate and one partial polariser at one parameter p. Therefore we restrit the matrix MTat the following expression:MT = � os�1 �sin�1sin�1 os�1 �� ei 00 e�i �� os�2 �sin�2sin�2 os�2 �� p 00 1 � : (6.6)Using our eight (�e; �e) doublets determined in Setion 6.3.1, the minimisation of the �2leads to the following results for the angle of the delay plate and the partial polariserparameter: � 2 = 26:25� 2:83 mradp = 1:0010� 0:0009 : (6.7)144



6.3.3 DOCP at the exit of the avityHaving determined the transfer matrix MT with the addition of a Glan polariser in thesystem, the DOCP at the exit of the avity have now to be determined as a funtion of theDOCP at the entrane of the ellipsometer, and this for any measurement we have madewith the ellipsometer. The polarisation state at the exit of the avity is alled E and isdetermined by the relations:E = M�1T Ein ; with E = � os� ei�xsin� ei�y � ;where the matrix M�1T is the inverse of the transfer matrix MT and where the �eld Ein isthe polarisation state at the entrane of the ellipsometer de�ned in (4.6). The developmentof this expression and the de�nition of the DOCP (3.4) lead to the relation:DOCP = DOCPin � F(�1; �2; ; p; �P; �P) ; (6.8)where �P, �P and DOCPin are the polarisation state angles and the Degree Of CirularPolarisation determined at the entrane of the ellipsometer (i.e. for instane the DOCPvalues of Table 5.4). Values of F and DOCP are presented in Table 6.2 where we ansee that the parasiti birefringene due to the optial omponents between the exit of theavity and the entrane of the ellipsometer indues biases of at maximum �ve per mill andsometimes less. Errors on DOCP in Table 6.2 have been alulated from the elementsof MT and their unertainties: for all possible ombinations of MT elements ( + � andp + �p, or � � and p + �p, or  + � and p� �p, or � � and p� �p), alulations ofDOCPin F CORDOCP DOCP�0:98159 1:0049 4:792�10�3 �0:97680�0:000360:99713 1:0017 �1:675�10�3 0:99546�0:00019�0:98098 1:0050 4:891�10�3 �0:97609�0:000370:99771 1:0015 �1:522�10�3 0:99618�0:00017�0:99621 1:0019 1:884�10�3 �0:99433�0:000170:99480 1:0027 �2:634�10�3 0:99217�0:00030�0:97731 1:0054 5:250�10�3 �0:97206�0:000400:99276 0:9981 1:910�10�3 0:99467�0:00032�0:97433 1:0058 5:638�10�3 �0:96869�0:000420:99242 0:9980 1:988�10�3 0:99441�0:00033�0:99474 1:0025 2:440�10�3 �0:99230�0:000200:99765 1:0016 �1:628�10�3 0:99602�0:00018�0:99388 1:0027 2:723�10�3 �0:99116�0:000220:99690 1:0019 �1:891�10�3 0:99501�0:00021Table 6.2: Set of DOCPin values measured at the ellipsometer entrane (i.e. values ofTable 5.4), orresponding values of the bias F de�ned in (6.8), di�erenes CORDOCP =DOCP�DOCPin (where DOCP is the DOCP values just after the exit of the avity), andDOCP values. The errors on DOCP ome from the MT parameters unertainties (seetext). 145



DOCP have been performed and the error on one DOCP value is the maximum hangewith respet to the entral value (the entral value being alulated with the values  andp of formula (6.7)).Eah bias is alulable for eah ellipsometer measurement and does not enter as asystemati error but is expliitly determined to orret eah DOCP measurement.6.3.4 Cross-hekLet us �nish with a ross-hek of this study. For this, a set of data have been reordedwith the additional linear Glan polariser loated this time after the HBS (i.e. betweenthe HBS and the quater wave plate, see Figure 6.5). As previously, ellipsometer data setshave been taken at several azimuthal angles of the Glan. Applying the same �t proedure(desribed in Setion 6.3.2) we expet the matrix MT to be ompatible with the identitysine there is no optial omponent between the Glan and the entrane of the ellipsometer.And indeed, the result of the �t leads to an angle hek for the delay plate ompatiblewith zero and a partial polariser parameter phek ompatible with the unity:� 2hek = 1:47� 4:01 mradphek = 1:0040� 0:0050 :Using these parameters, biases DOCPhek-DOCPin for the twelve measurements of Table 5.4are of the order of 7�10�5 (more preisely all of them are between 3:0�10�5 and 1:0�10�4)whih is ompatible with zero taking into aount the measurement unertainties of Table5.4.6.3.5 SummaryThe birefringene of the HBS alone had been measured before its utilisation in our avitysystem and the result had given a birefringene ompatible with zero [132℄. During thesemeasurements, the holographi beam sampler was not srewed in its mount. In order topreserve this null birefringene, a \stress free" stik has been used to mount the HBS inthe optial line in the tunnel at HERA.Therefore, the HBS being not the ause of parasiti elliptiity, the biases of a fewper mill oming from the exit avity transfer matrix is due to the two mirrors system.That on�rms a measurement done at Salay in 1999 for the TJNAF Polarimeter [135℄,in whih the e�et of the two mirrors on the DOCP had been measured and found to beof the order of a few per mill.6.4 The entrane transfer matrix MEAlthough the previous studies have provided a preise value of the DOCP and of itssystematis, here, we aim at haraterising the entrane optial elements by a matrix ME(see Figure 6.1) to understand the DOCP transport between the entrane quater wave plate(the \moo qwp" of Figure 6.1) and the ellipsometer and to verify that it is ompatiblewith our expetations. The entrane beam line, omposed of lens and mirrors, will bedesribed using the R. Clark Jones optial theorem [133℄ already ited in the previoussetion. 146



6.4.1 ME determination prinipleTo determine the parameters of the matrix ME, one dediated set of data have beenreorded with the photodiode pdent loated just behind the Glan of the entrane beamline (see Figure 6.1), when the avity is not loked. In that way the beam linearly polarisedby the Glan passes through the \moo qwp" and through the entrane optial elementsME, then is reeted by the avity entrane mirror, and then passes again through thesystem ME-moo-Glan in the other diretion. The \moo qwp' used to polarise the beamis rotated azimuthally and data are taken every half degree. Data reorded at the various\moo qwp" azimuthal angles in the photodiode pdent are alled Idiode and will allow theelements of the matrix ME to be determined.When the system was oneived, the photodiode pdent was only devoted to determinethe azimuthal \moo qwp" positions leading to a right or a left irular polarisation of thelaser beam (by simply reording a urve as the one of Figure 5.14). Thus, there was nopartiular study of the response and of the measurement unertainties of this photodiode.In order to have a better ontrol on pdent (and sine the ellipsometer is not used for thisspeial dediated study), before taking data, we have replaed the photodiode pdent by aphotodiode belonging to the ellipsometer (in the following nevertheless we keep the samename pdent).6.4.2 The modelTo alulate the light path through the optial system and its return, it is not neessaryto make alulation for its passage in the bak diretion. Indeed a reversibility theorem[133℄ states that for a given matrix M desribing the light path through a given system,the matrix orresponding to the light path in the opposite diretion is the transposed ofthe matrix M.In this study, although the photodiode pdent is an ellipsometer photodiode (and thenpreisely ontrolled), the measurement preision is not as good as the ellipsometer onebeause of the absene of a referene photodiode to ompensate the laser power variations.Consequently, we will not develop a omplete model to determine the entrane transfermatrix: the Glan polariser, the \moo qwp" quater wave plate (whih is a plate treatedwith an anti-reetion oating) and the avity mirror will be onsidered as perfet, and theerror assoiated to eah pdent measurement will be the width of eah pdent measurementdistribution without taking into aount possible systemati e�ets and without seekingto parametrise these errors. The order of magnitude of the pdent errors is of one to twoperent.In a frame attahed to the horizontal and vertial axes of the Glan, and starting withan assumed perfet horizontal linear polarisation state Estart just after the Glan:Estart = � 10 � ;the theoretial �eld Epd assoiated to the intensity deteted in the photodiode an bewritten as: Epd = Glan M(T)entr Mmir Mentr Estart ; (6.9)where: 147



� Glan is the matrix of the Glan polariser letting pass only the vertial omponent ofthe �eld when the beam returns:Glan = � 0 00 1 � ;� Mmir is the Jones matrix of the avity mirror:Mmir = � 1 00 0 � ;� Mentr is the transfer matrix of the system omposed of the elements to be hara-terised and of the rotating \moo qwp":Mentr = ME R�a Mmoo R�b :Expression of ME is the same as MT (see expression (6.3)). The \moo qwp" beingonsidered as perfet, i.e. without any defet and in whih no multiple reetionour, the expression of the Jones matrix Mmoo is given by (3.6) where �sh = �=2.R�a and R�b are two 2 � 2 rotation matries introdued to reet the azimuthalorientation of the \moo qwp" with respet to the Glan polariser axes.� M(T)entr is the transposed of Mentr.Theoretial intensities reeived by the photodiode are alled Itheo and are written asItheo = jEpdj2. As before, a Monte Carlo sample has been simulated, as losely as possibleto the real data. Figure 6.9 shows the simulated and experimental intensities reorded inthe photodiode pdent as a funtion of the \moo qwp" azimuthal angle �moo.
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Figure 6.9: Simulated inten-sities Itheo (big red points)and experimental data intensi-ties Idiode (small blak points)reorded in the photodiodepdent loated behind the Glanwhen the avity is unloked, asa funtion of the azimuthal an-gle of the \moo qwp".In order to determine the elements of the matrix ME, the following �2 is then onstruted:�2 = Xi=1;N�R Iitheo � Iidiode�i �2 ; (6.10)where N is the number of measurements (around 500), Iitheo are the theoretial intensitiesalulated at the ith value of the azimuthal \moo qwp" angle �moo, Iidiode are the intensi-ties measured in the photodiode pdent at the ith value of �moo, �i are the errors assoiatedto the measured intensities Idiode and are of the order of one to two perent, and R is anormalisation fator whih is easily determined sine the resolution of ��2=�R = 0 leadsto analyti expressions for R. 148



6.4.3 Fit and resultsA short study of the simulated data has shown that the data are well desribed by usingonly one delay plate and one polariser in the expression of ME. The transfer matrix MEis therefore written as (6.6), and thus depends only on two parameters alled E and pE,and on two rotation angles alled �E1 and �E2 . The �2 has �rstly been minimised byusing the simulated sample to hek that the elements of ME are well determined by theminimisation proedure. Values of these elements are presented in Table 6.3.parameter simulated �ttedE (mrad) �32:81 �33:04�0:14pE 1:17 1:179�0:004�E1 (deg) 6:50 6:466�0:028�E2 (deg) �12:50 �11:805�0:064Table 6.3: Simulated elements of ME and results of the �t using the simulated sample ofFigure 6.9.On the real data, the minimisation leads to the following E and pE parameters:� E = �32:83 � 0:51 mradpE = 1:167 � 0:013 ; (6.11)The good agreement between the experimental intensities and the theoretial ones ispresented in Figure 6.10 and the distributions of the pull P(Idiode � R Itheo)=� for theexperimental and simulated data samples are presented in Figure 6.11.
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Figure 6.10: Data measurements (blak points) and theoretial intensities (red line), as afuntion of the azimuthal angle of the \moo qwp".
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Figure 6.11: Pull distributions P(Idiode � R Itheo)=� for the experimental (left) and si-mulated (right) data samples. 149



E�ets of the matrix ME are illustrated in Figures 6.12 and 6.13. Figure 6.12 showsthe ratio of the experimental intensities over the theoretial ones (Idiode=Itheo) when theminimisation has been done (blak dotted line) and when the matrix ME has been �xedto the identity (red full line). In Figure 6.13, intensities reorded in pdent and normalisedto the unity have been simulated using two sets of parameters of the matrix ME: theone determined in the data �t (formula (6.11)) and a matrix ME equal to the identity.Whereas the intensity maxima are spaed of exatly 90o when ME is the identity (red fullline), they are spaed two by two by 93:6o and 86:4o when ME is the real entrane optialmatrix (blak dotted line). It is interesting to remark that these two spaing values arealso observed on the experimental intensities as shown in Figure 6.10.
M E  fitted

 M E = Identity Figure 6.12: Ratio Idiode=Itheo of the mea-sured intensities over the theoretial oneswhen the minimisation is done (blak dot-ted line) and when the matrix ME is �xed tothe identity (red full line).

Figure 6.13: Simulated intensities normalised to the unity reorded in the photodiodepdent after a round trip through the entrane beam line. The red full line has beensimulated with ME equal to the identity, the blak dotted line with the ME elementsoming from the experimental data �t (formula (6.11)).For this study, beause no referene photodiode has been used during the data taking,the results an be a�eted by a systemati drift of the laser power variation, whih anbe of the order of the perent. This ould explain the non gaussian behaviour of the datapull distribution in Figure 6.11. Nevertheless, even if this data pull is not really gaussian,its good behaviour as well as the e�et of the orretion presented in Figure 6.12 give agood on�dene of our simple model.6.5 Coherene and total error of the DOCP6.5.1 Coherene of the DOCP valuesHaving now obtained the transfer matries ME and MT of the entrane and exit beamlines, we an ompare the values of the DOCP measured or estimated at di�erent plaes150



of the avity system, and hek the oherene of these values in order to make sure thatthere is no additional unknown large e�et whih ould indue a bias on the DOCP atthe entre of the avity. We reall that the di�erent loations where the DOCP values aredetermined (see Figure 6.1) are as follows:� DOCPmo is the value of the DOCP just after the entrane quater wave plate whih isonsidered as perfet. It is alulated from a perfet linear polarised beam passingthrough a perfet quater wave plate of matrix MJ (expression (3.6) with �sh = �=2)turned at an azimuthal angle �moo. The assoiated �eld Emo is written as:Emo = MJ � os�moosin�moo � : (6.12)� DOCPent is the value of the DOCP before the avity entrane mirror, i.e. the DOCPof the beam after its passage through the entrane beam line haraterised by thematrix ME determined in Setion 6.4. The assoiated �eld Eent is written as:Eent = ME Emo : (6.13)� DOCP is the DOCP of the light at the exit of the avity and is alulated from thepolarisation measured by the ellipsometer and from the exit optial line transfermatrix MT determined in Setion 6.2.4. The assoiated �eld E is written as:E = M�1T Ein ; (6.14)where Ein is the �eld assoiated to the light entering the ellipsometer.� DOCPin is the DOCP value at the entrane of the ellipsometer and is determined fromellipsometer data samples with the �tting proedure desribed in Setion 5.3.To hek the oherene of the DOCP values, the \moo qwp" has been positioned ateleven di�erent azimuthal angles near a right or a left irular position and for eah oneof these positions a set of data have been reorded in the ellipsometer to measure theorresponding DOCPin value. We reall that a right or a left \moo qwp" position orres-ponds to an azimuthal angle whih maximises the intensity reorded after a round trip(avity unloked) in the photodiode pdent loated behind the Glan. From the ellipsometermeasurements, the eleven DOCPin values have been derived, and from (6.12), (6.13) and(6.14), the values of DOCPmo, DOCPent and DOCP have been dedued. Figure 6.14 (a)(respetively (b)) shows these four DOCP values for �ve (respetively six) \moo qwp"azimuthal angles around a right (respetively a left) irular position. This �gure allowsthe evolution of the laser beam DOCP to be followed along the optial path through thedi�erent optial elements of the setup.For the measurement of the HERA lepton beam polarisation, the only relevant quan-tity is the Degree Of Cirular Polarisation inside the avity, to whih of ourse we do nothave aess. But all the above studies allow us to know the DOCP before the entrane ofthe avity (DOCPent) and just at the exit of the avity (DOCP), this for several pointsaround a right and a left irular \moo qwp" position. Figure 6.15 is similar to Figure151
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Figure 6.14: Values of DOCP for �ve \moo qwp" azimuthal angle �moo around a rightirular position (a) and for six angles �moo around a left irular position (b). Themeaning of the measurement is indiated in the �gure.6.14 but shows only the relevant values DOCPent and DOCP around the right (Figure6.15(a)) and the left (Figure 6.15(b)) irular \moo qwp" positions with, in addition,the assoiated errors oming from the determination of the transfer matries ME and MT.In this �gure is also presented the di�erene between DOCPent and DOCP around theright position () and around the left one (d). The dotted lines indiate the positionsof the maxima of the theoretial urve Ipdent(�moo) (see Figure 6.13) simulated with the�tted ME parameters of formula (6.11).
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Figure 6.15: DOCPent (blak point) and DOCP (red triangles) around a right (a) and theleft (b) irular \moo qwp" position, and di�erene DOCPent � DOCP around the right() and the left (d) position, as a funtion of the \moo qwp" azimuthal angle. Dottedlines indiate the position of the \moo qwp" used during the HERA data taking.152



For eah �moo, the value of the Degree Of Cirular Polarisation at the entre of theavity is loated between the two orresponding DOCPent and DOCP values. And asshown in Figure 6.15, around the two irular positions indiated by dotted lines, thedi�erenes DOCPent � DOCP are less than �ve per mill. A part of this few per mill shiftould be explained by the presene of the small birefringene due to multi-layers oatingavity mirrors that we have mentioned in Setion 6.2.2. We reall that the order of mag-nitude of this mirror birefringene is �bir = 2:2� 10�6 rad [127℄. Beause of the resonantoptial avity, this phase shift due to a single passage of the light in the reeted oatingis ampli�ed by a fator A = (1 + R)=(1�R) [128℄. If R � 1, the fator A an be writtenas 2F=� where F is the �nesse of the avity. With our avity �nesse F � 30000, theampli�ed phase shift is � 0:042 rad and aording to (6.1) the e�et on the Degree OfCirular Polarisation is � 10�3. Sine we don't know the exat value of our mirror oatingbirefringene, the di�erene between DOCPent and DOCP ould thus be explained. How-ever, there ould also be another soure of systemati unertainty beause of the lightpower variation not ompensated by a referene diode measurement in the determinationof DOCPent.Anyway, the above study of the entrane beam line does not laim to give a pre-ise measurement of DOCPent but is devoted to hek the oherene of the system andpartiularly the oherene of measurements just before and just after the entre of theavity.6.5.2 The total error on the DOCPAording to all the studies desribed in this doument, we are now able to give a value forthe systemati unertainty assoiated to eah value of the DOCP at the laser beam/leptonbeam interation point. The total systemati error �syst whih are ommon to all mea-surements of DOCP at the entre of the avity is written as:�syst = �trans + �time ; (6.15)where �trans < 3� 10�6 is the unertainty related to the transfer between the inner of theavity and the exit of the avity (Setions 6.2.2 and 6.2.3), and �time � 3 � 10�3 is theunertainty attahed to the ellipsometer data taking time (Setion 5.5.3). As shown inthe previous setions, either these errors have been estimated from previous works on thesubjet, or they ome from our own dediated studies.The value of the Degree Of Cirular Polarisation of the laser beam inside the avity istherefore written as:DOCP = DOCPin � CORDOCP � �exit � �syst ; (6.16)where:� DOCPin is the Degree Of Cirular Polarisation measured by the ellipsometer (Setion5.5.2),� CORDOCP is a orretion fator determined for eah ellipsometer measurement fromthe expression (6.6) of the transfer matrix, from the parameters  and p of formula153



(6.7) and from a doublet (�P; �P) resulting from an adjustment using an ellipsometerdata sample as desribed in Setion 5.5.2,� �syst is the systemati error (6.15) and is � 3� 10�3,� �exit is the error related to the optis loated at the exit of the avity: it ontainsan error suh as those in Table 5.4 oming from the �ts using ellipsometer datasamples, and a error suh as those in Table 6.2 oming from the determination ofthe exit transfer matrix MT. This error �exit is di�erent for eah measurement andis of the order of a few 10�4.6.6 summaryThe preise and fast Fabry-Perot avity polarimeter whih was installed in the tunnel ofthe HERA ollider in 2003 has taken data until the end of HERA in summer 2007. Ouravity system was very similar to the avity installed in the CEBAF aelerator, and thishas proved to be a great bene�t for us. The avity has shown a very stable behavior duringall the data taking in term of loking and gain. The alorimeter aquisition system at 10MHz and the intra-avity power allowed a measurement of the lepton polarisation everytwenty seonds to be obtained with a statistial unertainty of about 1% per lepton bunhand per minute. Several dediated studies, preise and often long, have been performed toharaterise optial omponents of the system, �rst at Orsay in the environment of a la-boratory, and then in the HERA tunnel. The e�et on the light polarisation state of eahone of these omponents has been studied and taken into aount in the determinationof the Degree Of Cirular Polarisation S of the laser beam. These measurements madeit possible to determine the value of S at the laser beam-lepton beam interation point,i.e. at the enter of the Fabry-Perot avity, with a total unertainty of a few per mill.This preision has never been reahed in the hostile and noisy environment of a partileollider, in whih, in addition, we had only one short aess per month. The quantityS being diretly involved in the Compton proess ross setion, the passage from theperent level to the per mill level in the preision of its measurement has proved diÆultbut neessary to onserve a systemati error on the lepton polarisation below the perent.By showing that it is possible to measure S with this high preision in the environmentof a partile ollider, these results also provide an evidene of feasibility for the urrentstudies of preise and fast Compton polarimeters to be installed in futur linear olliders[44, 136, 137℄.I would like to thank all the persons who have partiipated in this projet and havehelped to arry out the design, the building and the installation of the system, and alsothe polarimeter data taking, the data analyses and all the optial studies desribed in thisdoument.
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OutlookThe polarimeter whih has been desribed in this doument is based on the Comptonsattering proess where the Compton photon gains energy after the sattering. Thisproess whih onverts eletron kineti energy into high energy photons is often alledInverse Compton Sattering (ICS) proess. ICS is involved in many sienti� domainsand to onlude this doument, let us give an overwiew of various ICS appliations.ICS in AstrophysisIn atrophysis, the detetion of sattered Compton photons an provide informations onthe density perturbations of the universe. For instane, using the Sunyaev-Zel'dovihe�et (SZ e�et) [138, 139℄ in whih osmi mirowave bakround (CMB) photons aresattered by eletrons in the hot gas surronding galaxies, lusters of galaxies an be ob-served. The magnitude of the SZ e�et is independent of redshift and depends only onthe harateristis of the luster itself allowing very distant lusters to be deteted. Oneof the task of the PLANCK satellite [140℄ is to measure the distortion of the blak bodyspetrum of the CMB [141℄ in order to onstitute a atalog of galaxie lusters and thenprovide some informations about the matter and energy ontent of the universe. Severalothers phenomena in the universe might be explained by the Compton e�et, as -rayburst emissions [142, 143, 144℄, pulsar emissions [145, 146℄, or luminosity spetrum of a-reting blak holes whih is believed to ome from the inverse Compton proess [147, 148℄.PolarimetryIn the partile aelerator domain, we have seen in this doument that the inverse Comp-ton proess an be used to measure preisely the polarisation of eletron and positronbeams, and that a Compton polarimeter has the advantage of a non destrutive mea-surement whih an be performed ontinually while beams are in ollision. Comptonpolarimeter has been used for instane in the SLD experiment at SLAC [149℄, at theeletron strether ring ELSA of Bonn University [150℄, at the CEBAF aelerator [63℄and at the HERA ollider. As shown in this doument, the unertainties on the leptonpolarisation measurements using a Compton polarimeter an be very well ontrolled andremain below the per mill level. At futur linear TeV sale mahines, polarised e� ande+ beams are forseen. The polarisation has an important impat in the physi program[137℄ and high preision physis requires the knowledge of the polarisation with a relativeunertainty around 0.1% [151℄. Compton polarimetry would have the ability to reah suha preision and the urrent design at futur linear olliders is to use Compton polarimeters[152, 153℄. 155



Polarised eletron soureAnother hallenge at futur linear mahines is the generation of polarised positron beamswith a high degree of polarisation. A method to generate polarised positrons onsistson Compton sattering of irularly polarised laser light o� a relativisti eletron beam,followed by e+e� pair reation in a thin target. Using a few GeV energy eletron beam,Compton photon energy is of order of few tens of MeV. During the pair reation pro-ess, the Compton photon polarisation is transmitted and positrons are longitudinallypolarised. This onept has been already tested at KEK [154℄ and the polarisation of thepositron beam produed by this method has been measured to be larger than 70% witha onversion rate inside the target around 10�3 [155℄. Thus, to obtain a polarised photonbeam at the MeV energy sale for the generation of polarised positron soures, the inverseCompton sattering method would be an alternative to the undulator shemes in futurlinear ollider design projets [156, 157℄.Photon CollidersIn addition to the e+e� physis program, futur linear olliders give also the opportunitiesto study  and e interations at the TeV sale. By using the ICS method (Comptonsattering of laser light o� a TeV energy sale eletron beam) for reating of high energy beams,  and e olliders an be obtained with luminosity and energy omparable tothe ones of the basi e+e� olliders [158, 159℄. Some phenomena an be studied betterat photon olliders than at e+e� olliders due to muh larger ross setions or to higheraessible masses [160℄. In addition, in photon olliders, photons an be produed witha high degree of irular polarisation as well as in a linearly polarised state by simplyhanging the polarisation of the laser light [161, 162℄. This allows in the Higgs setorfor instane to determine easily whether or not a neutral Higgs boson is CP eigenstateby using the di�erent types of Compton photon polarisations [163℄. A photon ollidermay provide a powerful means to understand eletroweak symmetry breaking and physisbeyond the standard Model and, in some senarios, is the best mahine for the disoveryof new physis [164, 165, 167℄.Nonlinear QED e�et studiesAn other appliation of high energy photons produed by the ICS proess is the possibi-lity to observe nonlinear quantum eletrodynami (QED) e�ets. In QED, the interationbetween photons (or in an equivalently way between photons and an external �eld) in-trodues nonlinear orretions in the theory. By observing a photon in a strong magneti�eld, one an measure some of these nonlinear e�ets. For this purpose, an experimentwas proposed in 1991 (but not realised) to measure the vauum birefringene by measu-ring the phase shift aquired by photons propagating in a strong magneti �eld (10 Teslaover a 10 meter length) [168℄. Beause the birefringene indued by the magneti �eld isinversely proportional to the photon wavelenght, the use of high energy ICS photons atthe GeV energy sale allowed several orders of magnitude to be gained in the sensibilityof the measurement ompared to the use of laser light photons. In this experiment, thesoure of high energy photon was the sattered photons from ICS of a irularly polarised156



laser beam o� the HERA eletron beam. The measurement of the degree of polarisationof ICS photons before and after the strong �eld allowed the indued vauum birefringeneto be infered. Other nonlinear QED studies have been performed using the bene�t of theICS proess in high energy aelerator (see for instane [169℄). Of ourse, one an imagineto make this type of experiment at the next linear ollider to inrease the sensitivity ofmeasurements thanks to higher produed ICS photons.Compat X-ray souresAnother domain of ICS appliation onerns the Compton based X-ray soures. X-rayprodued with onventional X-ray tubes are simple and robust but most of the powergenerated by these tubes is onverted into heat. In addition, tubes are not tunableaross a broad energy range. Hene, they annot provide enough intense fousing quasi-monohromati beams required for spei� studies in biology, hemistry or ultural he-ritage sienes. Synhrotron soures whih deliver high intensity beams are today the bestmahines to perform ambitious searhes using di�ration, absorption, di�usion, imagingor spetrosopy and they are used with good results [170, 171, 172℄. But synhrotronmahines are large, annot be inserted in laboratory, and o�er limit aess time. Hene,sine the exeptional development of high power femtoseond lasers, the interest in om-pat X-ray soures has beame very important. These soures are in full developmentover reent years. The priniple of a ompat X-ray soure based on the inverse Comptone�et is to produe an intense X-ray beam by sattering a high power foused laser beamo� a high intensity foused eletron beam of few tens MeV energy. Suh a soure has tobe designed and built in a small pratial form to be loated in a laboratory, a museumor a hospital. In addition to the ompatness, the soure should have the possibility toadjust the ICS photon frequeny by varying the eletron beam energy and/or the laserfrequeny. This makes possible a wide range of studies requiring intense monohromatibeams at various X-ray energies.Currently, most ambitious projets aim to produe 1012-1013 ph/se of a few tens ofKeV energy in an energy bandwidth �E=E of order of 1-10%. Table 6.4 presents anoverview of Compton ompat soure projets and their main harateristis. Experi-ments urrently in operation (PLEIADES [173, 174℄, Vanderbilt [175, 176℄, SLAC [177℄,Waseda [178, 179℄, AIST [180℄, Tsinghua [181℄, LUCX [182℄ and TERAS [189℄) have al-ready demonstrated the feasibility of X-ray prodution by inverse Compton sattering,but the delivered X-ray beam intensity is not suÆient to arry out a large domain ofstudies requiring more brightness. To enhane both the eletron/laser interation repeti-tion frequeny and the laser power at the Compton interation point, a high power andhigh repetition frequeny laser an be oupled with a high-�nesse optial avity and thisdevie integrated in a low energy storage ring. This sheme based on multiple passagesof eletrons is the one adopted in the Lyean Tehnology mahine [190, 191℄, and in theKharkov [192℄, TTX [193, 194℄ and ThomX [195℄ projets. Although the MIT projetis not a storage ring sheme, the design brightness value is very large and the souresize exeptionally small with moderate divergene [185℄. In this projet, a short super-onduting lina produes a very low emittene (< 1 mm.mrad) eletron beam with a100 MHz repetition rate. Always in the linear sheme, the Japanese projet \QuantumBeam" is already approved and funded. In this mahine, a multi-bunh eletron lina157



and a pulsed ampli�ed laser staking in a avity generate a high quality and high uxX-ray beam [187, 188℄. Currently, the only mahine in operation delivering a photon uxomparable to the ux from the �rst generation synhrotron failities is the Lyean Teh-nology projet whose installation direted by R. Ruth began in 2002. Today the mahineprovides a tunable energy X-ray beam of 1012 ph/se in 2% energy bandwidth [196℄ andthe �rst phase ontrast imaging have been obtained reently [197℄.Experiment Type Energy Flux (10% bw) Soure size�PLEIADES (LLNL) [173, 174℄ linear 10�100 KeV 106=pulse�10Hz 18 �m�Vanderbilt [175, 176℄ linear 15�50 KeV 1010=pulse�0:01Hz 30 �m�SLAC [177℄ linear 20�85 KeV�Waseda Univ: [178, 179℄ linear 0:25�0:5 KeV 5:103=pulse�5Hz�AIST; Japan [180℄ linear 10�40 KeV 106=se 30 �m�Tsinghua Univ: [181℄ linear 4:6 KeV 1:7 104=se�LUCX (KEK) [182℄ linear 33 KeV 4:103=pulse�12:5Hz 80 �m+Japan (UTNL) [183, 184℄ linear 10�40 KeV 109=seMIT projet [185℄ linear 3�30 KeV 3:105=pulse�100MHz 2 �mMXI System [186℄ linear 8�100 KeV 108=pulse�10HzQuantum Beam (KEK) [187, 188℄ linear � 35 KeV 1013=se 3 �m�TERAS (AIST) [189℄ irular 1�40 MeV 5:104=se 2 mm�Lyean Teh: [190, 191℄ irular 7�35 KeV 5:1012=se 30 �mKharkov (NSC KIPT) [192℄ irular 10�500 KeV 2:6 1013=se (25MHz) 35 �mTTX (THU; China) [193, 194℄ irular 20�80 KeV 2:1012=se 35 �mThomX (LAL) [195℄ irular 50 KeV � 1012 (20MHz) 70 �mTable 6.4: Compat X-ray soure projets. Star symbol (�) refers to mahine in operationand symbol (+) to mahine in onstrution.Let us �nish with a brief desription of the ThomX projet sine the mahine shouldbe onstruted at the LAL laboratory. The projet is going to be developed by LAL,SOLEIL, CELIA, ILE, L.M.A. and Thal�es laboratories. The ThomX mahine design ispresented in Figure 6.16 and the main parameters are desribed as follows. At nominaloperating point, a 1 nC eletron bunh is aelerated in a 50 MeV lina and is injetedin a 15 meter irumerene storage ring with normalised emittane around 5 �mm.mrad.A 100 W average power pioseond pulsed laser of wavelength 1 �m and repetition rate40 MHz (few �J per pulse) is injeted into a very high �nesse optial avity leading to aninrease of the pulse energy up to few mJ per pulse. Laser/eletron interations our at20 MHz, i.e. at eah eletron revolution. In order to maintain the eletron beam quality,eletron bunhes are re-injeted periodially at a frequeny of 50 Hz. About 1012 ph/sein 10% energy bandwidth and with a maximum energy of 50 KeV in the forward diretionare expeted from the ThomX soure. As shown in Figure 6.16, the eletron beam/laserbeam interation point is loated between dipoles. This design has the advantage to lo-ate the optial avity mirrors outside of the ring and to plae X-ray optis loser to theinteration point. 158



Figure 6.16: Tehnialdrawing of ThomX.From [198℄.
This overview of Compat ICS soure ambitious projets has shown that they aremuh more powerful (ux, monohromatiity, diretivity and tunability) than the exi-sting laboratory X-ray soures suh as X-tubes or rotating anodes. In Figure 6.17 theperformanes of synhrotron mahines, rotating anode tubes and the ThomX Comptonmahine are presented by plotting their brightness as a funtion of the emitted X-rayenergy. The most eÆient rotating anode (FR-E+SuperBright model [199℄), providing abrightness omparable to the �rst generation synhrotron mahine, a 8:109 ph/se ma-ximum ux and a 200 �m beam size, does not allow nevertheless to develop ambitiousanalysis tehniques mentionned above. ICS soures annot ompete the third generationof synhrotron in term of integrated emitted ux and brightness but an be plaed nearthe �rst generation radiation failities with in addition the avantage of produing a muhharder X-ray beam and of ourse of being loated in museum, laboratories or hospitals.

Figure 6.17: Performanes of di�erent radiation soures. The ThomX Compton soureprojet is also visible. From [200℄. 159
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Appendix APropagation of a plane wave in anuniaxial mediumThis annex is devoted to desribe the formalism of a wave propagating in an isotropimedium and rossing an anisotropi medium of thikness `. We will show how to obtainthe expression of the �eld transmitted by this uniaxial anisotropi medium, homogeneous,non-magneti and transparent. The inident wave is supposed to be plane and the uniaxialmedium without anti-reeted oating. Firstly, general solutions of a wave propagatingin suh an uniaxial anisotropi medium are derived from Maxwell and medium equations(Setion A.1.1). Then, using boundary ontinuity onditions at the interfae between thetwo media, the amplitudes of the �elds at the two interfaes will be alulated (SetionA.2). Finally, the expression of the total transmitted �eld taking into aount the multiplereetions inside the medium will be given (Setion A.3).A.1 Plane wave in an anisotropi homogeneous mediumReferenes [201, 202, 203, 204℄ are onstantly used in the formalism desribed in thefollowing.A.1.1 Maxwell equationsFundamental equations in eletrodynamis are Maxwell's equations:8>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>:
r� E + �B�t = 0 ;r�H � �D�t = J ;r � D = � ;r � B = 0 : (A.1)

E and H are respetively the eletri �eld and the magneti �eld, D, B, � and J arerespetively the eletri displaement, the magneti indution, the harge density and the161



urrent density. To obtain a unique solution of the �eld vetors, Maxwell's equations haveto be ompleted with the following medium equations:D = � E = �0 E + P ; (A.2)B = � H = �0 H + M ; (A.3)where � is the dieletri tensor, � the permeability tensor, P the eletri polarisationvetor and M the magneti polarisation vetor. If the medium is isotropi, � and � aresalar quantities.A.1.2 Calulation in the prinipal systemIn an optially anisotropi medium, the propagation of a plane wave is determined bythe dieletri tensor � whih onnets the displaement vetor and the eletri �eld vetorthrough equation (A.2). In a non-magneti and transparent medium, this tensor � is realand symmetri. Therefore it is possible to �nd three orthogonal axes (a; b; ) suh as thenon diagonal terms of the tensor � are null. In suh a frame, alled the prinipal frame ofreferene, � is written as:� = 0� �a 0 00 �b 00 0 � 1A = �0 0� n2a 0 00 n2b 00 0 n2 1A ;�a = �0 n2a ; �b = �0 n2b ; � = �0 n2 :�a, �b and � are the prinipal dieletri onstants and na, nb and n are the prinipalrefrating indies. Typially, the diretions of the axes of the prinipal frame of refereneorrespond to the rystal axes of symmetry. We want to study the propagation of a planewave in suh a non-magneti transparent anisotropi medium.The most general expression of an eletri �eld E and a magneti �eld H assoiatedto a plane wave is written as:E = E exp [ i (!t� k � r) ℄ ;H = H exp [ i (!t� k � r) ℄ ;where k is the wave vetor. By substituting E and H in (A.1), (A.2) and (A.3), and byeliminating the �eld H and the time, one obtains:k� (k� E) + !2��E = 0 : (A.4)Equation (A.4) an also be written as:M0� EaEbE 1A = 0 ; (A.5)where the matrix M in the system of prinipal oordinates is written as:162



M � 0� !2��a � k2b � k2 kakb kakkakb !2��b � k2a � k2 kbkkka kkb !2�� � k2a � k2b 1A : (A.6)The determinant of M must be null so that a non-trivial solution exists. This onditiondet(M) = 0 gives the following relation between ! and k:k2ak2 � !2��a + k2bk2 � !2��b + k2k2 � !2�� = 1 ; (A.7)provided that the denominators are not null. Equation (A.7) being quadrati in k2, twosolutions k(1) and k(2) exist for the wave vetor k, orresponding to two waves havingdi�erent phase veloities. The resolution of the propagation equation (A.5) gives thediretions e(1) and e(2) of the eletri �elds E assoiated to these two waves: in the mostgeneral ase, the diretions of the �eld vetors assoiated to eah of the two wave vetorssolution of (A.7) are:e(1;2) �  k(1;2)a(k2)(1;2) � !2��a ; k(1;2)b(k2)(1;2) � !2��b ; k(1;2)(k2)(1;2) � !2��! ;provided that the denominators are not null. In a non absorbing medium, � is real andall the omponents of these �elds are real.A.1.3 Case of an uniaxial mediumIn the general ase, the three prinipal indies are di�erent. But lots of optial materialsexist for whih two of the prinipal refration indies are equal and an be written as:�a = �b = �0 n20 ; � = �0 n2e : (A.8)This type of rystal is known as uniaxial (as the quartz or the alite). The  axis ofthe prinipal oordinate system in that ase is alled the optial axis. no is alled theordinary index, ne the extraordinary index. In suh a uniaxial medium, equation (A.7)an be simpli�ed as: � k2a + k2bn2e + k2n2o � !22 �� k2n2o � !22 � = 0 : (A.9)The two terms of equation (A.9) give the relation between ! and k for the two wavessolution of (A.5). These two waves are known respetively as the ordinary wave (O) andthe extraordinary wave (E).The module of the wave vetor ko of the ordinary wave is independent of the diretionof propagation; it is given by the relation:k2on2o � !22 = 0 ; (A.10)163



while the relation onneting the wave vetor ke and ! for the extraordinary wave iswritten as: k2ea + k2ebn2e + k2en2o � !22 = 0 : (A.11)Diretion of the ordinary �eld oBy using the relation (A.10), the matrix M of (A.6) for an ordinary wave of wave vetorko = (koa; kob; ko) is written as:Mord = 0� k2oa koakob koakokoakob k2ob kobkokokoa kokob !22 (n2e � n2o) + k2o 1A ;and the resolution of (A.5) gives the diretion of the �eld assoiated to the ordinary wavein the system of prinipal axes:o = No (kob ; �koa ; 0) ; (A.12)where No is a fator of normalisation suh as o � o = 1.Diretion of the extraordinary �eld eIn the same way, by using the relation (A.11), the matrix M assoiated to the extraordi-nary wave of wave vetor ke = (kea; keb; ke) is written as:Mext = 0� !22 n2o � k2e + k2ea keakeb keakekeakeb !22 n2o � k2e + k2eb kebkekekea kekeb !22 n2e � k2e + k2e 1A ;and the diretion of the assoiated extraordinary eletri �eld in the system of the prinipalaxes is: if ke 6= 0 : e = Ne  keak2e � !22 n2o ; kebk2e � !22 n2o ; kek2e � !22 n2e!if ke = 0 : e = ( 0 ; 0 ; 1 ) ; (A.13)where Ne is a normalisation fator suh as e � e = 1.A.2 Passage of a plane wave through an anisotropiuniaxial mediumThe question is now to alulate, in a given referene frame, the transmission and reetionoeÆients of a wave passing through an anisotropi uniaxial rystal. For this, it isneessary to alulate the amplitudes of the reeted and refrated eletri �elds at theinterfae between the isotropi medium and the rystal, and at the interfae between therystal and the isotropi medium. The uniaxial anisotropi rystal an for instane bethe quartz and the isotropi medium the air.164



A.2.1 Double refration at the interfae air-quartzWe onsider an uniaxial rystal whose prinipal axes are alled a, b and  and the assoia-ted unit vetors a, b and . The optial axis is the  axis. We reall that for this rystal theprinipal dieletri onstants satisfy equation (A.8). The surfae of the rystal is supposedto be in the (xy) plane of an orthonomal (x,y,z) referene frame. The orientation of therystal  axis in this referene frame is haraterised by two angles � and �: � is theangle between  and z, � the angle between the projetion of  on the (xy) plane and thevetor x. b is hosen perpendiular to z and (a,b,) is an orthonormal referene frame.The rystal orientation and the frame vetors are shematised in �gure A.1.
Figure A.1: Laboratory oordinate system(x; y; z) and prinipal oordinate system(a; b; ). The rystal optial axis is repre-sented by the vetor .

In this framework, expressions of vetors x, y, z an be written as funtion of the prinipalreferene frame vetors a, b,  as:8>>>><>>>>: x = ( os� a + sin�  ) os� � sin� by = ( os� a + sin�  ) sin� + os� bz = � sin� a+ os�  : (A.14)
We onsider now an inident plane wave of wave vetor kin arriving on the rystalsurfae or emerging from the rystal, as shematised in �gure A.2. kin is suh that theinident plane (i.e. the plane formed by the normal to the rystal surfae and kin) is the(yz) plane. Therefore, the tangential omponent of kin along the x axis is null. We all �the tangential omponent of the inident wave along y and kz its longitudinal omponentalong z. The inident wave an be in the air or in the rystal. koz and kez are thelongitudinal omponents of the ordinary and extraordinary wave vetors ko and ke of the�eld refrated or reeted by the rystal. The reeted or refrated wave vetor in theair is alled k0. Passages of a wave through the air-quartz and quartz-air interfaes areshematised by the drawings (a) and (b) in �gure A.2 respetively. Using the Snell lowand the following boundary onditions at the interfae:(kin � x)z=0 = (k0 � x)z=0 = (ko � x)z=0 = (ke � x)z=0 = 0 ;(kin � y)z=0 = (k0 � y)z=0 = (ko � y)z=0 = (ke � y)z=0 = � ;165



allows the wave vetors to be written in the laboratory referene frame as:kin = 0� 0�kz 1Axyz ; k0 = 0� 0�k0z 1Axyz ;ko = 0� 0�koz 1Axyz ; ke = 0� 0�kez 1Axyz : (A.15)
From here, we have now to determine the wave vetors ko and ke as well as the ordinaryand extraordinary �eld diretions o and e.

Figure A.2: Projetion in the(yz) plane of the reetion andrefration of a plane wave atthe interfae between an isotropimedium and an anisotropi uni-axial medium (a) and at the inter-fae between an anisotropi uni-axial medium and an isotropimedium (b).
General aseConsidering the ordinary and the extraordinary wave vetors ko and ke of (A.15) and agiven initial state de�ned by the values of �, kz, � and �, from (A.14) ko and ke arewritten as: ko(e) = 0BBBB� � os� sin� � koz(ez) sin�� os�� sin� sin� + koz(ez) os�

1CCCCAab ; (A.16)where the only unknown quantities are koz and kez. By using equations (A.10), (A.11)and (A.16), expressions of koz and kez are written as:166



k2oz = �no ! �2 � �2 ;kez = v � pv2 � 4uw2u ; (A.17)where: 8>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>:
u = sin2�n2e + os2�n2ov = � sin� sin(2�)� 1n2e � 1n2o�w = �2 sin�2 os2� + �2 os2 �n2e + �2 sin�2 sin2�n2o � !22The diretions o and e of the eletri �elds assoiated to ko and ke are obtained in theprinipal referene frame (a; b; ) from equations (A.12), (A.13), (A.16) and (A.17).We have thus determined the wave vetors and the diretions of �elds assoiated tothe refrated and reeted waves at a quartz-air interfae in the most general ase, i.e.when the optial axis is tilted in any way with respet to the interfae. But in most ofrystals this is not the ase and the rystal is ut parallel to its optial axis.Case where the optial axis belongs to the interfae planeIf the optial axis  is in the interfae plane (xy), one has � = ��=2, the opposite signbeing arbitrarily hosen in order to have a = z. In this ondition, alling No and Ne twonormalisation fators suh as o � o = 1 and e � e = 1, expressions of ko, ke, o and e inthe laboratory referene frame (x; y; z) and in the prinipal referene frame (a; b; ) anbe simpli�ed as follows:
ko = 0BBBB� koz� os��� sin�

1CCCCAab ; ke = 0BBBB� kez� os��� sin�
1CCCCAab ;

o = No 0BBBB� � os�� koz0
1CCCCAab = No 0BBBB� koz sin�� koz os�� os�

1CCCCAxyz ;
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8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:
e = Ne

0BBBBBBBBBB�
kezk2e � !22 n2o� os�k2e � !22 n2o� sin�k2e � !22 n2e

1CCCCCCCCCCAab = Ne 0BBBB� k2o os�k2oz sin�� � kez sin�
1CCCCAxyz

e = 0BBBB� 001
1CCCCAab = 0BBBB� � os�� sin�0

1CCCCAxyz if (� sin�) = 0 ;
with: 8>>><>>>: k2oz = �no ! �2 � �2k2ez = �ne ! �2 � �2 �os2� + n2en2o sin2�� ;8>>><>>>: k2o = n2o !22k2e = n2e !22 + �2 sin2� �1� n2en2o� ;and: � = kin sin� ; kin = ! n :In the latter expressions, � is the inidene angle and n the optial index of the inidentisotropi medium.Case where the inidene is normal and  is in the interfae planeWhen in addition the inidene is normal, by putting � = 0 in the previous equations,expressions of the wave vetors of the ordinary and extraordinary �elds an be again168



simpli�ed as follows: 8>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>:
ko = 0� koz00 1Aab = 0� 00koz 1Axyz ;ke = 0� kez00 1Aab = 0� 00kez 1Axyz ;with : koz(ez) = � ! no(e) ; (A.18)

and the diretions of the ordinary and extraordinary �elds are simply written as:o = kozj koz j 0� sin�� os�0 1Axyz = kozj koz j 0� 0�10 1Aab ;e = 0� � os�� sin�0 1Axyz = 0� 001 1Aab : (A.19)
After having determined the diretion of the eletri �eld assoiated to the ordinaryand extraordinary waves at the interfae, we now want to determine the amplitudes ofthese �elds. For this, it is neessary to involve the �eld ontinuity onditions at theinterfae between the two mediums.A.2.2 Eletromagneti propagation : air ! quartzAs illustrated in �gure A.3, the eletri �eld and the wave vetor assoiated to an inidentplane wave oming from the air are alled respetively Ei and k. The �elds reeted andrefrated at the interfae between the air and the quartz are alled Er and Et. Thereferene basis (x; y; z) is suh as the normal to the rystal surfae ns is the opposite ofthe z axis, the x axis is orthogonal to the (k;ns) inident plane and (x,y,z) is orthonormal.We have hosen z = 0 at the interfae, z < 0 in the air and z > 0 inside the quartz. Inthat framework the eletri �elds an be written as:Ei = (Ass + App) e�ik�r ei!t ;Er = (Bss + Bpp0) e�ik0�r ei!t ;Et = (Coo e�iko�r + Cee e�ike�r) ei!t ; (A.20)where s, p and p0 are three unit vetors de�ned by:s = �k� nsj�k� nsj ; p = k� sjkj ; p0 = �k0 � sjkj ; (A.21)169



with: k = �y + kzz ; k0 = �y � kzz ; ns = �z : (A.22)s is equal to x and is perpendiular to the (kz) inident plane. p and p0 belong to theinident plane. o and e are two unit vetors parallel to the eletri �eld vetors of theordinary and extraordinary refrated waves. ko and ke are the two orresponding wavevetors. ko, ke, o and e are given by equations (A.15), (A.16), (A.17), (A.12) and (A.13).In that ase of the propagation air-quartz, koz and kez are positive.

Figure A.3: Passage of a plane wave through an anisotropi uniaxial medium of thikness`. The normal to the rystal plane is ns and the referene frame (x; y; z) is indiated.The magneti �eld assoiated to the reeted and refrated inident waves are obtainedfrom (A.1) and (A.3): H = i!� r� E ;and by using (A.20), one obtains:Hi = 1!� k � (Ass + App) e�ik�r ei!t ;Hr = 1!� k0 � (Bss + Bpp0) e�ik0�r ei!t ;Ht = 1!� � Coko � o e�iko�r + Ceke � e e�ike�r � ei!t :The tangential omponents of the �elds E and H must be ontinuous at the interfaez = 0 between the isotropi medium and the rystal whih leads to:170



(Ei +Er) � x = Et � x ; (Hi +Hr) � x = Ht � x ;(Ei +Er) � y = Et � y ; (Hi +Hr) � y = Ht � y : (A.23)By using the following relations:p = kzy � �zk ; p0 = kzy + �zk ; p � y = p0 � y = kzk ;s � x = 1 ; p � x = 0 ; p0 � x = 0 ;s � y = 0 ; (k� s) � x = 0 ; (k� s) � y = kz ;(k0 � s) � x = 0 ; (k0 � s) � y = �kz ; (k� p) � x = �k ;(k� p) � y = 0 ; (k0 � p0) � x = k ; (k0 � p0) � y = 0 ;the four relations (A.23) are written as:8>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>:
As + Bs = Co (x � o) + Ce (x � e)kz (Ap + Bp) = k Co (y � o) + k Ce (y � e)k (Bp � Ap) = Co x � (ko � o) + Ce x � (ke � e)kz (As � Bs) = Co y � (ko � o) + Ce y � (ke � e) (A.24)

General aseThe resolution of the boundary equations (A.24) allows the four unknown quantities Bs,Bp, Co and Ce to be obtained as funtion of the inident wave amplitudes As and Ap.The resolution of (A.24) leads to:Co = Astso + Aptpo ; Bs = Asrss + Aprps ;Ce = Astse + Aptpe ; Bp = Asrsp + Aprpp ; (A.25)171



where: tso = 2kzDAD� BC ; tse = �2kzCAD� BC ;tpo = �2kzBAD� BC ; tpe = 2kzAAD� BC ;rss = (x � o) tso + (x � e) tse � 1 ;rps = (x � o) tpo + (x � e) tpe ;rsp = kkz [(o � y) tso + (e � y) tse℄ ;rpp = kkz [(o � y) tpo + (e � y) tpe℄ � 1 ;
(A.26)

and where the quantities A, B, C, D are de�ned by:A = o � (y � k) + o � (y � ko) ;B = e � (y � k) + e � (y � ke) ;C = k (o � y)� (y � k) � (ko � o)k ;D = k (e � y)� (y � k) � (ke � e)k :We have introdued in (A.25) the so-alled Fresnel oeÆients desribing the air-quartz transmission of an s or a p wave omponent in an ordinary or an extraordinarywave omponent, and the reetion in air of an s or a p wave omponent in an s or a preeted wave omponent:� tso : transmission of an s wave omponent in an ordinary wave omponent,� tpo : transmission of a p wave omponent in an ordinary wave omponent,� tse : transmission of an s wave omponent in an extraordinary wave omponent,� tpe : transmission of a p wave omponent in an extraordinary wave omponent,� rss : reetion of an s wave omponent in an s wave omponent,� rps : reetion of a p wave omponent in an s wave omponent,� rsp : reetion of an s wave omponent in a p wave omponent,� rpp : reetion of a p wave omponent in a p wave omponent.172



Case where  belongs to the interfae and the inident is normalIn the ase of an inident wave of whih the wave vetor is perpendiular to the (xy)rystal plane, and in the ase where moreover the optial axis  belongs to the interfaeplane, using relations (A.18) and (A.19) allows the Fresnel oeÆient of expression (A.26)to be simpli�ed as:tso = 2 n(n + no) s � o ; rss = (n2 � none)� n (ne � no) os2�(n + no) (n + ne) ;tpo = 2 n(n + no) p � o ; rps = � n (ne � no) sin2�(n + no) (n + ne) ;tse = 2 n(n + ne) s � e ; rsp = rps ;tpe = 2 n(n + ne) p � e ; rpp = (n2 � none) + n (ne � no) os2�(n + no) (n + ne) ;where n is the index of the isotropi medium and no and ne are the indies of the uniaxialmedium.We now want to determine the Fresnel oeÆients orresponding to the passage of thewave at the interfae between the anisotropi medium and the isotropi medium.A.2.3 Eletromagneti propagation: quartz ! airTo alulate the wave propagation at the seond interfae, we onsider an inident wavepropagating inside the rystal and arriving at the interfae. We hoose again to take thelongitudinal oordinate z null at the interfae. The eletri �eld assoiated to this waveis written as: Ei = C��+ e�ik+� �r ei!t ;where C�, �+ and k+� are quantities harateristi either of an ordinary wave (Co, o+ andk+o ), or of an extraordinary wave (Ce, e+ and k+e ) propagating in the rystal, as shownin �gure A.3. The eletri �elds assoiated to the reeted and refrated waves at theinterfae are alled respetively Er and Et. They are written as:Er = (Croo� e�ik�o �r + Cree� e�ik�e �r) ei!t ;Et = (Ass + App) e�ik�r ei!t ;where, as for the ase of the passage from air to quartz, s and p are two unit vetorsde�ned by equations (A.21) and (A.22). s is equal to x, p belongs to the (kz) plane, o�and e� are two unit vetors parallel to the eletri �eld of the ordinary and extraordinaryreeted waves respetively.The magneti �elds assoiated to the inident reeted and refrated waves are writtenas: 173



Hi = 1!� C�k+� � �+ e�ik+� �r ei!t ;Hr = 1!� (Crok�o � o� e�ik�o �r + Crek�e � e� e�ik�e �r) ei!t ;Ht = 1!� k � (Ass + App) e�ik�r ei!t :General aseAs for the alulation at the �rst interfae, the ontinuity onditions of the tangentialomponents allow the four unknown quantities As, Ap, Cro and Cre involved in the �eldexpressions to be obtained as a funtion of the amplitude of the inident wave in therystal C� and as funtion of the wave vetors. Expliitly, the four ontinuity onditionsare written as:8>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>:
As = C� (x � �+) + Cro (x � o�) + Cre (x � e�)kz Ap = k C� (y � �+) + k Cro (y � o�) + k Cre (y � e�)�k Ap = C� x � (k+� � �+) + Cro x � (k�o � o�) + Cre x � (k�e � e�)kz As = C� y � (k+� � �+) + Cro y � (k�o � o�) + Cre y � (k�e � e�) (A.27)

An initial wave inside the rystal whih is omposed of its two omponents of ordinaryand extraordinary �elds is written as:Ei = �Coo+ e�ik+o �r + Cee+ e�ik+e �r� ei!t : (A.28)We therefore have to resolve two systems of four equations (A.27) where C�, �+ and k+�are replaed by the two sets of following oeÆients:8>>>><>>>>: C� = Co�+ = o+k+� = k+o and 8>>>><>>>>: C� = Ce�+ = e+k+� = k+eThe resolution of the ontinuity equations (A.27) leads to:Cro = Coroo + Cereo ; As = Cotos + Cetes ;Cre = Coroe + Ceree ; Ap = Cotop + Cetep ; (A.29)where: 174



roo = EoD� FoBAD� BC ; reo = EeD� FeBAD� BC ;roe = AFo � EoCAD� BC ; ree = AFe � EeCAD� BC ;tos = (x � o+) + (x � o�) roo + (x � e�) roe ;tes = (x � e+) + (x � o�) reo + (x � e�) ree ;top = � kkz� � (y � o+) + (y � o�) roo + (y � e�) roe � ;tep = � kkz� � (y � e+) + (y � o�) reo + (y � e�) ree � ;
(A.30)

and where the quantities A, B, C, D, Eo, Ee, Fo and Fe are de�ned by:A = o�� ( y � k�o � y � k) ; C = k (o� � y) + (y � k) � (k�o � o�)k ;B = e�� (y � k�e � y � k) ; D = k (e� � y) + (y � k) � (k�e � e�)k ;Eo = o+� [ y � k� y � k+o ℄ ; Fo = � k (o+ � y)� (y � k) � (k+o � o+)k ;Ee = e+� [ y � k� y � k+e ℄ ; Fe = � k (e+ � y)� (y � k) � (k+e � e+)k :In (A.29), Fresnel oeÆients desribing the reetion in the quartz of an ordinary or anextraordinary wave omponent in an ordinary or an extraordinary reeted wave om-ponent, and Fresnel oeÆients desribing the quartz-air transmission of an ordinary oran extraordinary wave omponent in an s or a p transmitted wave omponent have beenintrodued:� roo : reetion of an ordinary wave omponent in an ordinary wave omponent,� reo : reetion of an extraordinary wave omponent in an ordinary wave omponent,� roe : reetion of an ordinary wave omponent in an extraordinary wave omponent,� ree : reetion of an extraordinary wave omponent in an extraordinary wave om-ponent,� tos : transmission of an ordinary wave omponent in an s wave omponent,� top : transmission of an ordinary wave omponent in a p wave omponent,175



� tes : transmission of an extraordinary wave omponent in an s wave omponent,� tep : transmission of an extraordinary wave omponent in a p wave omponent.Case where  belongs to the interfae and the inidene is normalIf the inident wave inside the rystal has its wave vetor perpendiular to the rystalplane and if moreover the optial axis  is in the interfae plane, the Fresnel oeÆient ofexpression (A.30) an be simpli�ed as:roo = � no � nno + n � o+ � o� ; tos = � 2 nono + n� o+ � s ;reo = 0 ; tes = � 2 nene + n� e+ � s ;roe = 0 ; top = � 2 nono + n� o+ � p ;ree = � ne � nne + n � e+ � e� ; tep = � 2 nene + n� e+ � p :
A.3 Calulation of the total transmitted �eldHaving determined all the transmission and reetion Fresnel oeÆients at the air-quartzand quartz-air interfaes, the total eletri �eld emerging from the rystal an now bealulated to obtain the expression of the total transmitted intensity. Introduing:� the air-quartz transmission matrix Taq = � tso tpotse tpe �,� the air-quartz reetion matrix Raq = � rss rpsrsp rpp �,� the quartz-air reetion matrix Rqa = � roo rooroe roe �,� the quartz-air transmission matrix Tqa = � tos testop tep �,expressions (A.25) and (A.29) of the �eld amplitudes an be rewritten in matrix form.For the air-quartz passage, (A.25) beomes:� CoCe � = Taq� AsAp � and � BsBp � = Raq� AsAp � ; (A.31)and for the quartz-air passage (A.29) beomes:176



� CroCre � = Rqa� CoCe � and � A0sA0p � = Tqa � CoCe � ; (A.32)where A0s and A0p are the quantities As and Ap of equation (A.29) whose names have beenhanged to avoid onfusion with the inident �eld. After only one passage of the wavethrough the medium, the transmitted wave (A0s;A0p) is the result of the inident wave(As;Ap) refrated by the �rst interfae at z = 0, then propagated through the mediumuntil the seond interfae at z = ` and refrated by the seond fae. Introduing thematrix: P� = 0B� e�i`k�o � z 00 e�i`k�e � z 1CAdesribing the wave propagation through the medium of thikness `, the amplitude (C0o;C0e)of the �eld arriving at the seond interfae is written as:� C0oC0e � = P+� CoCe � :Then, using (A.31) and (A.32), the amplitude of the �eld emerging from the rystal iswritten as a funtion of the inident �eld amplitude as:� A0sA0p � = Tqa P+ Taq � AsAp � :In the same way, the amplitude of the �eld transmitted after a double reetion on the�rst and the seond rystal faes is written as:� A0sA0p � = Tqa P+ � Rqa P�1� Rqa P+ � Taq � AsAp � :After an in�nity of internal reetions, the transmitted wave amplitude is written in theform: � A0sA0p � = Tqa P+ 1Xn=0 � Rqa P�1� Rqa P+ �n Taq� AsAp � :By using the fat that: 1Xi=0 Mi = [ I�M ℄�1where I is the identity matrix, the amplitude of the total transmitted �eld through therystal is written as: 177



� A0sA0p � = MT � AsAp � where :MT = Tqa P+ � I � Rqa P�1� Rqa P+ ��1 Taq : (A.33)Formula (A.33) provides the transmitted amplitude of a �eld passing through an anisotropiuniaxial medium of a given thikness `, as a funtion of the amplitude of the initial �eld,and this by taking into aount the multiple reetions whih our inside the medium.The alulation has been done in a (x; y; z) referene frame attahed to the rystal and tothe inident wave, and whose unit vetors x, y and z are suh as:� z = �ns where ns is the normal of the rystal surfae,� x is perpendiular to the inident plane de�ned by (kin;ns), kin being the inidentwave vetor,� (x;y; z) is orthonormal.In Chapters 4, 5 and 6, the generated ellipsometer intensity signals have been simulatedby using formula (A.33) for the quartz quater wave plate transmission. The transmittedwave intensities simulated with this model and ompared with experimental ellipsometerdata reorded in photodiodes allow some parameters harateristi of the anisotropiuniaxial rystal as its thikness, its birefringene or some misalignments parameters, tobe determined.
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